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Algeria, Egypt, Ethiopia, Nigeria and South Africa are the powerhouses of Africa.Collectively sometimes referred to as the Big Five, these states account for 40 per centof Africa’s population, 60 per cent of the African economy and 58 per cent of Africa’smilitary expenditure (Cilliers, Schünemann & Moyer 2015: 2). On the continent, SouthAfrica was until recently the largest economy.1 Compared to other African states, it hasa developed and diversified economy; robust and independent media; strong rule of lawand democratic institutions; rich infrastructure; and an active civil society. Through theAfrican Union (AU), the Southern African Development Community (SADC) and the NewPartnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) as well as through its bilateral relations,South Africa has played an active role in regional issues.
South Africa has adopted, in many ways, a middle power position in its foreign relationsand diplomacy (Schoeman 2000). On a global scale, it has changed from a pariah statebefore 1994 to an important member of the international community. Within the UnitedNations (UN), South Africa has been a non-permanent member of the Security Council(UNSC) in 2007-2008 and 2011-2012, and a member of the Human Rights Council (HRC)in the period 2006-2010, while it is currently serving a second three-year term since2013. It participates in peacekeeping operations in the Democratic Republic of the Congo,Sudan (Darfur) and South Sudan. South Africa is a member of the G20 and the BRICSgrouping (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa), and it is the only African countryamong�the�European�Union’s�ten�global�strategic�partners�(Cilliers�2014).
Its relative economic size, its active participation in international organizations and peace-keeping operations, and its port of entry status in Africa for outside (global) powers, rein-force the image of South Africa as an ‘emerging power’. For some time South Africa hasalso been considered a moral force in the international community because of its legacyof a relatively peaceful transition from apartheid to democracy and the iconic status of itsfirst post-apartheid president, Nelson Mandela. Liberal democratic values are embeddedin South Africa’s constitution and human rights promotion is part of the country’s statedforeign�policy.
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1 In 2014 the Nigerian economy was formally recognized as being the largest in Africa
by GDP. It continued to hold this position in 2015. See here a list of the top 20 largest
economies of Africa, based on official data from the World Bank released on 1st of July
2015: http://www.afrikanfacts.com/top-20-largest-economy-in-africa-2015/.



In collecting essays for this third volume in the Shifting Power and Human RightsDiplomacy series, the editors started from an open question, rather than an assumption.The key question of this volume is to what extent South Africa has used its power andinfluence for human rights promotion and protection abroad, and whether it is likely todo so in the future. Following earlier publications on Brazil and India, Strategic Studies,an initiative of the Dutch section of Amnesty International, has collected critical essaysfrom fifteen experts on South Africa’s foreign policy agendas and diplomacy. Analysingdifferent aspects of the country’s past, present and future external human rights poli-cies, the authors critically assess the likeliness that South Africa will use its power todefend human rights and international justice in the region or globally.
Like any other state, South Africa makes strategic decisions on how to balance and priori-tize values and interests in its foreign policy. Even if a state is determined to pursue avalue-based external policy, it may not always be in a position to influence other states’and powerful actors’ human rights conduct. So apart from South Africa’s appetite or dis-taste,�how�much�power�does�it�actually�have�to�defend�human�rights�worldwide?

South Africa’s balancing acts
According to a recent forecast by the Pretoria-based Institute for Security Studies on thepower and influence of the Big Five, South Africa has punched significantly above itsweight, both in the region and globally (Cilliers, Schünemann & Moyer 2015). SouthAfrica has been able to influence more international actors, institutions and regimesthan would be expected on the basis of its economic, military and demographic size. Itseconomy is declining, the size of its population is expected to stagnate too, and SouthAfrica has significantly reduced its military expenditure. In other words, its hard-powercapabilities are shrinking.
Notwithstanding its decreasing material capabilities, South Africa has managed topresent itself as a reliable, stable and rather prosperous country on a rising continentwith important resource, trade and economic opportunities for other world powers. Or asMagnus Killander writes in this volume: “To many, South Africa is perceived as the eco-nomic gateway to Africa.” Reflecting on South Africa’s selection by the BRIC countries tojoin their grouping, Roy Robins (2013) writes in Foreign Policy magazine:

“The country’s inclusion in the consortium had everything to do with politics, andvery little to do with economic equivalency, developmental dynamics, or societalsimilarities. The invitation was about ‘location, location, location’ – and a favor
10
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from some very powerful friends. In return for which the BRIC states get politicalcapital,�increased�trading�ties,�and�a�steadfast�African�ally.”
Although South Africa’s power is declining (or may have been overestimated in the firstplace), other countries’ leaders may still fear being sidelined or overshadowed by SouthAfrica. The country’s tense relationship with Nigeria and Zimbabwe since 1994 testify todelicate power relations. Particularly when South Africa is seen to neglect representingbroader regional interests, its membership in global alliances such as IBSA or its overalleconomic diplomacy is sometimes viewed with suspicion. In order to gain or maintainlegitimacy as a leader of Africa (and of the developing world) without being accused ofdominance or hegemony, South Africa thus constantly needs to balance regional interestsand self-interest. Particularly since the presidency of Thabo Mbeki, South Africa has con-sistently presented itself as an African country that sees its own interests as being closelyaligned�with�those�of�others�on�the�continent.
Also on the international stage South Africa finds itself in another difficult position. Onthe one hand there is China, its largest trading partner and sponsor of its BRICS member-ship, but also an economic competitor in Africa. On the other hand there are the Westerncountries, with Germany being its second largest trading partner and the EU as a wholebeing a bigger one than China. Some Western countries have long looked at their liberaldemocratic counterpart’s foreign human rights policy with great expectation, while Chinais not known for appreciating human rights champions. Balancing acts like these haveshaped,�and�will�continue�to�shape,�South�Africa’s�external�human�rights�policy.

The foreign policy context
Any understanding of South Africa’s external human rights policy has to take into accountthe historical, international and regional context within which the country operates, aswell as the interaction between governments’ internal and external policy. In the region,South Africa faces some major inhibitions in the promotion and protection of humanrights�(Mubangizi�2006).
In the late 1980s and early 1990s Africa saw fast developments of democratization andstrengthening of the rule of law and human rights. In 1986 the African Charter on Humanand People’s Rights came into force. A year later the African Commission, mandated topromote and protect the rights in the Charter, was established. But soon these develop-ments started to slow down. It took until 2004 for the 1998 Protocol establishing the AfricanCourt of Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) to enter into force. At the time of writing, 29of the 54 African Union (AU) members have recognized the competence of the ACHPR, but
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only seven have recognized its power to entitle non-governmental organizations and indi-viduals to institute cases directly before it. South Africa is a party to the 1998 Protocol,but�did�not�accept�the�ACHPR’s�competence�to�receive�individual�complaints.
A 2008 Protocol to merge the ACHPR and the non-operational African Court of Justice (theprinciple judicial organ of the AU) into the African Court of Justice and Human Rights hasnot entered into force yet. The same goes for the 2014 Malabo Protocol, which conferscriminal jurisdiction upon the merger court in cases of genocide, crimes against human-ity and war crimes, while also granting immunity to sitting heads of state or government.No�other�international�or�hybrid�criminal�court�or�tribunal�provides�similar�immunities.
Despite democratic progress, the African continent still suffers from instability, insecurityand atrocities as well as authoritarian, failed and fragile states. This limits opportunitiesto find regional allies for human rights agendas and at the same time shields SouthAfrica�from�African�human�rights�criticism�itself.
The region is also beset with poverty and socioeconomic inequality, despite considerableprogress in human development. According to the United Nations Development Programme(UNDP) 41 per cent of Sub-Saharan Africans lived in extreme poverty in 2015.2 Impressiveeconomic growth rates have often not benefited the poorest. While South Africa is one ofthe continent’s largest development aid donors, it is also a developing country itself.Domestically, South Africa suffers from high levels of inequality, poverty, crime, insecu-rity,�functional�illiteracy,�and�unemployment.
In this context, post-1994 governments have consistently attempted to position the coun-try as a member of the Global South, emphasizing South-South cooperation as a primaryguiding principle for foreign policy and aligning its position with the G77. South Africahas joined the BRICS and IBSA (India, Brazil, South Africa) groupings that share an interestin reforming the global governance system to create more equal political and economicrelations. With Western power perceived to be in decline, and increasing resentmenttowards the West within the African Union, South Africa has strategically sought closerrelations with countries such as China and India, both known for their indifference if notopposition�to�existing�mechanisms�of�international�human�rights�protection.
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South Africa’s future role in international human rights promotion
The various essays in this volume point to several contradictions in South Africa’s foreignhuman rights policy and diplomacy. Democracy and human rights promotion often giveway to economic and development interests, and strategic considerations cause SouthAfrica to avoid or even oppose country-specific human rights criticism in multilateralfora. But South Africa is also sometimes a driver or key player in social and economicrights issues, peacebuilding, and standard-setting in the area of business and humanrights.
As Karen Smith indicates in the first essay, South Africa continues to use pro-humanrights rhetoric. Nonetheless, there has been a shift in its foreign policy from a preoccupationwith human rights in the early post-apartheid years to an emphasis on state sovereignty.This is partly related to a shift towards South-South solidarity and an Africanist agenda.On the continent, the country has therefore been reluctant to mobilize its power to pro-mote�human�rights�issues.
Particularly at the UN, South Africa has adopted positions that at times seem at oddswith its constitutional values or aspirations of serving as a model of peaceful transfor-mation to democracy. Based on South Africa’s voting record in UN bodies such as theSecurity Council, the General Assembly and the Human Rights Council, Eduard Jordaandraws the conclusion that South Africa’s contribution to human rights has been disap-pointing at best, and shielding abusive governments at worst. South Africa has regularlyvoted with China and Russia against resolutions condemning repressive regimes andincreasingly sides with its BRICS partners and developing countries in an anti-Westernstance, equating Western-sponsored human rights and humanitarian resolutions with(neo)imperialist�agendas.
In her essay on South Africa’s relation with the two other IBSA states, Candice Mooreshows that South Africa shares with India and Brazil a preference for negotiated solutionsand silent diplomacy rather than intervention or public condemnation. Despite their verydifferent foreign policy objectives and contexts, all three countries tend to abstain oncountry-specific resolutions (while being more progressive on thematic, especially socio-economic rights, issues). South Africa’s reluctance to single out particular countries onhuman rights issues also stems from a concern of not being seen in the African Union ashandmaiden�of�the�West�and�its�double�standards�on�human�rights.
Magnus Killander’s essay shows that South Africa diverges from the European Union inits stance on country-specific resolutions in the UN, as well as on some thematic issues.
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At the same time, South Africa and the EU share important economic interests, a commit-ment to foster peace and prosperity in Africa, and values with regard to human rights,rule of law and democracy. Given these shared values and overlapping agendas, Killanderthus concludes that “there should be more opportunity for cooperation. This would requiremore�engagement�from�both�sides�with�the�aim�of�finding�common�ground.”
One of the themes where the views of the EU and South Africa diverge is business andhuman rights. As elaborated in the essay of Josua Loots, South Africa has been in favourof developing a binding treaty on transnational corporations and human rights while theEU prefers to further develop the non-binding Ruggie principles. Loots sees South Africa’ssupport�for�a�binding�treaty�as�“a�promising�step�in�the�right�direction”.
Another promising area where South Africa may take human rights leadership is inpeacemaking and peacebuilding in the region. Bright Nkrumah and Dan Kuwali show intheir contribution that South Africa has taken a leadership role as mediator, peacekeeperand peacebuilder to advance peace and security on the continent and ‘African solutionsto African problems’. It has invested in building continental institutions to respond topeace and security challenges and it continues to be involved in various peacekeepingoperations in African states, thereby favouring diplomacy, negotiation, and conflict reso-lution over military power. But Nkrumah and Kuwali also write that, in addition to domes-tic socioeconomic constraints, “the ANC’s economic interests often override human rightsconcerns”, referring to South Africa’s disappointing mediation role in Ivory Coast andZimbabwe�and�its�silence�on�Sudan’s�human�rights�abuses.
Garth Abraham’s essay on South Africa’s position on the Responsibility to Protect (R2P)echoes other authors’ assessments that South Africa’s foreign policy is pragmatic ratherthan principled. South Africa is not willing to compromise African solidarity and alienateits base of African support by being outspoken on violations of international human rightsand humanitarian law. Abraham argues that South Africa’s position on the R2P haschanged under the influence of its alliance with African countries and the BRICS towardsa�preference�for�state�sovereignty�and�non-interventionism.
Jeremy Sarkin, too, writes in his contribution on South Africa’s relation with the ICC that“its friendship and comradely attitude towards other African states and the AU, as well asits partnership with Russia and China in BRICS, takes precedence over its internationallaw obligations in its approach to foreign policy”. Referring to South Africa’s refusal toarrest ICC suspect President Omar al-Bashir of Sudan, Sarkin shows that South Africa isprioritizing its relations with and commitments to the African Union over its legal obliga-tions�under�the�Rome�Statute.
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In their essay, Anriette Esterhuysen, Emilar Vushe, Deborah Brown and Ran Greensteinshow that South Africa’s alliance and (partial) identification with the developing worldshape its role in global debates about Internet governance. South Africa has aligned itsposition with that taken by the G77 group by, first, stressing the importance of the Inter-net to advance development and thereby the equality between developed and developingstates and, second, by preferring government-led models of Internet governance overmultistakeholder models. South Africa thus appears to ensure that the regulation of theInternet remains the sovereign right of states, not of international agencies from above orof�civil�society�organizations�or�businesses�from�below.
While South Africa has made Southern solidarity and Pan-Africanism a key part of itsforeign policy, its solidarity does not show itself in its position on African immigration. Inher contribution on South Africa’s past, present and future immigration policies, AudieKlotz shows that the country has not been receptive for migrants from Africa. Klotz arguesthat a security paradigm that frames African immigrants as a threat (to security, socialwelfare state, et cetera) negatively impacts the rights of immigrants and refugees andstands�in�stark�contrast�with�the�pan-Africanism�espoused�in�its�foreign�policy.
Susan Wilding’s essay focuses on the role and influence of South Africa’s civil societyon foreign policy development. In contrast to Klotz, Wilding is rather positive about civilsociety’s impact on the government’s response to xenophobia and discrimination. But shealso argues that South Africa’s civil society has fragmented and weakened after 1994and that despite the proliferation of non-state actors operating in the realm of foreignaffairs, the ANC government continues to consult in tight circles on foreign policy.Because South African external policy is largely driven by ANC objectives, human rightsadvocates and NGOs should, according to Wilding, invest in relation-building to removesuspicion that they are proxies of Western agendas. Wilding also suggests that they couldengage more widely in conflict resolution and with service delivery organizations or thinktanks�that�are�trusted�and�seen�as�neutral.
The views expressed in the contributions that follow are those of the authors and do notnecessarily reflect positions of Amnesty International, its Dutch section or StrategicStudies.
Doutje�Lettinga�and�Lars�van�Troost
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Once known for its peaceful transition to democracy and a reconciliation process, themoral authority of Nelson Mandela, and its progressive constitution, South Africa is nowincreasingly viewed as a state that undermines the international promotion of humanrights, prioritizes economic interests and refuses to condemn the human rights violationsof�repressive�regimes.
Introduction

In the post-Mandela era, and particularly under the Zuma administration, South Africahas come under increasing fire for what some regard as its progressive disregard forhuman rights. Most recently, the government has been criticized for allowing Sudanesepresident Omar al-Bashir to leave the country while the International Criminal Court(ICC), of which the South Africa is a member, had issued two warrants for his arrest onthe grounds of war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide. This blatant disregardfor the authority of the ICC has served to further entrench perceptions that South Africa isno�longer�the�torchbearer�for�human�rights�that�it�once�was.
This is of particular concern as not only do policy-makers consistently emphasize thatSouth Africa’s foreign policy is based on human rights, but it is also a state of whichmuch is expected in relation to the promotion of human rights. The struggle againstapartheid that captured the world’s attention for decades was, after all, essentially astruggle for human rights. This notion is summarized in official statements, such as thisone by former deputy Minister of International Relations and Cooperation Ebraim Ebrahim:“It is the very character of our history that should place us firmly as champions ofdemocracy, good governance, human rights, development, peace and justice”.1 It wastherefore expected that when the African National Congress (ANC) came to power follow-ing the first democratic elections in 1994, South Africa would become a beacon of hope
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1 Ebrahim, E. (2013) ‘Celebrating 19 years of South Africa’s foreign policy’, Public
lecture by Deputy Minister of International Relations and Cooperation H. E. Mr. Ebrahim I.
Ebrahim, South African Institute of International Affairs, 4 July: 10. Available at:
http://www.dfa.gov.za/docs/speeches/2013/ebra0704.html.



and a model state not only for Africa but for the whole world. This is recognized in thepreamble of the 2011 foreign policy white paper Building a better world: The diplomacyof Ubuntu, which states: “Since 1994, the international community has looked to SouthAfrica to play a leading role in championing values of human rights” (DIRCO 2011: 4).
For a short while, South Africa managed to largely live up to these expectations. Crackshowever started appearing and today the country is being called a “rogue democracy”and a state that “undermines the global human rights movement” (Gerson 2008). EduardJordaan (2014: 92), another contributor to this essay volume, calls it “a defender ofoppressive regimes and an obstacle to the international promotion of human rights”. InSeptember 2015, The Economist published an article titled ‘South Africa’s foreign policy:clueless and immoral’. This is a far cry from the optimism expressed about the countryduring�the�presidency�of�Nelson�Mandela.

A stated commitment to human rights
Post-1994 democratic South Africa positioned itself as an African state with a strongcommitment to human rights and democracy. Even before becoming President, NelsonMandela articulated the new government’s foreign policy priorities in an article for ForeignAffairs. He wrote, “South Africa’s future foreign relations will be based on our belief thathuman rights should be the core concern of international relations” (Mandela 1993: 97).This was reiterated in a 1994 ANC foreign policy document that stated that a core foreignpolicy principle would be “a belief in, and preoccupation with, human rights” (ANC 1994).While South African policy-makers still go to great lengths to emphasize the importanceof human rights in the country’s foreign policy, these official statements appear increas-ingly�empty�in�the�face�of�actual�foreign�policy�decisions.
While Nelson Mandela, due to his international stature, managed to mostly elude inter-national criticism about his human rights positions, it must be noted that even duringhis presidency, eyebrows were raised about, amongst others, South Africa’s continuedfriendship with authoritarian regimes like that of Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi. Mandela,however, was more outspoken about human rights than any of his successors have been.Concerns about South Africa’s commitment to the promotion of human rights began togrow inresponse to President Thabo Mbeki’s “quiet diplomacy” response to the crisis inZimbabwe. Despite confirmed reports of widespread human rights abuses by the Mugabeadministration, the South African government consistently maintained that Zimbabwe’sinternal issues should be solved by the Zimbabweans themselves, without undue exter-nal interference. This approach was in direct opposition to calls by the US and Europe forSouth Africa, as the regional power, to take a stronger position on its neighbour.
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Criticism of South Africa’s approach to human rights in its foreign policy increased as aresult of its controversial votes as a non-permanent member of the UN Security Council(UNSC) in 2007-2008, voting against resolutions condemning human rights violationsin, amongst others, Myanmar, Sudan and Zimbabwe (see the essays in this volume ofEduard Jordaan and Candice Moore on South Africa’s voting record at the UN). SouthAfrica defended its controversial votes on human rights in the UNSC on proceduralgrounds, arguing that the UNSC is not the appropriate forum to discuss human rightsissues that do not pose a direct threat to international peace and security, and that itallows the five permanent members to exercise their veto power to protect certain states.Its second justification was based on what it called the “double standards” employed bythe international community, and the West in particular, when it comes to defendinghuman rights.
While this is, of course, a valid point, the fact that states like the US are inconsistent intheir response to human rights violators should not be used as an excuse for South Africato do the same. At the same time, whilst opposing criticism of and action against almostall other regimes that violate human rights, South Africa consistently supports the toughestpossible action against Israel. This makes its claim that western states are inconsistentand hypocritical in their criticism of human rights violations sound rather unconvincing.Relatedly, the South African government’s refusal to support the condemnation of humanrights abuses by repressive governments seems to fly in the face of its own history, inwhich United Nations (UN) condemnation of the apartheid government and support forthe�liberation�struggle�played�an�important�role�in�bringing�democracy�to�the�country.
Other decisions that have made international headlines have included that, since 2009,the government has thrice denied a visa to the Dalai Lama, including when he wasinvited to attend a conference of Nobel Peace Prize laureates. It has been speculated thatthis is due to pressure from South Africa’s new best friend, China. This led ArchbishopDesmond Tutu to pronounce that “This government, our government, is worse than theapartheid government, because at least you were expecting it with the apartheid govern-ment”�(Spillius�2011).
Despite the continued pro-human rights rhetoric, there has therefore been a marked shiftin South Africa’s foreign policy away from a preoccupation with the protection of humanrights to an emphasis on state sovereignty. This also manifests in South Africa’s positionon the Responsibility to Protect (see the essay of Garth Abraham on R2P elsewhere in thisvolume). While the country played an important role in the development of R2P, particularlyin entrenching it in the African Peace and Security Architecture, in practice it appears toprioritize state sovereignty above human security (Brosig 2012: 7). Having said that,
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South Africa is not, in principle, against any form of intervention. It has supported R2P atthe regional level, and its role in the African Union-mandated missions in Darfur andBurundi show that South Africa is willing to participate in consent-based intervention,and shows a strong preference for regional interventionism. While it is on the principle ofrespect for sovereignty that South Africa justifies its preference for negotiated solutionsto conflict rather than intervention on humanitarian grounds, there are also other, morepragmatic, reasons. It faces grave challenges domestically that already put pressure onits available resources. It is therefore unable to take on global responsibilities that mightrequire�it�to�channel�resources�into�military�operations.
The implications of UNSC resolution 1973 (2011) calling for humanitarian intervention inLibya proved to be a milestone in terms of signalling a shift in South Africa’s position onR2P. South Africa voted in favour of the resolution, in contradiction of the position of theAfrican Union Ad Hoc High Level Panel (Aboagye 2012: 38). Subsequently, however, SouthAfrica condemned the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) action, which it arguedused Resolution 1973, aimed at the protection of civilians, as a pretext for regimechange. The situation in Syria reflects a similar position. South Africa initially voted infavour of a resolution drafted in February 2012, calling for President Bashar al-Assad tostep down but then backtracked by calling for the Syrian people to be allowed to decidetheir own fate (Aboagye 2012: 43). Subsequently, South Africa has not supported anycalls for pillar three (intervention by the international community) of the R2P doctrine.The result of the Libyan case is that South Africa is now seen as having firmly joined theranks�of�R2P�sceptics,�including�its�BRICS�partners�(Brazil,�Russia,�India�and�China).
In fact, while there seems to be greater convergence amongst the BRICS in terms of theirvoting position on R2P, their positions are not as clear-cut and consistent as we aresometimes led to believe (see Stuenkel 2014). In addition, it is possible to identify dif-ferences in their motivations. For example, while Russia and China’s preference fornon-interference is arguably based predominantly on the recognition of sovereignty asthe most important norm in international relations, South Africa’s position is the resultof its own experiences during the negotiated transition, where external mediation waslargely rejected in favour of a South African solution. This lead to a conviction thatdomestic and regional solutions are preferable to solutions imposed by the internationalcommunity at large.

Primacy of the African agenda
Perhaps the strongest influence on South Africa’s human rights stance is its troubledrelationship with the rest of the African continent. Since 1994, the government has been
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at pains to overturn the legacy left by the apartheid regime and establish itself as firstand foremost an African state, but also one that would avoid behaving in a way thatmight be interpreted as hegemonic. On the other hand, the new government needed toshow the international community, meaning mainly Western states, that it was commit-ted to promoting democracy and human rights in Africa. This has been undermined by thestrong Africanist strand in South Africa’s foreign policy, linked to the lack of legitimacyafforded it by its regional neighbours in its attempt to play the role of regional leader. Itmeans that the country has to be particularly careful in handling human rights issues inAfrica. As a result, the principle of state sovereignty is often invoked to protect repressiveAfrican�states�from�condemnation.
The last time the South African government or a senior policymaker publicly condemnedanother African state for its human rights violations was in 1995, when then presidentNelson Mandela criticized Nigerian dictator Sani Abacha for the execution of KenSaro-Wiwa and eight other activists, calling for sanctions against Nigeria. The responsefrom Nigeria and the rest of Africa (accusing South Africa of being an agent of the Westand ‘un-African’) was a hard lesson that the government would not forget. Instead, sub-sequent leaders have opted for a very different approach, refusing to publicly condemnfellow African governments and preferring to mediate behind the scenes. Thabo Mbeki’sinfamous ‘quiet diplomacy’ towards Zimbabwe remains the best known example of thisback-door approach. While it has been criticized for not being effective, one could simi-larly argue that the Western approach of condemnation and punitive measures has alsonot�always�had�the�desired�effect.
In 2014, South Africa again disappointed when it failed to condemn the Ugandan gov-ernment’s announcement that it had passed legislation criminalizing homosexuality. Inlight of strong international condemnation of the new law, the South African governmentremained largely silent, with president Zuma commenting, “South Africa respects thesovereign rights of other countries to adopt their own legislation” (Sowetan Live 2014).This was surprising to some, as the country is regarded as a world leader in advancingLGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex) rights, having been the firstcountry in the world to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation in its consti-tution. In addition, South Africa was the driver behind a resolution on sexual orientationin the UN Human Rights Council in 2011.
The June 2015 al-Bashir debacle is a continuation of a long-standing dispute betweenthe ICC and the African Union (AU), which resolved in 2009 not to cooperate with theCourt in the arrest of al-Bashir. In disregarding the ICC’s arrest warrants, South Africaaffirmed its solidarity with the rest of Africa in this regard, including the criticism that
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the ICC is biased against African leaders, and is therefore illegitimate. It can be seen asyet another attempt by the South African government to appease its regional neighbours,even if at a cost to its wider international reputation (see Jeremy Sarkin’s essay on SouthAfrica’s�position�on�the�ICC�and�international�criminal�justice�in�this�volume).
Besides its penchant for African solidarity, South Africa’s membership of the BRICSgrouping has also raised questions about how this might be influencing its foreign pol-icy positions. This forms part of a broader debate about the implications of the so-calledemerging powers and their demands to have a greater voice in global governance. Spe-cifically, there is concern about the extent to which they will uphold the existing values ofthe global liberal order – including the protection of human rights. While South Africa iscommitted to liberal values in its constitution, it is clearly the junior partner in this col-lection of states, meaning that it is probably under great pressure to conform to thepositions of the other members, particularly China. This is especially pertinent in light ofthe fact that China is now South Africa’s largest trading partner, and should also beviewed in the context of the shift in foreign policy towards an increased emphasis oneconomic imperatives. This, in turn, is in line with government’s position that foreignpolicy should be closely tied to domestic priorities – with the country’s developmentalchallenges clearly at the forefront (see also Josua Loots’ essay in this volume).

Conclusion: balancing foreign policy priorities
South Africa operates in a complex multilateral setting, and its membership of a range ofinternational and regional organizations – including the UN, the Non-Aligned Movementand the AU, together with its multiple identities all place different obligations on it. WhileSouth Africa is a liberal democracy with a stated commitment to the protection of humanrights in its constitution, it is also a developing country, and an African country. Evenwithin the ruling ANC two divergent strands that emerged during the anti-apartheidstruggle continue to influence policy. On the one hand, there is a commitment to liberalvalues like democracy and human rights, and on the other hand, a focus on African andSouth-South solidarity, and anti-Western sentiments. At the same time, the tremendousdomestic challenges facing South Africa put pressure on the government to follow a prag-matist foreign policy, where economic and developmental interests trump a more value-driven�foreign�policy.
While it may be a valid point that all states struggle to balance foreign policy priorities,criticisms of South Africa’s failings have perhaps been harsher because of the expecta-tions of a post-apartheid South Africa by the international community, but also due to the
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emphasis government puts on the promotion of human rights as being an integral part ofits�foreign�policy.
Within the South African government and society the debate about the position thathuman rights should play in its external relations continues to rage. There are those (anapparently growing number) who feel that South Africa’s foreign policy cannot be dictatedby human rights issues alone. Others make it clear that South Africa’s foreign policy mustremain consistent with principles expressed in the constitution, with respect for and pro-tection of human rights being central. Unquestioningly, in a complex international sys-tem, human rights cannot be the only consideration when making foreign policy, andhuman rights concerns will inevitably clash with other national interests. However, astate like South Africa, with a particular history and stated commitment to a principledforeign�policy,�needs�to�clearly�set�out�the�priority�it�affords�to�human�rights.
Regretfully, the idea that the pursuit of national interest and a value-driven idealist for-eign policy are irreconcilable have taken root in government, which has negative impli-cations for South Africa’s future role as a promoter of human rights in the rest of Africaand globally. This is based on the assessment that the West is in decline and it wouldthus best serve South Africa’s national interest to align itself with the emerging powers,and China in particular. Government needs to remind itself of the ANC’s 1997 foreignpolicy discussion document, which recognized that a focus on the principles outlined inthe 1994 document on international affairs, including the promotion of democracy andhuman rights, “cannot be considered idealistic” and “should be seen as an essentialpart of defining the national interest” (ANC 1997).
The role of international human rights advocates should be two-fold. Firstly, they shouldcooperate with local human rights activists can raise awareness of human rights asessentially ‘human’ rather than ‘Western’ or ‘African’. Secondly, they should continuouslyremind South Africa of its own history of fighting for equal human rights for all, whichwas translated into a strong constitutional commitment to the protection and promotionof human rights – both domestically and internationally. Given the constraints on theSouth African government outlined above, it is however unlikely that it will adapt its posi-tion on how to deal with states that violate human rights. The majority of policy-makersare highly sceptical of what they view as Western attempts – whether by governmentsor NGOs – to impose moral standards on African states. They are particularly wary ofthe strategy of public condemnation, which is regarded as being counter-productive inthe long run. In addition, the hypocritical application of human rights standards by someWestern states has raised questions about the legitimacy of the international humanrights regime. In spite of this, by reminding South Africa of the way in which human
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rights are tied up in its history and national identity, government could be persuaded toplay a stronger, more activist role, particularly on the continent – but according to its ownterms�of�engagement.
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Despite frequent claims that it is committed to the international promotion of humanrights, South Africa’s record at the United Nations tells a different story. Greater scrutinyand�civil�society�involvement�might�lead�to�an�improvement�in�South�Africa’s�record.
Introduction

In late 1993, a few months before South Africa’s first democratic election, NelsonMandela declared that South Africa’s future foreign policy will be based on the “beliefthat human rights should be the core concern of international relations”. In the samedocument, Mandela identified the United Nations (UN) as having a “pivotal” interna-tional role and promised that South Africa would be a “full and active” member of theorganization (Mandela 1993). During these early years of South Africa’s democracy,actions such as South Africa’s vocal support for sexual orientation rights at the 1995World Conference on Women in Beijing provided evidence of the country’s support forthese two foreign policy commitments. In speeches and policy documents South Africanpolicy-makers continue to proclaim the centrality of both the UN and human rights in thecountry’s external policy, yet South Africa’s recent behaviour at the UN gives the lie to thesecond commitment.
This chapter considers South Africa’s behaviour in the principal human rights forums ofthe UN (the Security Council, the General Assembly, and the Human Rights Council) anddemonstrates its poor record. South Africa’s anti-human rights behaviour takes manyforms, including outright opposition, abstaining on egregious cases, disowning its ownpro-human rights decisions, using human rights to selectively criticize its opponents, andclaiming technical or procedural shortcomings. South Africa is a proponent of UN reform,but the changes it envisions do not portend stronger support for human rights. SouthAfrica often gets away with its anti-human rights behaviour because the media and civilsociety do not closely monitor its actions; when they do, the intervention is usually afterthe�fact.
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United Nations Security Council
South Africa sees the Security Council (UNSC) as central to global governance. It hastwice served as a non-permanent member, in 2007-08 and 2011-12. While South Africa’seagerness to serve on the UNSC legitimizes this institution, South Africa has at the sametime attacked it as undemocratic and unrepresentative. South Africa supports the AfricanUnion’s (AU’s) “Ezulwini consensus”, which calls for an expanded UNSC which would con-tain, among others, two permanent veto-holding seats for African countries. While twoveto-holding permanent seats are a pipe dream, an expansion of veto powers will em-power�more�states�to�obstruct�UNSC-led�intervention�in�fraught�human�rights�situations.
South Africa sees itself as an obvious candidate for one of these seats. Regardless of thecapacity of South Africa’s future participation in the UNSC, the country’s past behaviouron the UNSC offers little hope that human rights will be a priority. During its two terms onthe UNSC, South Africa on a number of occasions departed from the majority view. WhenSouth Africa did so, it was typically towards positions that were less supportive of humanrights. South Africa frequently tried to steer an issue away from the UNSC and towards anauthority�that�offered�more�protection�to�abusive�regimes.
One of South Africa’s first acts during its first term on the UNSC was to vote, alongsideChina and Russia, against a draft resolution that addressed human rights problems inMyanmar. South Africa argued, citing an ASEAN statement, that Myanmar did not pose athreat to regional security and hence was not a matter for the UNSC. South Africa furtherargued that the newly created UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) was the appropriatevenue for discussing the issue,1 but it is worth noting that, in late 2007, South Africa didnot�join�the�call�for�a�UNHRC�special�session�on�human�rights�in�Myanmar.
Also during its first term on the UNSC, South Africa opposed sending a fact-findingmission to Zimbabwe, arguing that the country did not pose a threat to regional security(Bischoff 2009: 102). In 2008, South Africa voted against a draft resolution aiming toimpose sanctions on the Mugabe regime. Explaining its vote, South Africa argued it wasfollowing the African Union’s position.2 In 2007, South Africa supported the Sudanesegovernment in opposing a resolution aiming to impose sanctions against combatants
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1 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2007) ‘5619th meeting of the UNSC’, UN
doc: S/PV.5619, 12 January. Available at:
http://www.un.org/ga/search/viewm_doc.asp?symbol=S/PV.5619.
2 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2008) ‘5593rd meeting of the UNSC’, UN
doc: S/PV.5933, 11 July. Available at:
http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7B65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-CF6E4FF
96FF9%7D/POC%20SPV5933.pdf.
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who attacked civilians or who refused to cooperate with the joint UN-AU mission inDarfur, UNAMID (Nathan 2010: 56). South Africa also fended for Iran, arguing that itsnuclear programme was not a threat to international security and hence did not belong onthe UNSC’s agenda. Through its opposition, South Africa managed to negotiate a biggerrole on the Iran issue for the International Atomic Energy Agency, where developing coun-tries�have�more�influence�than�they�do�on�the�UNSC�(Bischoff�2009:�101).
South Africa was heavily criticized for its behaviour during its first UNSC term. In the earlymonths of South Africa’s second term (2011-12) the country seemed to have adopted anew direction. As the Gaddafi regime stood poised to decimate those opposed to its rule,South Africa in March 2011 supported a resolution that authorized the use of “all neces-sary measures” to protect civilians in Libya.3 South Africa’s vote came as a surprise,especially considering the fact that its BRICS partners had abstained. However, SouthAfrica soon distanced itself from its vote, objecting that by pursuing regime change NATOhad�overstepped�the�mandate�it�was�given.
These concerns informed South Africa’s next controversial action on the UNSC, when,in October 2011, it abstained on a resolution threatening sanctions against the Syrianregime should it persist in its violent crackdown on civilian dissent. South Africa saw inthe resolution “a prelude to further actions… a hidden agenda aimed at once againinstituting regime change”.4 In February 2012, South Africa supported a resolution thatdemanded an end to violence in Syria, but in July 2012 again abstained on a draft resolu-tion�that�threatened�sanctions�against�the�regime.

United Nations Human Rights Council
In 2006, the UNHRC replaced the UN Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR). Accordingto then UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan, the UNCHR had become a stain on the UN’sgood name. States were using the UNCHR not to strengthen human rights but to criticizeothers or forestall criticism of themselves (UNGA 2005). South Africa played its role dis-crediting the UNCHR, most notably when in 2003 it strongly defended the African Group’schoice�of�Libya�as�chair�of�this�international�human�rights�body.
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3 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2011) ‘Resolution 1973: Libya’, UN doc:
S/RES/1973, 17 March: 3. Available at:
http://www.un.org/Docs/journal/asp/ws.asp?m=S/RES/1973%20(2011).
4 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2011) ‘6627th meeting of the UNSC’, UN
doc: S/PV.6627, 4 October: 11. Available at:
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South Africa was a UNHRC member from 2006 until 2010 and re-joined for a minimum ofthree years in 2014. On the UNHRC, South Africa’s net contribution has been negative anddestructive, its actions marked by antagonism towards Western states and the shieldingof developing countries from international human rights scrutiny. South Africa has veryrarely voted with Western states on votes that were significantly split. The only instancesoccurred in June 2006 in a vote on the rights of indigenous peoples, a September 2014vote�on�sexual�orientation,�and�two�recent�votes�on�the�death�penalty.
On the UNHRC, South Africa has refused to support efforts to pressure countries over theirhuman rights records. During its initial four years on the Council, South Africa shieldedthe governments of Sudan, the Democratic Republic of Congo and Sri Lanka from strongerUNHRC scrutiny. During this period, South Africa had to cast three votes on human rightsin North Korea, yet abstained each time. Since South Africa’s return to the Council in2014, it has abstained on pro-human rights resolutions on Belarus, Iran, Sri Lanka, Syriaand, as before, North Korea. South Africa claims that international criticism and pressuredo not lead abusive countries to improve human rights. The South African governmentseems to have forgotten the role of international pressure and condemnation in bringingabout an end to apartheid, with the ANC having worked hard to isolate apartheid SouthAfrica internationally. Moreover, South Africa’s supposedly principled opposition to country-specific pressure has not stopped it from voting in support of every resolution – and therehave�been�dozens�–�harshly�criticizing�Israel.
The UNHRC’s universal periodic review (UPR), a mechanism that requires all UN membersto pass through a peer review of their human rights records once every four years, is aform of country-specific scrutiny. The UNHRC’s first year was an institution-buildingperiod, a time during which the organization had to work out the details of the UPR system.During this period, South Africa strongly supported African efforts to render the UPR asunthreatening to rights-violating states as possible. Although the UPR is a weak mecha-nism, it nevertheless creates an opening to pose tough questions to the governmentsunder review. However, South Africa has not used these opportunities to hold governmentsto account, but has rather protected its friends and pressured its adversaries. Whenaddressing developing countries, South Africa’s typical approach is to thank them, praisethem, especially for advances in economic, social or cultural rights, and then to timidlyraise a few issues, while avoiding any suggestion that the government under reviewmight be violating political or civil rights. When addressing Western states under review,however, South Africa’s approach is what one would expect it to apply to all states, namelyto tersely and directly address the main human rights problems in these societies. Withregard to Western states, South Africa has brought up issues related to racism, xenopho-bia,�immigration,�indigenous�peoples,�sexism,�and�sexual�orientation�(Jordaan�2014).
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South Africa prefers thematically organized rather than country-specific approaches tohuman rights problems. On thematic issues, South Africa’s record is better, but stilltainted. South Africa insists on the right to development, yet has pushed this responsibil-ity to the international community while drawing attention away from the responsibility ofgovernments to their own citizens. South Africa frequently speaks of international dutiesto the poor and to realize development, but avoids blaming governments of poor countriesfor poor economic governance. For instance, in its comment on Zimbabwe’s UPR presen-tation, South Africa focused on economic sanctions as detrimental to human rights inZimbabwe,�but�remained�silent�on�the�government’s�ill-advised�economic�policies.
South Africa has played a leading role in trying to address international racial and reli-gious discrimination. South Africa has highlighted the experience of black persons in theAfrican diaspora and has drawn attention to the discrimination that Muslims in Westernsocieties experience. Problematically, however, South Africa has strongly supported theOrganisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) attempts to restrict free speech. Until 2010, theOIC tabled annual resolutions on the defamation of religions, which seek the curtailmentof free speech to secure “respect for religions and beliefs”.5 South Africa sees itself asacting against “contemporary racism” under which it includes “the defamation of reli-gions”.6 A group of special rapporteurs have warned against such a conflation and havefound that anti-racism measures “may not necessarily be applicable” to defamation ofreligions (Muigai et al 2009). Sceptics have also questioned whether religions can bedefamed. Moreover, the aforementioned special rapporteurs have caution that the “defa-mation of religions” charge can be used to persecute non-believers, religious minoritiesand political dissidents (Muigai et al 2009), to which South Africa responded that “suchstates�would�behave�that�way�regardless”�(US�Government�2009).
In June 2011, South Africa led the UNHRC to adopt the first UN resolution on sexual orien-tation. Commendable as South Africa’s leadership was, it sprouted from a miscalcula-tion. In March 2011 South Africa had tabled a resolution to define the relation of the ‘newconcept’ of sexual orientation and its connection to international human rights. Accordingto the draft text, no discussion on sexual orientation rights was to take place throughoutthe UN until the working group had finished its work (Jordaan 2014). Neither the oppo-nents nor the proponents of sexual orientation rights would support South Africa. Isolated,South Africa deferred its resolution. South Africa faced a choice between fully withdraw-ing the draft resolution – a major loss of face – or returning with a progressive resolution,
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5 United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (2007) ‘Resolution: Combating
defamation of religions’, UN doc: A/HRC/RES/4/9, 30 March: 3. Available at:
http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/alldocs.aspx?doc_id=13040.
6 South Africa (2009) ‘Statement to the UNHRC’, 30 September. Available at:
http://www.un.org/webcast/unhrc/archive.asp?go=090930.



which is what happened in June 2011. National and international civil society pressurewas�important�in�pushing�South�Africa�in�a�progressive�direction.
After the June 2011 resolution, South Africa was mostly supportive of sexual orientationrights, but its leadership on the issue was marked by inconsistency and inaction, with theresult that South Africa was obstructing progress on the issue. Brazil, Chile, Colombiaand Uruguay eventually replaced South Africa as leader on the issue. While South Africavoted for the second sexual orientation resolution in September 2014, it was one of thestates that had successfully lobbied for this resolution to be weakened from requiringtwo-yearly reporting on violence and discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation to aonce-off�report�(Feder�2014).
Membership of the BRICS has assumed increasing prominence in South African foreignpolicy. Although South Africa does not match the other members in terms of power,BRICS membership is proof to South Africa that it is a major international player andalso the instrument through which it reinforces this importance (Alden & Schoeman2013: 115). Given that two BRICS members are highly authoritarian, it does not augurwell for South Africa’s human rights positions. It is against this backdrop that we shouldview events in March 2014 when South Africa for the first time spoke on behalf of theLike-Minded Group (LMG), a loose association of states that share, in varying measure,anti-hegemonic proclivities and a dislike of international human rights scrutiny, in thisinstance, Algeria, Belarus, China, Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, Russia, Saudi Arabia and Vene-zuela. As representative of the LMG, South Africa introduced various amendments aimedat weakening the resolution “The promotion and protection of human rights in the con-text of peaceful protests”.7 In introducing the amendments, South Africa claimed thatthe LMG members were “fully supportive” of the rights of peaceful assembly and associ-ation and of free expression, but argued that these rights carry “concomitant duties andresponsibilities” and “that protest, whether peaceful or otherwise, should not constitutea threat to national security or stability”. This was coming from an ANC government, anorganization that opposed apartheid through calls to “join in one determined offensiveto make all of our country ungovernable”.8 After South Africa’s hostile amendments wererejected through various votes in the UNHRC, South Africa then became one of ninestates to vote against the resolution, while 37 voted for and seven abstained.
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7 United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (2014) ‘Resolution: The promotion
and protection of human rights in the context of peaceful protests’, UN doc:
A/HRC/RES/25/38, 11 April. Available at:
http://www.un.org/Docs/journal/asp/ws.asp?m=A/HRC/RES/25/38.
8 South Africa (2014) ‘Statement to the UNHRC’, 28 March. Available at:
http://webtv.un.org/meetings-events/human-rights-council/regular-sessions/watch/ahrc25l.
20-vote-item3-56th-meeting-25th-regular-session-human-rights-council/3403776345001.
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United Nations General Assembly
South Africa’s record in the General Assembly (UNGA), especially in its Third Committee,which is concerned with human rights matters, is a mixed bag but is poor enough to giveus further reason to doubt the country’s commitment to human rights. On the anti-humanrights side of the ledger, South Africa has been a strong supporter of the defamation ofreligions resolutions in the UNGA, as it has also been in the UNHRC. Problematic too hasbeen South Africa’s support for the “Promotion of a democratic and equitable interna-tional order” series of resolutions. Despite the attractive title, the resolutions aim to limitinternational interference in the countries that abuse human rights, which is why theyinclude the injunction that “international cooperation for the promotion and protection ofall human rights should continue to be carried out with full respect for sovereignty,territorial integrity, political independence, the non-use of force or the threat of force ininternational relations and non-intervention in matters that are essentially within thedomestic�jurisdiction�of�any�state”.9
Solidarity with the Global South and presumed leadership of the developing world makeSouth Africa reluctant to criticize developing countries over human rights. South Africa’spositions on country-specific human rights problems have therefore been mostly nega-tive for human rights. Over the past ten years, South Africa has abstained on all NorthKorea resolutions in the General Assembly. South Africa has also abstained on all Syriaresolutions, which began to appear in 2011. After a number of votes against an annualresolution on Iran, South Africa has abstained since 2009. South Africa has mostlyabstained on the annual Myanmar resolution, but in 2009 and 2010 voted for the resolu-tion. In 2005, however, South Africa supported a motion to end discussion of human rightsin Myanmar. South Africa has both abstained and voted against resolutions on Belarus.
Until 2010, South Africa’s positions on sexual orientation rights were confused and incon-sistent. In the UNGA, the biennial resolution on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary execu-tions is the focal point for disputes over sexual orientations rights. When this resolutioncomes up for consideration, opponents try to remove the term “sexual orientation” fromthe text. These hostile amendments are then put to a vote. In 2002 and 2004, South Africaabstained. In 2006, South Africa voted to retain the reference, but in 2008 and 2010voted to remove the term. However, during the 2012 and 2014 votes on the amendment,and in line with South Africa’s more progressive stance on sexual orientation rights in the
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9 United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) (2014) ‘Draft resolution: Promotion of a
democratic and equitable international order’, UN doc: A/C.3/69/L.43, 3 November: 1.
Available at: http://www.un.org/Docs/journal/asp/ws.asp?m=A/C.3/69/L.43.



UNHRC, the country strongly opposed efforts to remove the term. Also positive has beenSouth�Africa’s�support�for�resolutions�calling�for�a�moratorium�on�the�death�penalty.
As in other parts of the UN, South Africa’s ‘anti-imperialist’ impulses (Nathan 2010;Bischoff 2009:105) trump support for human rights. One is offered a sense of SouthAfrica’s antagonistic relationship with the West by looking at US State Departmentreports on the way other countries vote on issues the US considers important. On theseissues, many of which concern human rights, South Africa’s voting coincidence with theUS is very low. During the 2000-2014 period South Africa’s highest voting coincidencerate is 44 per cent (in 2014). For six out of the fifteen years, South Africa’s coincidencerate was zero. South Africa’s average over the fifteen years is 16.7 per cent.

Conclusion
South Africa’s poor human rights record in its foreign policy and international relationsstems from trying to be a leader of Africa and the developing world and from trying toconstruct some kind of bulwark against the West. More concretely, South Africa tries topromote causes that will benefit the governments of developing countries and tries toavoid criticizing them over their rights records. South Africa’s anti-imperialism alsomeans that it is quick to point to Western missteps and that it frequently tries to frus-trate Western initiatives, even at the expense of human rights.
Such an approach comes quite naturally for a foreign service whose leaders think they areengaged in struggles between North and South and for greater African sovereignty. Itmight be helpful to keep reminding South African policy-makers that human rights areuniversal,�as�South�Africa’s�Bill�of�Rights�makes�plain,�and�not�an�imperial�Trojan�horse.
A lack of coverage of South Africa’s behaviour at the UN in the local media makes it easierfor South Africa to act against human rights. South African support for sexual orientationrights at the UN stemmed to a considerable degree from coverage in the local media andespecially the active role of civil society organizations. One way to bend South African for-eign policy towards support for human rights would be through more reporting and morevocal and active participation by civil society. However, it should be recognized that giventhe Global South frame through which South African foreign policy-makers view the world,they might be resistant to engagement and pressure from an international human rightsNGO such as Amnesty International. A more fruitful approach will be to support and workwith�local�civil�society�organizations�which�cannot�be�so�easily�ignored.
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In the current international context, IBSA states (India, Brazil and South Africa) haveselected a middling path to promoting human rights. While these states voice oppositionto some Western conceptions of human rights, they should not yet be singled out as pro-moters of new forms of human rights. Human rights advocates globally should cooperatewith IBSA on a case-by-case basis, as understandings of human rights and democracymay�differ�between�IBSA�and�such�advocates�as�various�issues�arise.
Introduction

This essay will focus on the convergences and divergences in the role of human rights inthe foreign policies of South Africa and its counterparts in IBSA, India and Brazil. It willalso examine the extent to which these states can influence global human rights debatesin the context of their aspirations for expanded roles in international affairs. The role ofhuman rights in foreign policy should always be considered comprehensively. Arguably,there is no state that would act in a manner prejudicial to its own national interest inorder to protect the rights of human beings, either within its own borders or beyond them.This is why any assessment of human rights in the foreign policies of states must be con-ducted on a multitude of dimensions, and take into account a variety of factors, includingavailable resources, position in the regional and global hierarchy of states, and in casesof�crisis,�the�specificities�of�context.
Backdrop to IBSA cooperation and rationale of the grouping

In 2006, the India-Brazil-South Africa trilateral partnership was formalized on the sidelinesof a G8 meeting to which the three nations had been invited as observers. This groupingarose out of similarities the leaders of these states perceived to underline common posi-tions and postures of the three nations in international affairs at the time. These included:a perception that the structure of the international system was not conducive to the pursuitof their own foreign policy goals because of outdated power imbalances (evident especially inthe structure of the United Nations Security Council); and initially under the presidencies ofLula da Silva, Thabo Mbeki and Manmohan Singh, a concern with the plight of the global poor.
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Indeed, Lula noted at a World Bank conference in 2004 that while the internationalagenda at the time was excessively focused on security, poverty was “the worst of allweapons of mass destruction” (Global Exchange 2004). Lula further called for a ‘GlobalFund to Fight Hunger’ – a campaign that was realized in partnership with PresidentJacques Chirac of France and President Ricardo Lagos of Chile in the launch on 30 Janu-ary 2004 of the global campaign to eradicate hunger and poverty (Fraundorfer 2015:94-95). Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh echoed in a speech at Cambridge in2004, “We need a new global vision that ensures the gains from globalization are morewidely shared” (Singh 2004). Likewise, South African president Thabo Mbeki opined in2003 that global poverty “constitutes the deepest and most dangerous structural fault inthe�world�economy”�(Mbeki�2003).
Yet the foreign policies of these three countries are very different in posture and empha-sis. While South Africa sought to craft its foreign policy in the early years after the end ofapartheid on an ‘Africa-first’ orientation, India and Brazil are long-standing and experi-enced campaigners on specific issues in the UN Security Council, whose concerns havebroadly reflected a ‘Southern’ bias, and not exclusively an African one. Each state occupiesa place in a distinct regional security complex – Brazil’s and South Africa’s characterizedby a measure of regional ‘peace’, while India’s is characterized by security challenges.These different environments condition the responses of each of these states to interna-tional�questions.
While one of the stated goals of the IBSA partnership is the increased exercise of diplo-macy in resolving international conflicts and the reform of the United Nations1, thetrilateral partnership that IBSA embodies appears antithetical to the representation ofbroader interests in each member’s region. This issue came to a head in the monthspreceding the debates on UN reform in September 2005, when India, Brazil and SouthAfrica each voiced their interest in permanent representation on the UN Security Council,but failed to win the support of their regional neighbours. More recently, this neglect ofrepresenting broader regional interests was evident in the prominence of India andBrazil in exclusive trade talks with the EU and US in attempts to save the Doha Develop-ment Round.2 India and Brazil ultimately walked out on the talks due to dissatisfactionwith US and EU proposals, leaving the Round – and with it, smaller states’ prospects forcontinued negotiations – in tatters (Dougherty 2007).
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1 IBSA (2003) ‘India-Brazil-South Africa dialogue forum Brasilia Declaration’, 6 June.
Available at: http://www.ibsa-trilateral.org/images/stories/documents/comuneques/
Brasilia_Declaration_2003.pdf.
2 The Doha Round is the latest round of trade negotiations in the World Trade
Organization, with the stated objective of improving international trade for developing
countries.
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IBSA’s role and heritage
The IBSA grouping displays remarkable convergence in interests and positions on variousinternational questions covering the spectrum from security to international trade andthe environment; among them, terrorism, the war in Iraq and international development.This development must be appreciated within the wider context of relations between thethree�countries�and�their�regions�(see�Vieira�&�Alden�2011).
Significant political and economic relations between Brazil, India and South Africa,respectively, reach far back, to at least the mid-twentieth century. For Brazil and SouthAfrica, the relationship should largely be seen in the context of Brazil’s Africa relationsand the fluctuations these experienced with changes in national leadership. With moreindependent, nationalistic foreign policy came greater emphasis on the Third World,namely Africa and Asia. Brazil’s military rule from 1964-1985 was far from coherent interms of foreign policy, but was initially characterized by stronger allegiance to theUnited States, and hence support for South Africa’s minority government. South Africawas Brazil’s primary trading partner in Africa in the 1960s, with about 40 per cent ofBrazil’s Africa exports destined for South Africa (Hoffman 1982: 62). Brazil’s relationswith Africa were generally informed by the cultural links perceived to exist betweenBrazil and Africa. These links were solidified with Brazil’s stance on development at theend of colonization (Mourão 1994). Brazil had a substantial economic footprint in therest of Africa, trading with oil producers such as Algeria, Gabon, Libya and Nigeria, andwith a market presence in most African countries by the end of the 1970s (Forrest 1982:81). India, too, was involved in technology transfer programmes and small-scale invest-ments in Africa from the 1960s onward, under the premiership of Indira Gandhi.
The emergence of the special relationship between South Africa, India and Brazil mustalso be seen in the light of significant domestic economic, social and political changes.Domestic economic challenges (unemployment, unequal distribution of income) andopportunities (diversification of exports, tariff reductions) created the need for selectiveinteractions with markets abroad. At the same time, traditional strategic factors, suchas security and territorial expansion, are not very helpful in accounting for this partner-ship, given that the protagonists are located so far away from each other in geograph-ical terms, though much has been made by policy-makers and analysts alike of a ‘SouthAtlantic’ region.3 Hurrell (2006) has noted that these states as part of the group of‘would-be great powers’ avoid balancing behaviour in relation to the United States,China or other global powers; more puzzling in the post-9/11 environment. While they are
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3 Brazil’s plan for a Zone of Peace; South Africa’s earlier cold war plan for a ‘South
Atlantic Treaty Organisation’ (SATO). See White (2004).



seeking a greater global role – in a more polarized international environment since 9/11– emerging powers are thus, by and large, not using traditional Realist approaches topower accumulation. The primary thrust of the relationship is really twofold: economic,with a broader normative basis (that the international power structure is outdated, andthat global poverty must be eradicated are but two of the shared norms).
As noted, owing to the international climate at the start of the 21st century, a number ofevents made IBSA a necessity. More than a decade after the end of the cold war and theend of bipolarity, in both its security and ideological dimensions, IBSA, and the ideas thatgave rise to it, evolved in a time characterized both by crisis and fear, on the one hand,and opportunity on the other. In the wake of 9/11 and the action against Afghanistan,along with the actions of the US and its ‘coalition of the willing’ in Iraq, Southern coun-tries saw an opportunity in the terrorist threat to press the case for justice and equality inthe international system. For example, Brazil’s President at the time, Lula da Silva, accusedthe US of disrespecting the United Nations and the rest of the world, and asserted thatthe United States did not have “the right to decide by itself what is good and what is badfor the rest of the world” (Etchaleco 2003). Admittedly, this was not a new issue for coun-tries in the developing world, but one that found new voice in the climate spawnedby 9/11, especially by three countries on their own national trajectories of growth in inter-national�stature.
Furthermore, most evident since the establishment of the World Social Forum in PortoAlegre in 2001, the territory formerly covered by “third worldism” at the global state level– issues like development and international political and economic equity – had beenappropriated by new actors, among them NGOs and social movements. These movementswere in many cases sharply critical of their home governments and their performance inameliorating, amongst others, the effects of globalization (Movimento dos Sem Terra,MST, in Brazil; Electricity Crisis Committee in South Africa; and Karnataka State Farmers’Association�in�India).
Hence, IBSA seeks to combine a concern with the traditional values of Southern solidaritywith the desire to open new possibilities for national economic growth. South Africa’scommitment to Southern solidarity stems from the continuing links between governingparties, such as the Workers’ Party and the ANC, and civil society groupings, as well asfrom�established�foreign�policy�commitments�to�these�values�and�interests.
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South Africa’s Foreign Policy and IBSA
South Africa has sought to balance its Africa-first foreign policy, which stems from itsown liberation struggle and desire to locate itself within Africa, with the growing presenceof South African commercial enterprises in the rest of Africa since 1994. South Africa hasconsistently run a trade surplus with Africa, meaning that the country exports far more toits African counterparts than it imports. In 1994 this figure was US$1.21 billion, but ithad grown to US$4.08 billion by 2013 (Standard Bank 2013). This has been accompaniedby some disquiet among African workers and domestic industries that South African com-mercial interests are suffocating domestic businesses. South Africa’s economic expan-sion has not always been received well by African governments, with complaints fromformer President Moi of Kenya about South African corporate practice in that country,among others (Daniel, Lutchman & Naidu 2004: 347). The ruling ANC resolved at its 53rdNational Congress – the party’s highest decision-making organ – on the need for a busi-ness code of conduct for South African companies operating in Africa “to ensure that theirconduct accords with South African business norms and standards such as upholdinggood business practice, labour standards and ethical conduct”. The document warnedthat “the Code of Conduct should, however, not inhibit the comparative advantage ofSouth�African�companies�and�organisations�in�the�business�environment”.4
For the South African government, South-South cooperation has become one of the pri-mary guiding principles of foreign policy. As reflected in a number of key documents,including the long-awaited White Paper on Foreign Policy (2011), and all of the Depart-ment of International Relations and Cooperation’s (DIRCO) Annual Reports, South-Southcooperation is a key tenet of South Africa’s international engagement since 1994. Thetwenty-year period since the first democratic election in 1994 has seen this idealdevelop into a guide for South African foreign policy, where “South-South relations arenot … simply about ‘high politics’, [but also for South Africa to seek to] solicit supportfrom its Southern partners for NEPAD projects,5 particularly where the countries of theSouth have unique contributions to make” (Presidency of South Africa 2004: 72).
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4 African National Congress (ANC) (2013) ‘53rd National Conference Resolutions’,
16-20 December 2012: 45. Available at:
http://www.anc.org.za/docs/res/2013/resolutions53r.pdf.
5 The New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) projects and programmes
span a wide array of sectors, including Agriculture and Food Security, Climate Change and
National Resource Management, Regional Integration and Infrastructure, Human
Development, Economic and Corporate Governance, and cross-cutting issues including
Gender, ICT and Capacity Development. See: ‘NEPAD Programmes’ at the website of
NEPAD. Available at: http://www.nepad.org/nepad-programmes.



Human rights play a specific role in South-South cooperation. The way in whichSouth-South cooperation has evolved has been in line with its initial pre-occupation withthe economic and social aspects of human rights, as opposed to the political.
Human rights and the new South-South cooperation

There is much scepticism outside the global South about Southern internationalism orthe idea that countries of the global South can practice ‘other-regarding’ foreign policypostures. This scepticism derives from a very particular understanding of human rightson the part of the critics. From a Southern perspective, the West has typically been per-ceived as focusing on a view of human rights exclusively, or predominantly, through theprism of political rights. This runs head-on into the desire of global South states to placethe restructuring of the international economic order at the forefront of the global humanrights debate. The rationale of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), for example, shiftedaway from purely political issues during the Cold War, to focus on solutions to globaleconomic�problems.6
The role of human rights in South-South cooperation can be gauged on three planes: theextent to which human rights are conceptually linked to development in the foreignpolicies of emerging powers; the actual commitment of resources, political or material, tothe defence of human rights in South-South cooperation projects; and pronouncementson�human�rights�during�times�of�crisis.

Human rights in IBSA’s foreign policy positionsFrom the perspective of the rising powers, the actual defence of human rights is some-times a secondary concern when compared with the preservation of regional and inter-national peace and security. In the case of South Africa, this can be seen in its role in‘quiet diplomacy’ in Zimbabwe, and also in its preference for negotiation with certainAfrican leaders the West considers controversial, such as Sudan’s Omar al-Bashir.
South Africa’s position in the UN during its tenures as non-permanent member of theSecurity Council (2007-8 and 2011-12) especially, was repeatedly seen as giving coverto governments of dubious reputation, such as the military junta in Myanmar and SouthAfrica’s neighbour to the north, Zimbabwe. South Africa acted to preclude draft resolu-tions condemning human rights abuses in both states on the basis that the UN SecurityCouncil was not the appropriate forum for the discussion of the human rights situationin these countries. Giving South Africa’s reasons for refusing to endorse the resolution
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6 Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) (2001) ‘Background: The Non-Aligned Movement
description and history’. Available at: http://www.nam.gov.za/background/history.htm.



against Myanmar, which called for the release of all political detainees and an endto military sexual violence, proposed in January 2007, South Africa’s then PermanentRepresentative to the UN, Dumisani Kumalo, stated the following:
• That it would compromise the “good offices” of the Secretary General, at that timeproviding a “channel for private and confidential communication” by ProfessorIbrahim�Gambari,�the�UN’s�special�envoy�to�Myanmar;• That the matters raised in the resolution would “be best left to the Human RightsCouncil”;�and,• That the resolution would take the Security Council out of its mandated jurisdiction of“dealing�with�matters�that�are�a�threat�to�international�peace�and�security”.7
Then President Mbeki underscored this statement in an interview with the national broad-caster,�affirming�that,

“I am sure we will continue to insist … that the Security Council functions in amanner within a framework that is defined by international law. It can’t be the firstone to�break�the�law�and�put�any�matter�on�the�agenda�that�it�wishes.”8
In other words, in South Africa’s and other IBSA countries’ perception, multilateralism isoften used as a means to achieve other goals, including geopolitical goals, such asbuilding regional credibility and alliances. Emerging states thus prefer to limit their crit-icisms on human rights – and advice on procedural democracy – to their bilateral rela-tions, while multilateral forums are utilized to make broader statements about the roleof economic and social rights in the conception of human rights, and the importance ofdemocracy more generally (Cooper & Farooq forthcoming). South Africa, for example,limited its advice to Zimbabwe to bilateral channels, during both Mbeki’s presidency andhis tenure as South Africa’s special envoy to Zimbabwe, even going as far in 2008 as tovote against a resolution in the Security Council that would have placed an armsembargo on Zimbabwe, among other measures.

Resources for human rights in IBSA’s cooperation projectsThe research on the commitment of resources to the defence of human rights and democ-racy promotion by emerging states is in its early stages. Some observers have foundthat “[w]hile many of these countries stress national sovereignty and non-intervention
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7 Permanent Mission of South Africa to the UN (2007) ‘Statement by Ambassador Dumisani
Kumalo at the Security Council Meeting on the Situation in Myanmar’, 12 January. Available
at: http://www.southafrica-newyork.net/pmun/view_speech.php?speech=8716955.
8 News24 (2007) ‘UN acted illegally – Mbeki’, 12 February. Available at:
http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/Politics/UN-acted-illegally-Mbeki-20070211.



in their foreign policies, democratic emerging powers often incorporate state-buildingwithin their cooperation efforts. While these initiatives are not necessarily labelled asdemocracy promotion initiatives, they disseminate norms, technologies, and practicesthat�are�politically�relevant”�(Abdenur�&�De�Souza�Neto�2013:�19).
The IBSA Fund itself has only supported a handful of projects with potentially politicalundertones, including an adult (mainly women’s) literacy project in Guinea-Bissau, andthe training of Presidential staff in Sierra Leone.9 Most of the other projects funded todate emphasize health, agriculture and sanitation.10 South Africa has repeatedly expresseda commitment to the promotion of participatory democracy through the frameworks ofregional and continental institutions, such as the African Union, NEPAD and the SouthernAfrican Development Community, but official documents do not detail the government’sunderstanding�of�participatory�democracy�(see�DIRCO�2015).

IBSA’s human rights defence during crisesDuring global crises, the IBSA states have shunned direct criticism on human rightsissues, and have often sought to channel the debates on human rights in multilateralforums to those with the most diverse representation, preferring, for example, the UNHuman Rights Council or General Assembly to the Security Council. Bilateral links are stillpreferred�for�frank�discussions�with�counterparts.
The positions of the three states vary, however. While Brazil has often backed resolutions ofthe UN Human Rights Council condemning states that systematically abuse human rights,South Africa and India have shied away from such steps, depending on circumstances. InFebruary 2011, furthermore, Brazil presented a proposal advocating the impartial investi-gation of all human rights violations by the UN Human Rights Council (Abdenur & De SouzaNeto 2013: 21). India, meanwhile, has elected to abstain on resolutions that invoke theInternational Criminal Court (ICC), which it is not party to. South Africa, meanwhile, is afounding member of the ICC, having signed and ratified the Rome Statute on 17 July 1998.

Conclusion
This chapter, covering a broad spectrum, has shown that the promotion of human rightsamong the IBSA countries is not a straightforward matter. Not least because each ofthe individual IBSA states have their own preoccupations and foreign policy goals that
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9 See the website of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) IBSA FundWebsite. Available at: http://tcdc2.undp.org/ibsa/.
10 See the website of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) (2015) IBSAFund: 2015 Overview of Project Portfolio. Available at:
http://tcdc2.undp.org/IBSA/documents/UNDP_IBSA_Brochure.pdf.



determine their approaches to national and international development and the pursuit ofSouth-South�cooperation.
Nonetheless, South Africa shares with the other two countries, first, a preference forquiet diplomacy and negotiation over public criticism of other countries’ human rightsviolations, stemming from a preoccupation with international peace and security overjustice and accountability; and, second, a scepticism towards established multilateralinstitutions such as the UN Security Council as currently constituted, which are per-ceived as unrepresentative and hence illegitimate, to intervene in countries’ humanrights conflicts.
South-South cooperation, furthermore, is not to be confused with the promotion of humanrights. While initial research indicates that IBSA’s cooperation projects have hithertopredominantly focused on development and state-building, rather than democracy andhuman rights per se, there is still much that remains to be examined in the role of humanrights�in�South-South�cooperation.
As the global security context continues to pose challenges for established and emergingpowers alike, IBSA states have their own regional contexts to contend with, militatingagainst the taking of any hard positions on human rights within the borders of regionalneighbours. IBSA itself has not met at Summit level for four years, so any assessments ofits impact on human rights promotion globally should, in the meantime, be considered ona state by state basis. The leadership at the helm of IBSA will also be determinant of thetypes of initiatives the grouping conducts in the name of human rights. Under the leader-ship of Mbeki, Lula and Singh, IBSA was formed and initiated far-reaching proposals andprojects, including the IBSA Fund and nuclear diplomacy in Iran. Under the currentrespective�leaders,�no�new�initiatives�have�been�put�forward�for�a�number�of�years.
Human rights organizations and advocates can, however, still build constructive partner-ships with the IBSA states towards technical assistance and capacity building for thestrengthening and protection of human rights in specific contexts, rather than callingupon�them�to�lead�on�human�rights�more�broadly,�or�to�be�vocal�on�specific�issues.
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Despite the convergence of values and the strategic partnership between the EU andSouth Africa, there is often a deep divide between the EU and South Africa on humanrights in external relations. More engagement from civil society is needed in an effort tobridge�the�divide.
South Africa and the EU – Shared values and collaboration

South Africa and the EU clearly share values with regard to human rights, rule of law anddemocracy. For example, the Bill of Rights in the South African constitution and the EUCharter of Fundamental Rights provide for similar sets of rights. South Africa and EUmember�states�have�ratified�most�international�human�rights�treaties. 1
The importance of the EU to South Africa and vice versa is clear from the important linksbetween them, with the EU being South Africa’s biggest trade partner. Trade relationswere codified in the Trade, Development and Cooperation Agreement (TDCA) concluded in1999, and in a strategic partnership concluded in 2007. South Africa is the only Africancountry among the EU’s ‘strategic partners’ (Bertelsmann-Scott 2012: 122). The JointAction Plan of the Strategic Partnership notes the “common commitment to promoting anagenda�of�liberty,�peace,�security�and�stability�in�the�world,�and�in�Africa�in�particular”.
The leaders of the EU and South Africa held annual summits from 2008 to 2013.2 Whilethere has not been any summit since 2013, lower level collaboration has continued“including on peace and security in the Political and Security Committee (PSC), on
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1 The research leading to these results has received funding from the European
Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007- 2013) under the grant
agreement FRAME on Fostering Human Rights in EU’s Internal and External Policies
(project n° 320000). See for more information: www.fp7-frame.eu.
2 First EU–South Africa Summit, Bordeaux, France, 25 July 2008; second South
Africa–European Union Summit, Kleinmond, South Africa, 11 September 2009; third South
Africa–European Union Summit, Brussels, Belgium, 28 September 2010; fourth South
Africa–European Union Summit, Kruger National Park, South Africa 15 September 2011;
fifth EU-South Africa Summit, Brussels, 18 September 2012; sixth South Africa-European
Union Summit, Pretoria, South Africa, 18 July 2013.



development cooperation and related cooperation in the Joint Consultative Council (JCC)[and] on trade in the Trade Consultative Committee (TCC)”.3 There is also extensivecollaboration between South Africa and individual EU member states.
The first formal human rights dialogue between the EU and South Africa was held in May2013. The aim of the dialogue is “promotion, protection and fulfilment of human rights,democratic principles, rule of law, accountable governance and accountable electoral pro-cesses”.4
South Africa receives significant financial support from the EU. However, the EU’s OfficialDevelopment Assistance (ODA) to South Africa is set to decrease over the coming years(European�External�Action�Service�2015a):

“Following the EU’s 2011 ‘Agenda for Change’ refocusing funding on the world’spoorest countries, aid to South Africa will be reduced in 2014-20 to €241m (com-pared with €980m in 2007-13). The key sectors of cooperation are 1) employmentcreation; 2) education, training and innovation; 3) building a capable and develop-mental state. These key sectors reflect the key priorities as laid down in SouthAfrica’s�National�Development�Plan�2030.”
It should be noted that even before this reduction, ODA from the EU, though constituting70 per cent of all ODA to South Africa, amounted only to around one per cent of SouthAfrica’s budget (Masters 2014: 5). Despite the cuts, the communiqué of the 2013 SouthAfrica-EU Summit notes planned support by the EU to the Department of Justice andConstitutional Development “to support initiatives on constitutional rights with particu-lar focus on socio-economic rights in South Africa”.5
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3 Van de Geer, R. (2014) ‘South Africa and the European Union: 1994-2014 – trends,
developments and a perspective on the future’, lecture at the University of South Africa
(UNISA), 31 October. Available at: http://www.unisa.ac.za/news/wp-content/uploads/
2014/11/SA-and-the-European-Union-final.pdf.
4 Council of the European Union (2012) ‘Council conclusions on the establishment of a
human rights dialogue with South Africa’, 3199th Foreign Affairs Council meeting, 19
November: 2. Available at: http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/
docs/pressdata/en/foraff/133571.pdf.
5 SA-EU Strategic Partnership (2013) ‘Sixth South Africa-European Union Summit –
Joint Communiqué’, 18 July: 9. Available at: http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/
south_africa/documents/press_corner/6th_eu-sa_summit_communique_en.pdf.
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Synergies in views on human rights in South Africa and EU relations
The EU-South Africa human rights dialogue applies not only to the situation in SouthAfrica and the EU but also entails “[p]ursuit of common approaches in multilateral fora,in particular around the promotion of the mandate of the United Nations Human RightsCouncil�UNHRC”�and�“practical�trilateral�partnerships�with�third�countries”.6
The EU clearly has an interest in collaborating with South Africa to promote human rightsin third countries. As the European Commission noted in connection with the conclusionof�the�South�Africa-EU�Partnership�(European�Commission�2006):

“South Africa occupies a unique position on the international scene. On manyoccasions, it speaks on behalf of the emerging and the developing world. Itsauthority in international forums is remarkable and surpasses its economic weight.Although South Africa and the EU do not always take the same positions on inter-national�issues,�they�agree�on�many.”
South Africa, in turn, notes in its draft foreign policy white paper that it aims to ensurethat European states remain engaged in Africa’s (economic) development, with a focuson providing development assistance, reforming the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)and�support�the�AU’s�peace�and�security�architecture�(DIRCO�2011).
South Africa established an African Renaissance and International Cooperation Fund (ARF)in 2001 and is in the process of establishing a South African Development PartnershipAgency (SADPC) (Masters 2014: 2). The strategic objectives of the ARF include promotion ofdemocracy and good governance, support to socio-economic development and integration,humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, cooperation between South Africa and othercountries, and post-conflict reconstruction and development (DIRCO 2014: 13). Interven-tions have included “programmes for civil servants from countries such as Burundi, theDRC, Rwanda, and South Sudan” (Masters 2014: 4).
As Masters points out (2014: 6), the focus on Africa – including peacemaking, peacekeep-ing and socio-economic development – is an “important point of convergence” betweenSouth Africa and the EU. However, the Joint Country Strategy Paper 2007-2013 makes verylittle reference to partnership in relation to the rest of the African continent (Masters 2014: 5).
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6 Council of the European Union (2012) ‘Council conclusions on the establishment of a
human rights dialogue with South Africa’, 3199th Foreign Affairs Council meeting, 19
November: 2. Available at:
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/foraff/133571.pdf.



The communiqué of the sixth South Africa-European Union summit, in 2013, in contrast,notes discussion on peace and security with regard to Zimbabwe, Mali, Madagascar,Somalia, DRC and Egypt and also outside Africa (Syria, Iran, Middle East peace process).The communiqué also takes note of cooperation in relation to maritime security in WestAfrica and the Horn of Africa. Since the discussions are confidential it is difficult toassess the results of the dialogue. However, there is evidence of some cooperation, forexample with regard to Mali (Graham 2015: 86). Perhaps the greatest difference of opin-ion between South Africa and the EU has been with regard to Zimbabwe; the EU andSouth Africa clearly have different approaches, and South Africa has called for the EU toend�its�sanctions�(European�Union�2010).
The�2013�communiqué�of�the�South�Africa-EU�Summit�notes�that:

“We believe that our Human Rights Dialogue which was formally launched in Pretoriaon 27 May 2013, will pave the way for enhanced cooperation on human rights bothbilaterally and at the international level. It represents a unique opportunity toestablish synergies for further dialogue and cooperation on issues of commonconcern.”7
The Modalities of the EU-South Africa human rights dialogues highlights the followingissues�as�benchmarks�for�EU-South�Africa�human�rights�cooperation8:
(i) Fighting racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance;(ii) Cooperation regarding the ICC;(iii) Promoting non-discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity;(iv) Supporting freedom of press/access to information;(v) Working towards prevention of gender-based violence;(vi) Enhancing protection and promotion of the rights of children;(vii) Working on country resolutions;(viii) Progressive realization of the economic, social and cultural rights (right to develop-ment; human rights approach to the attainment of the Millennium DevelopmentGoals (MDGs) and responsibilities of transnational corporations (TNCs) and otherbusiness enterprises with respect to human rights);
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7 SA-EU Strategic Partnership (2013) ‘Sixth South Africa-European Union Summit –
Joint Communiqué’, 18 July: 9. Available at:
http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/south_africa/documents/press_corner/6th_eu-sa_sum
mit_communique_en.pdf.
8 Council of the European Union (2012) ‘Council conclusions on the establishment of a
human rights dialogue with South Africa’, 3199th Foreign Affairs Council meeting, 19
November: 4. Available at:
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/foraff/133571.pdf.
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(ix) Cooperation on human rights aspects of international regulatory framework onthe regulation, monitoring and oversight of the activities of private military andsecurity companies (PMSCs), including reflection on the mandate of the openintergovernmental working group, and(x) Implementation of paragraph 5 of the Vienna Declaration and Programme ofAction (VDPA).
Some of these issues clearly come from EU’s human rights priorities as for example setout in the EU human rights guidelines. Others, such as the last three on the list dealingwith socio-economic rights, corporate accountability, regulation of PMSCs and implemen-tation�of�paragraph�5�of�the�VDPA�clearly�fall�within�South�African�priorities.
There is little controversy between the EU and South Africa on some of the issues above,for example the protection and promotion of the rights of children and measures againstgender-based violence. However, some other issues are increasingly controversial andstraining�the�relations�between�the�EU�and�South�Africa,�as�will�be�discussed�below.

Divergent views on human rights in South Africa-EU relations
While South Africa was one of the early signatories of the Statute of the InternationalCriminal Court, relations have recently soured. In June 2015 the EU called on South Africato execute “the arrest warrant against any ICC indictee present in the country” (EuropeanExternal Action Service 2015b). This was clearly in response to President al-Bashir ofSudan being in South Africa for the Summit of the African Union (see Jeremy Sarkin’sessay for more details). The outfall over his visit led the ruling party, the ANC, to call for aSouth African withdrawal from the ICC. The discussion documents for the 2015 ANCNational�General�Council�(ANC�2015:�175)�states:

“Continuing to be in the ICC especially when the big powers who are calling theshots are themselves not members, gives it the legitimacy it does not deserve. TheWest dominates the ICC through the influence they command within its structuresand the huge financial contributions they make to its budget. In return they use theICC�as�their�tool�for�regime�change�in�Africa.”
However, it should be noted that South Africa has played a part in preventing widespreadAfrican withdrawal from the ICC in recent years and there is still support for the ICC fromsome�parts�of�government�(Hunter�2015).
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Other controversies between South Africa and the EU have played out in the UN systemand relate to South Africa’s sometimes controversial stance on human rights (from theperspective of the EU and many human rights NGOs) as a member of the Security Council(2007-2008, 2011-2012) and the Human Rights Council (2006-2010, 2014-present) (seealso�the�essay�of�Eduard�Jordaan�in�this�volume).
The issue of country-specific resolutions by the UN Human Rights Council and SecurityCouncil in relation to human rights violations see a clear difference in approach betweenSouth�Africa�and�the�EU.�Dam�(2015)�notes�with�regard�to�the�UN�Human�Rights�Council:

“South Africa’s reluctance to engage with country resolutions appears to have nowbecome entrenched. South Africa contends that it does not wish to be involved inthe Council’s work on country situations because these are politicized and divisive.In contrast with steps it takes on the African continent, it appears not to see rele-vance in using the Human Rights Council to address critical human rights situa-tions. Nor does South Africa accept any leadership role in tackling crises in theregion in which it is directly involved, such as in the Democratic Republic of Congoor in South Sudan. This stance could be justified if South Africa worked activelyto address situations of serious violations in other ways that it deemed moreeffective. Instead, however, South Africa has simply not engaged in this importantpart of the HRC’s mandate, raising serious questions about its fulfilment ofits responsibilities as a council member. In addition, South Africa’s support for allresolutions on Palestine, reflects its own double standards, given its systematicabstentions�on�all�other�situations.”
EU member states, in contrast, are at the forefront of calling for country specific resolutionsto address serious human rights violations (HRW 2014a).
There has also been controversy around thematic resolutions of the Human Rights Council(Maphasa 2015). In March 2014, South Africa teamed up with Russia, Ethiopia, SaudiArabia, Egypt and China to weaken a resolution on peaceful assembly (HRW 2015). This isparticularly concerning in light of police violence in South Africa as exemplified by theMarikana�massacre�where�over�thirty�striking�miners�were�killed�in�August�2012.
In contrast, with regard to sexual orientation and gender identity South Africa has beenthe EU’s only ally in Africa. South Africa introduced the first UN resolution on sexual ori-entation and gender identity, adopted by the Human Rights Council in 2011 (ARC 2011).Other African states are clearly opposed to LGBTI rights and South Africa has morerecently taken a less active stance but still voted in favour of the 2014 Human Rights
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Council resolution on the same topic (Maphasa 2015). However, concern has beenexpressed over South Africa’s support for a 2014 Human Rights Council resolution on‘protection of the family’ which could be viewed as retrogressive with regard to LGBTIrights (HRW 2015).
With regard to business and human rights (see also the essay of Josua Loots in this vol-ume), South Africa is one of the states taking the lead in developing a binding treaty, withthe EU preferring the development of an implementation framework for the (non-binding)Ruggie Principles. With regard to private military and security companies South Africasupports the elaboration of an international regulatory framework for such companies,with EU member states voting against a resolution on the topic.9 In both instances thereis�a�clear�divide�between�the�global�South�and�the�global�North.

Conclusion
The rhetorical agreement between the EU and South Africa in relation to foreign policy andhuman rights is not reflected in reality. Despite some laudable initiatives many within theEU have come to see South Africa as hindering rather than promoting protection of humanrights at the UN. Conversely, South Africa is viewing the EU as being mostly interested inpreserving its economic might and protecting the interests of its corporations. It is clearthat South Africa has taken a retrogressive stance on many situations. However, it is alsoclear that the EU lacks interest in pursuing new normative instruments, in particular onissues of interest to the global South such as business and human rights and regulationof private military and security companies where there are strong interests within theUnion�that�benefit�from�the�status�quo.
With regard to Africa there is rhetorical agreement between the EU and South Africa on theneed for a peaceful and prosperous Africa, but some disagreement on how this laudablegoal should be reached, and limited concrete collaboration.
South Africa is deeply committed to promote issues that it believes are in the interest ofthe global South. These interests should promote the founding values of the republic,such as human rights. Similarly, the EU has an obligation under the Lisbon treaty to
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9 United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (2015) ‘Renewal of the mandate of
the open-ended intergovernmental working group to consider the possibility of
elaborating an international regulatory framework on the regulation, monitoring and
oversight of the activities of private military and security companies: resolution adopted
by the Human Rights Council’, UN doc: A/HRC/RES/28/7, 8 April. Available at:
http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G15/072/53/PDF/G1507253.pdf?OpenEl
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promote human rights in its external policies. Considering the shared values there shouldbe more opportunity for cooperation. This would require more engagement from both sideswith the aim of finding common ground. Civil society in both the EU and South Africa hasan important�role�in�engaging�both�sides�in�taking�human�rights�seriously.
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South Africa currently finds itself in a paradoxical position. It has over the past twodecades received significant support from the global North, both economically and interms of norms development, yet it is gradually shifting its focus to improve internationalrelations with the global South and Far East, while being openly critical of the globalNorth. In the midst of a polarized debate around business and human rights at the inter-national level, South Africa has asserted itself as a key role player in and voice of theglobal�South�on�this�matter.
Introduction

The regulation of the human rights performance by business, domestically as well asabroad, relies almost entirely on the domestic legal frameworks of the home and hoststates. Therefore, in order to regulate the potential adverse effects of South African busi-ness operating abroad, clear foreign policy on the matter could not only be very helpful,but the determining factor in a situation where corporate human rights abuse comes tothe�surface.
South Africa’s official foreign policy commitments (DIRCO 2011) are more general in nature,and do not address this issue directly. Nonetheless, inferences can be made based onactions within the country in circumstances where business operations and human rightsconcerns coincide, as well as positions that the country has taken up in multilateral orga-nizations and platforms. This essay attempts to highlight the role that geopolitics haveplayed in South Africa’s foreign policy over recent years, several key events that sparkedSouth Africa’s interest in and position on business and human rights at internationalforums, as well as the future roles that civil society and the South African governmentcan�play�as�a�promoter�and�defender�of�human�rights�in�the�context�of�business.

South Africa’s ‘global South’ agenda
South Africa has committed itself to be a champion for the interests of the global South,especially those that are less developed than it (DIRCO 2011). However, the importance of
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healthy bilateral relations with the more developed world is also highlighted in SouthAfrica’s foreign policy, as it sees this as being crucial in enabling it to represent and pushthe interests of the global South at bilateral and multilateral forums. Modern-age diplo-macy is inextricably linked to economic relations, and is heavily influenced by trade andinvestment. As the discussions around business and human rights have mainly beenpolarized between states from the global North and those from the global South, it isimperative that South Africa maintains a balance between having good relationshipswith parties from both ends – in order for it to retain the benefits of having good tradingrelations with the global North, as well as being taken seriously when raising the humanrights concerns of the global South. With the debate around the regulation of the humanrights performance by business intensifying, South Africa is finding itself in an increas-ingly�complicated�position�in�terms�of�diplomatic�relations.
The links between South Africa’s trade and investment relationships, development strat-egies, and its foreign policy are evident from the discourse over the past few years. Inaddition to the leadership role that South Africa is attempting to play at the multilateraldiplomacy level, it is also seen as an important economic role player in Africa, havingties with several countries from both ends of the development spectrum. To many, SouthAfrica is perceived as the economic gateway to Africa, with numerous multinationalcompanies situating their regional headquarters in the country based on relatively sta-ble and well developed infrastructure, and good accessibility (Luiz & Radebe 2012).South Africa’s foreign policy is squarely based on the socio-economic development of theAfrican continent as a whole, and continuously speaks of the multiple forums on which itserves as being potential springboards for the economic growth and development that isneeded in the region.
Developing a foreign policy position on a specific issue such as business and humanrights is challenging, and involves various ministries and departments. Though it falls onthe shoulders of the Department of International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO) todrive the process, the multi-agency nature that is required to develop foreign policy oncross-cutting issues is often overlooked and greatly underestimated in terms of impor-tance and value. Issues such as labour, development, finance and pollution must betaken into account when developing a foreign policy on business and human rights,hence the need to involve the relevant government departments and ministries. Not onlyis inter-agency communication and cooperation crucial in this regard, but also communi-cation and cooperation with external stakeholders and constituencies. The South AfricanDepartment of Trade and Industry (DTI), in cooperation with DIRCO, sets the agenda onforeign�direct�investment�and�the�operation�of�South�African�companies�abroad.
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South Africa has several influential lobby groups, some of which focus on specific indu-stries (including manufacturing, energy, mining and agriculture) and others focusing onbilateral state relations, which all strategically use parliamentary processes or themedia to make their positions known to DTI and DIRCO, and the South African public atlarge. After a recent scathing article on South Africa’s incoherent and detrimental for-eign policy (The Economist 2015), South Africa’s Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosaattempted to defend the foreign policy of the ruling party in parliament (Davis 2015).The Deputy President made it clear that South Africa intends to strengthen trade relationswith countries such as China and Japan as part of “the best foreign policy this countryhas ever had” (Davis 2015). While DTI and DIRCO probably take the considerations ofbusiness lobby groups and trade unions (which have been key political players since the1950s) into account, very little is reported on in terms of these departments’ reactions tohuman rights interest groups.
South Africa is aware that it is a key player in the ‘global South vs global North’ debate,and seems to hold the position that criticism of the global North would automaticallyguarantee its status as protector of the interests of the global South. While South Africa ispart of several trade agreements with the United States and the European Union (includ-ing the Economic Partnership Agreement), and benefits from arrangements such as theAfrican Growth and Opportunity Act and Generalized System Preferences,1 a recent policydiscussion document emanating from within the ruling party ANC blatantly uses phraseslike “the wrath of US-led Western imperialism” and “Washington’s sponsored destabili-sation” (ANC 2015). It is difficult to assess whether this sentiment is derived from SouthAfrica’s commitment to champion the interest of underdeveloped or lesser-developedcountries in Africa, which are perceived to be victims of neo-colonialism or economicoppression from more developed countries, or from a more fundamental need to proveitself�as�an�authority�and�committed�member�of�the�regional�bloc.
The increasing display of South Africa’s resentment towards the global North at interna-tional forums (Fabricius 2015) has already impacted on its economic ties with key tradingpartners. In 2007 a number of Italian investors filed a case against South Africa underthe ICSID Additional Facility Rules,2 arguing that the entry into force of the Mineral and
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Director: Research and Policy International Trade and Economic Development (ITED), 30
July. Available at: http://www.thedti.gov.za/parliament/TPSF.pdf.
2 The International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) provides
facilities for conciliation and arbitration of investment disputes between contracting states
and nationals of other contracting states, where a ‘contracting state’ refers to a state for
which the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and
Nationals of Other States has entered into force.



Petroleum Resources Development Act in South Africa effectively expropriated the in-vestors’ mineral rights.3 The dispute was settled, but it prompted South Africa to cancelseveral of its bilateral investment treaties (BITs) with significant foreign investors fromthe global North such as Switzerland, the Netherlands, Spain and Germany, while inten-sifying its trade relations with BRICS states, and most notably the People’s Republic ofChina.
Key business and human rights events in South Africa

It is against this backdrop that one should look at the domestic events that acted as acatalyst for South Africa’s engagement on business and human rights at the interna-tional level, as it also helps to understand the position that South Africa has taken overrecent years. South Africa has attempted to provide a framework within which compa-nies could be held accountable for human rights violations at the domestic level. In fact,South Africa is considered to have relatively well-advanced and progressive jurispru-dence on corporate accountability with respect to human rights violations (InternationalCommission of Jurists 2010). This reputation could be credited to one of the world’s mostprogressive constitutions, and its vertical and horizontal implications in terms of rightsprotection.
Nonetheless, a few key events transpired that brought the regulation of the human rightsperformance by business (especially when using a broad interpretation that includessocial and environmental performance) to the attention of the South African government,and the broader public. South Africa is home to the world’s fifth largest mining sector interms of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). It therefore comes as no surprise that most of thelocal�developments�around�business�and�human�rights�took�place�in�the�mining�sector.
In 2012, after protracted labour disputes and growing awareness around the living condi-tions of mineworkers in the platinum sector of South Africa, conflict between strikingmineworkers and security forces broke out in Marikana that ultimately led to the death of44 people. The government created the Marikana Commission of Inquiry to investigatematters of public, national and international concern that arose from the tragic incident,and the Commission concluded its investigation in early 2015. The Marikana incidentcaused a major ripple effect in the country that led to protracted industry-wide protests,raised public awareness about the social implications of business, and played an instru-mental role in the creation of what is now the second largest opposition party in South
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Africa, the Economic Freedom Fighters. In 2013, mining giant Anglo American settled (foran undisclosed amount) a case with a group of miners that was brought against the com-pany for a violation of their right to health, in what has been coined as the ‘silicosis case’by the media. Since then, and in part as a result of the nexus between the industry andpolitical powers, the role of business in rights realization (and by extension the regulationthereof) has found its way into many political discussions and strategies employed by theruling�ANC�party.
The operations of South African business abroad are mainly regulated by the domesticlegislative framework of the host state, with some exceptions. The South African legallandscape provides for some aspects of regulation abroad in terms of competition law,anti-bribery and corruption, intellectual property law, and the protection of personalinformation – all of which could potentially impact on human rights.4
In addition to the challenges that are coupled with jurisdictional provisions and forumnon conveniens powers, transnational business activities are often regulated under BITs.South Africa is currently working on a new investment bill, which would essentiallyreplace previously terminated BITs (Ensor 2015). While the bill will most likely play a keyrole on the regulation of foreign direct investment, as well as South African businessabroad, it is still too early to assess its true potential or impact as it is currently (Novem-ber 2015) being debated in parliament. However, as stated before, South Africa does nothave a dedicated codified foreign policy position on business and human rights, and inthe meantime the regulation of business activities, especially in light of human rights,falls on multilateral organizations and the international community to deliberate andclarify.

To bind, or not to bind…
Bearing in mind South Africa’s commitments to represent and advocate for the interestsof the global South, its continuous efforts to play a role of leadership in Africa, the grad-ual shift of trade focus from the West to the East, and recent events that transpired in theprivate sector domestically, it makes sense that the realm of business and human rightswould be an appropriate space for South Africa to assert itself. Discussions around busi-ness and human rights at international forums have only really gained momentum over thepast few years, and although the UN Guiding Principles (UNGPs) on Business and HumanRights have been around since 2011, South Africa made its foreign policy on the issueclear�by�putting�its�efforts�into�a�process�that�aims�for�something�more�binding�in�2014.
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Together with Ecuador, South Africa is playing a leading role in the deliberations of andprocess around a potentially binding instrument on business and human rights at the UNlevel. The first meeting of the Intergovernmental Working Group (IGWG) on TransnationalCorporations and other Business Enterprises with respect to human rights took place inJuly�2015,�and�South�Africa�participated�actively�in�all�the�discussions�at�the�meeting.
The treaty debate is still in its infancy, and very little substance has been discussed atthis point. There are speculations around the potential shape that such a treaty couldtake, but no active role player has taken a stance on the substance – including SouthAfrica. While it is not clear what (exactly) serves as South Africa’s motivation to playsuch a key role in the process, one can only assume that the elements elaborated on inprevious paragraphs collectively play a role in forming South Africa’s position. Discussionsaround the treaty have been dominated by issues such as ‘the contentious footnote’ con-tained in United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) Resolution 26/9,5 which limitsthe scope of the future treaty to business with a transnational character.
Nonetheless, it is clear that South Africa is part of a group of states that is pushing for amore direct form of responsibility for business under international human rights law.While the recurring support for the footnote would undoubtedly have a major impact onthe regulation of companies based in the global North, it should be noted that SouthAfrica would be one of the African states affected most, as it is also a home to numerousmultinational�business�operations.
Developments in the field of business and human rights at the UN level have not, how-ever, come without a fair amount of resistance by and polarization between states.Though the issue was addressed in some respect at the IGWG meeting in July 2015, sup-port for or resistance against a more binding approach to the regulation of human rightsperformance by business can generally be divided along developed and developingstates – with the majority of developing countries being in favour of a more bindingapproach, thus in support of the treaty process, and the majority of developed statesbeing against the new approach and throwing their support behind the existing UNGPs.
Once again, and perhaps even more notably than in instances relating to other areas ofhuman rights, South Africa is siding with representatives from developing countries insupport of the treaty and critical of the UNGPs. Many commentators have spoken out,
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international legally binding instrument on transnational corporations and other business
enterprises with respect to human rights’, UN doc: A/HRC/RES/26/9, 14 July. Available at:
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highlighting the fact that the two processes and potential instruments are not antitheti-cal at all, as the UN Guiding Principles focus on existing domestic legal obligations ofstates and do not attempt to create (or prevent the creation of) new international legalobligations.�This�position�was�affirmed�during�the�IGWG�meeting.
The role of civil society

The lack of a codified foreign policy on business and human rights notwithstanding, itcurrently plays a central role in South Africa’s foreign policy, and specifically its engage-ment at the UN. It is thus no surprise that business and human rights is also increasinglyattracting attention from civil society on the ground, in addition to being the focus area ofthe�South�African�Human�Rights�Commission�in�2014�and�2015.
The Ibrahim Index for African Governance, which includes annual ranking of Africancountries on their participation and human rights6 records, found that South Africa hadamong the best participation scores on the continent in 2014, including a vibrant civilsociety.7 Civil society played a key role in assisting victims of corporate human rightsabuses in the past, and regularly brings human rights issues in the private sector tothe public attention – in fact, it was a civil society organization that worked on thepreviously mentioned silicosis case for several years.
Compared to those from other African countries, South African civil society is also rela-tively well represented at UNHRC sessions, and was an active participant at the sessionsthat focused on business and human rights. In addition to playing a role that includes themonitoring and evaluation of business’ human rights performance, and the government’sregulation thereof, civil society is increasingly playing a role in the development of foreignpolicy more broadly, with DIRCO institutionalizing briefing and debriefing sessions withcivil society leading up to and after UNHRC sessions (see Susan Wilding’s essay in thisvolume�for�more�details�on�civil�society’s�role�in�foreign�policy�formation).
In 2011 the South African government embarked on a journey of ‘democratizing its foreignpolicy’, culminating in the creation of a new platform called the South African Council onInternational Relations (SACOIR). SACOIR was created to foster engagement between
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the political and social rights of all citizens.
7 See the Mo Ibrahim Foundation (2014) Ibrahim Index of African Governance (IIAG), an
annual statistical assessment of the quality of governance in every African country.
Available at: http://www.moibrahimfoundation.org/iiag/.



government and a broad range of non-state actors that include civil society, academia,business, and labour in an attempt to give effect to the foreign policy priorities set out inchapter�7�of�the�National�Development�Plan�(Presidency�of�South�Africa�2012).
DIRCO also recently presented its ‘public diplomacy’ strategy, which focuses on the com-munication of South Africa’s foreign policy, its priorities and objectives, through directand indirect communication strategies that are inclusive, transparent and consistentwith a focus on local and international audiences.8 While the role that members ofSACOIR could potentially play in the discourse around business and human rights is yet tobe determined, it is clear that it could serve as an additional platform in the evaluationand reforming�of�both�domestic�and�foreign�policies�on�the�issue.

Paving the way forward
At the advent of democracy, South Africa committed itself to a foreign policy guided byhuman rights. We have seen South Africa take positions in support of human rights inthe face of adversity, most notably perhaps around LGBTI issues in Africa. Despite itscommitments to pan-Africanism and African solidarity, South Africa has time and againsupported LGBTI rights at international forums while being heavily criticized by otherAfrican states (Fabricius 2014a).
South Africa’s motivations and intentions around business and human rights at the UNare still unclear, but it would be unfair to say that the push for the direct regulation ofhuman rights performance by transnational business is purely an act of global Southsolidarity; an act that does not have the best interests of people suffering from corporatehuman rights abuse at heart. In a world where domestic mechanisms are clearly notworking as well as they should to mitigate and prevent the human rights impacts ofbusiness, South Africa’s interest in and position on the matter is a promising step in theright direction. However, it would be encouraging to see South Africa work closer withcivil society and academia in an attempt to define the focus and scope of its endeavoursat international forums in such a way that the victims of corporate human rights abusehave access to remedy, regardless of where business is domiciled.
Looking at recent negotiations around trade and investment agreements and the ongoingprocess to draft a new investment bill, one gets the impression that South Africa is rein-venting its international identity in a way that attempts to link its economic interests very
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closely with other national interests, while pushing heavily for a pan-African agenda.Official documents and statements clearly show that South Africa supports reform ofthe multilateral architecture, specifically the UN Security Council, and suggests fightingneo-colonialism. Increased monitoring and regulation of transnational business may beone of South Africa’s strategies, but one cannot help but wonder whether this will reallychange the situation for victims of corporate human rights abuse on the ground, or evenserve the best interest of people in Africa. Improved communications between govern-ment, business, and civil society is encouraging, but multi-agency cooperation betweendifferent ministries and departments is essential in the formulation of foreign policyon business and human rights. Together with multi-stakeholder initiatives like SACOIR,DIRCO is faced with a unique opportunity to formulate its foreign policy in a way that cre-ates an environment conducive for the thriving of multinational business in a mannerthat is respectful of human rights, while meaningfully contributing to the development ofAfrica�as�a�whole.
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Following the collapse of the apartheid regime, the democratic South African governmenthas successfully reintegrated itself into African regional affairs by playing a prominentrole as a mediator, peacekeeper and peacebuilder on the continent. But the country’speacekeeping and peacebuilding policy is riddled with tension between idealistic valuesand economic constraints. Economic interests and socioeconomic conditions constrainSouth�Africa’s�human�rights�leadership�role�in�the�region.
Introduction

The apartheid regime (1948-1994) in South Africa was characterized by a repressivesystem that adopted an antagonistic approach towards its neighbours and countries onthe continent and beyond. The post-apartheid South Africa has embarked on an ambi-tious project to reform its terms of partnership with the countries in the region (Ngwenya2013: 153). The country emerged from apartheid as an economic giant with its economyapproximately three times larger than the other countries in the southern African regionput together. After being voted into power in 1994, the African National Congress (ANC)government made several pronouncements asserting the new democratic regime’s com-mitment to make human rights and good governance a major priority in its partnershipwith other countries on the continent.
The country’s foreign policy towards Africa, therefore, underwent a radical transforma-tion. Pretoria’s foreign policy became more African centred by perceiving Africa not interms of a ‘threat to its security’ but rather “as a community in which it endeavours toplay a leading role to secure peace and security” (Monyae 2013: 140). As a result, Pretoriahas emerged as a ‘mouth of the South’ and key player that drives the thinking and shapesdecisions in the continental institutions. As the mouth of the South, South Africa haschampioned the values of democracy, human rights, poverty eradication and under-development not only in the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region butalso in Africa as a whole. Consequently, a substantial amount of fiscal and humanresources have been invested towards the reconstruction of fundamental institutions,which holds the key of enhancing development and human rights. Yet, the country’s
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contemporary responses on key human rights issues such as the recent failure of PresidentJacob Zuma’s administration to arrest Omar al-Bashir, the Sudanese President accusedof genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes by the International Criminal Court(ICC), and South Africa’s poor mediation response to the political quagmire in Zimbabweand the Ivorian crisis, have raised concerns as to whether human rights considerationsmatter�in�South�Africa’s�engagement�with�other�African�states.
Historical background

There has been a fundamental transformation in Pretoria’s international relations anddiplomacy from its previously aggressive and pariah posture to an ethical foreign policythat is meant, on the one hand, to transform the country into a democratic and humanrights friendly regime, and on the other, to establish the country as a model African citizen(Marthoz 2012). In a clear break with the past, Nelson Mandela (1993: 88) intimated that“[h]uman rights will be the light that guides [the country’s] foreign affairs”. Mandela(1993: 89) further asserted that “South Africa cannot escape its African destiny. If we donot devote our energies to this continent, we too could fall victim to the forces that havebrought ruin to its various parts.” This philosophy, which Mandela espoused few monthsprior to becoming the country’s first democratically elected president, influenced SouthAfrican�relations�with�African�countries�throughout�his�seven�year�term�of�office.
Due to its brutal colonial-apartheid history, and peaceful transfer of power to the ANC,South Africa possessed a deep understanding and experience in conflict resolution,peacekeeping, peacebuilding and peacemaking. Consequently, following this experi-ence, the country has integrated some of its ideals in its foreign policy, thereby earningthe reputation as a peacemaker, especially in the SADC region and on the continent. Asan emerging middle power, Pretoria for more than a decade (1994-2008) adopted areformist and pragmatic stance on peacekeeping and peacebuilding issues in its foreignpolicy. Yet, this agenda has not been consistent or adhered to over time. As the interestsof domestic actors and decision-makers changed over time from Mandela to Mbeki andto Zuma, so has the ANC’s engagement with the region evolved. To understand SouthAfrica’s contributions in regional peacekeeping, a brief detour into the peacekeepingattempts of the three ANC leaders is required.

Mandela and regional peacekeeping
In a clear departure from Pretoria’s past aggressive and antagonistic relationship in theregion, from the first years of Nelson Mandela’s regime, the new South Africa has beeninterested in playing an influential role towards its neighbouring African states as a
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mediator, peacekeeper and peacebuilder. Indeed, although the country’s military wing was(and still is) well equipped and seemingly one of the best in the region, Mandela adoptedcontact and dialogue (negotiations) as his modus operandi for peaceful settlement ofinternational disputes. A prime example at the continental level was in Libya, whereMandela and his representative Jakes Gerwel successfully persuaded Libyan PresidentMuammar Gaddafi to surrender the suspects in the Lockerbie airline crash, to be tried ina Scottish court in the Netherlands, in return for relaxing economic sanctions (SAFPI2012).
Mbeki’s regional peace operations

Thabo Mbeki’s approach towards contributing to peacekeeping and peacebuilding in theregion was shifted from the unilateralist posture of the Mandela era to multilateralism.It was against this backdrop that Peter Kagwanja (2006: 159) intimated that indeed“Thabo Mbeki foreswore the unilateralism of the past and adopted a new multilateralstrategy, guided by his precept of ‘African Renaissance’ … which has made remarkablestrides in promoting peace”. In order to effectively address humanitarian crises, in 2001Pretoria established the African Renaissance and International Co-operation Fund toenable the government to identify and fund humanitarian assistance, democracy andpeacebuilding in African states (DIRCO 2013-2014). The fund has provided a leverage forPretoria to be actively involved in relatively unstable regimes in Africa. However, as aparty to the Rome Statute of the ICC, in 2008 Mbeki’s government overtly opposed theindictment of Sudanese President al-Bashir by the ICC Prosecutor for crimes againsthumanity and war crimes. It is, therefore, clear that even at the risk of its internationalreputation in terms of humanitarian obligation, Pretoria displayed a desire to appease afellow�African�brother�like�al-Bashir�(see�also�the�essay�of�Jeremy�Sarkin�in�this�volume).
Zuma’s peace support operations

The inauguration of Jacob Zuma as the third President of post-apartheid South Africain 2009 came with a lot of optimism that the human rights stance adopted under theprevious regimes in Africa’s policy would be maintained and possibly reinforced. At the10th Anniversary of South African Peacekeeping in Africa, President Zuma asserted thatSouth Africa “cannot survive in isolation, as its economic development and security islinked to the continent’s stability … When it brings about peace in the continent … createsan environment that is conducive to reconstruction and development in our region, andpossibilities of faster economic development”.1 Yet, although the Zuma administration
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has attempted to continue with the operationalization of the South African Army Vision2020,2 the regime’s peace operations are riddled with several internal constraints akin towhat plagued the army in the Mandela and Mbeki eras (Nibishaka 2011: 4). LindiweSisulu, the Minister of Defence and Military Veterans, in 2009 muted that Pretoria’sregional military hegemony is threatened by the lack of contemporary intervention policydocuments, the outflow of experienced personnel and deteriorating infrastructure(Esterhuyse 2010: 17). Therefore, in light of the fact that the duration within which thearmy is expected to transform is fast running out, one may conclude that the Army Vision2020�looks�increasingly�like�a�pipe�dream.
Problems of Pretoria’s human rights policy in Africa

The lofty ideal of Mandela that “human rights will be the light that guides [South Africa’s]foreign policy” has not been completely realized. Pretoria’s human rights foreign policy onthe continent has been fraught with the ANC’s economic interests which often overridehuman rights concerns. For instance, despite the questionable human rights record ofsome African states (including Zimbabwe, DRC, Congo, Gabon, Sudan and Uganda),South Africa still engages in arms sales with them (Wezeman 2011). This is due to thefact that in the apartheid era, the ANC was supported in exile by many regimes whichhave subsequently turned repressive; and the former has refrained from biting the fingerthat fed it. The ANC government has remained passive or soft on autocratic regimeswhich played a role in its liberation struggle. Even more so, in light of the principle ofnational sovereignty and territorial integrity which is jealously guarded under the AU Con-stitutive Act, South Africa has arguably refrained from interventions which might beenvisaged by other AU states as overly interfering in the internal matters of its neighbours.
Further, Pretoria’s commitment to human rights in Africa, specifically in areas of conflictprevention and resolution has not all been rosy. For example, South Africa’s mediationattempts to convince the governments of Angola, DRC and Mozambique to resolve theirrespective civil wars through negotiated settlements in the early 2000s, failed to yield anypositive dividends (Van Nieuwkerk 2013: 90). Then again, as the 2004 political crisis inthe Ivory Coast worsened, the then President Mbeki, who was appointed as the AU leadmediator, managed to save the country from the brink of mass atrocities. Mbeki’s negoti-ation record was, nonetheless, saddled with several constraints which brought his medi-ation role to an untimely termination. A key constraint was his overt bias towards the thenPresident Laurent Gbagbo. His soft spot for the Ivorian president during 2005 Pretoria
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talks ultimately triggered accusations from key figures in the AU and United Nations (UN)that the mediation attempts lacked the requisite impartiality they deserved. Therefore,with an additional growing suspicion that Pretoria’s real motive for this bias is for eco-nomic gains, the other Ivorian opposition political leaders instigated the rejection of thetalks�spearheaded�by�Mbeki.
Moreover, following the 2008 elections in Zimbabwe which were marked with intimidationand violence, initial efforts by Pretoria to influence the two parties – the Movement forDemocratic Change (MDC) and the Zimbabwe African National Union – Patriotic Front(ZANU-PF) – to agree on a power-sharing structure indicated little success. South Africa’sleadership role in the negotiation was even more opposed by the MDC as Mbeki was con-sidered by the opposition as being pro-ZANU-PF. Indeed, due to economic interests, SouthAfrica displaced democracy and human rights considerations and conspicuously allowedMugabe to retain his presidency (Van Nieuwkerk 2013: 91). This assertion was lateraffirmed by Ayanda Ntsaluba, then Director-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,when he affirmed that “‘linked to our own national interest, that we would do everythingpossible to ensure we speed up the process of the Zimbabwean economy regaining itsplace because it is an important trading partner for South Africa and an economicallyviable and vibrant Zimbabwe is in the best interests of South Africa’” (quoted in SALO2009:�26).
Further, regarding Pretoria’s pursuance of corporate interest vis-à-vis human rights inthe case of Sudan, Laurie Nathan (2010: 9) adds that the most prominent reason forSouth Africa’s silence on Sudan’s human rights abuses is the commercial importance ofSudan to Pretoria, which has resulted in the signing of “an agreement to co-operate on oilexploration”�and�“exclusive�oil�concession�rights�in�a�designated�area”�for�South�Africa.
Further, the triumph of economic interest over human rights considerations in SouthAfrica’s foreign policy is clearly evidenced in its acceptance of the invitation extended toit by China in late 2010 join the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) (Wasserman2012). Although the expanded trade with China and Russia provides a platform for SouthAfrica to develop its market, the controversial human rights record of the first two statespose�a�bad�example�for�the�latter.

Domestic constraints on regional Peace Support Operations
In light of past and ongoing peacekeeping records or operations conducted, severalissues have been raised both at home and abroad regarding the competencies of Preto-ria’s security cluster to effectively contain humanitarian crises. Some concerns have
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particularly been raised with respect to the lack of discipline, improper composition ofthe force, ineffective artilleries, poor management and inadequate fiscal and humanresources (Nibishaka 2011: 7). It was against this backdrop that in 2014 South Africa’sDepartment of International Relations and Cooperation revised the 1998 White Paper onSouth Africa’s Participation in International Peace Missions (DIRCO 1998). The Parlia-mentary Monitoring Group reaffirms South Africa’s foreign policy objectives, which aregrounded on “[p]rioritization of the interests of the African continent” and “[p]romotionof human rights and democracy” in Africa.3 These objectives indeed are in accordancewith Pretoria’s initial foreign policy towards Africa and the region.
Nonetheless, irrespective of the promising nature of the revised White Paper whichguides Pretoria’s foreign policy, several domestic factors militate against the successfuloperationalization of ANC government’s engagement with Africa. Specifically, the preva-lent and deplorable socioeconomic conditions in the country have greatly limited the roleof Pretoria on the international arena. For instance, the present socioeconomic impact ofthe HIV/Aids, the massive corruption charges against the President and some politicalfigures, budgetary constraints, and the rate of poverty and inequality coupled with ahigh unemployment rate, has made the Zuma administration shift its attention todomestic priorities rather than regional matters (De Wet 2012).
Another constraint on Pretoria’s human rights foreign policy relates to the issue of weakpolicy formulation and poor operationalization. For instance, Pretoria’s African PSOs areinfluenced and driven by manifold groups of players from formulation to operationalization,and are thereby prone to compromises on fundamental issues such as protection ofhuman rights on the continent. The government and state architectures in this arenarange from the President, his cabinet, DIRCO, and the ANC, which in its present positionas the incumbent party, exercises great influence over the details of Pretoria’s engagementwith the region. But the ANC regime arguably lacks the necessary expertise to effectivelydraft government and security policies, and to detect which area of foreign policy to pursue.
Indeed, for a foreign policy to achieve its intended end, there is the need for sufficientexperts analysis, consultations and thematic areas to pursue. Arguably, Pretoria remainsweak in a number of key areas of policy formulation and operationalization (Van Nieuwkerk2013: 102). Although some human rights NGOs and social movements have attempted toinfluence the government’s foreign policy in this respect, their influence in this direction
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has been limited by lack of funding and adequate resources to effectively develop theirknowledge on foreign policy and influence government decisions on external matters(Kenworthy 2012).
Drivers for Pretoria’s continental Peace Support Operations

In 2009, DIRCO initiated a review covering fifteen years of Pretoria’s foreign policy withthe objective of assessing the progress made, and set out the challenges in order toenable the ANC administration to effectively engage with African actors (DIRCO 2011: 7).One of the findings was that Pretoria needs to strengthen its partnership with the rest ofthe continent. For this reason, the Deputy Director-General for African bilateral relationswas charged with the mandate of determining in which areas and countries the govern-ment needs to intensify its engagement (Ngwenya 2013). It was against this backdropthat its strategic objective became that “South Africa will continue to support regionaland continental processes to respond to and resolve crises, strengthen regional integra-tion, significantly increase intra-African trade and champion sustainable developmentand�opportunities�in�Africa”�(DIRCO�2015:�31).
Indeed, the Country’s Strategic Plan 2015-2020 is a clear repetition of previous planswhich assert Pretoria’s continued involvement in peacekeeping in Africa states. Pretoriahas an overarching objective of contributing to Africa’s socioeconomic development inline with Africa’s Vision 2063,4 which is coherent with the initial objectives of the ANC.Thus, regardless of the country’s fiscal constraints and new alliances with middleincome countries (specifically the other BRICS countries), the country’s strategic objectivestowards Africa remain paramount under the Zuma regime.

Conclusion
As the international community joined South Africa to mark its 20th anniversary of free-dom and democracy in 2014, it was apparent that South Africa has evolved as a promis-ing regional foreign policy player. Besides adopting legislation and establishing stronginstitutions to consolidating democracy and human rights at home, South Africa hasrisen to prominence in foreign relations. There is no other country which has emergedfrom an entrenched regional and global seclusion to one of recognition. South Africa isseen as a ‘mouth of the South’ and a significant force in the SADC region, and it is alsoportrayed as an important regional power in Africa in the discussions about protection of
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civilians and prosecuting suspects of international crimes. Therefore, the country hasscored some considerable success in the region and become a legitimate voice of Africaon�issues�of�peace�and�development�at�the�global�level.
The international community is gradually withdrawing its PSOs in the region and, this iswhy the military involvement of Pretoria and other regional actors in preventing humani-tarian crisis on the continent (DRC, Central Africa Republic, South Sudan, Somalia) isexpected to be developed and maintained in the coming years. However, Pretoria mustaddress the ideological and capacity barriers which hinder its peacemaking abilities.These setbacks include the poor discipline in the military, ineffective management,redundant equipment, lack of economic and human resources, a serious dearth of politi-cal foresight, and the fact that the military is stuck in a time of warp.
International and domestic human rights organisations and actors could use their powerand influence to stimulate the government to become a regional and global peace builderthrough�the�following�approaches:
(i) Starting strategic lawsuits against the government for (direct, indirect, beneficialand silent) complicity with violations committed by others.(ii) Using free-speech rights to condemn government’s (in)action in conflict situa-tions.(iii) Lobbying government officials to adopt human rights friendly foreign policy.(iv) Engaging and supporting the efforts of not only global organizations such as theUN but also regional organizations such as the AU, in particular the AU Peaceand Security Council, and SADC to find lasting solutions to conflict situations inthe region.
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In 1994, South Africa declared that human rights would determine its foreign policy; assuch, it lent considerable support to the development of the Responsibility to Protectdoctrine (R2P). Over the years, however, South Africa’s foreign policy has become morepragmatic – African solidarity appears to be its defining characteristic. South Africansupport for R2P is now subject to an important caveat – no military intervention, unlessthe African Union approves. Sovereignty and non-intervention trump considerations ofhuman rights. 1
Introduction

Immediately after the democratic transition in 1994, South Africa’s declared intentionwas that its contribution to the international community would be guided by certain fun-damental moral imperatives. The country’s first democratically elected president, NelsonMandela – while acknowledging that pragmatic considerations might also have to beaddressed – was unequivocal in his commitment that “human rights will be the light thatguides our foreign policy” (cited from: Adams 2012a). Having peacefully progressed froman apartheid past to a democratic present, through its example, South Africa was to leadAfrica – and, possibly, the world – to a future in which a commitment to respect for thedignity�of�the�human�person�was�to�enjoy�primacy.
At the time when South Africa was undergoing its democratic transition, the world wascoming to terms with two tragedies of horrific proportions – the multiple conflagrationsin the former Yugoslavia and the genocidal violence in Rwanda. The soul-searching pro-voked by the ineptitude of the international response to these tragedies demanded acommitment to prevent their occurrence again in the future. Plus jamais! States andtheir leaders would no longer be allowed to ride roughshod over the fundamental rightsof their citizenry. Were they to do so, the international community committed to respond;any attempt to hinder that response through claims to sovereignty and non-interferencewould no longer succeed. Alleged perpetrators would no longer be able to escape liability
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for their actions; accountability was to trump impunity. Central to this ‘new world order’was to be the doctrine of Responsibility to Protect (R2P); South Africa, amongst manynations, embraced the vision.
Twenty years after the democratic transition, South Africa’s commitment to human rightsis less sharp and clear… the light burns less brightly… equivocation prevails – nowheremore so than in South Africa’s attitude to R2P. This essay will consider South Africa’schanging relationship with R2P and the extent to which that relationship reflects changesin�the�country’s�response�to�gross�human�rights�violations.

The idea behind R2P
R2P is rooted in the concept of humanitarian intervention: in the event of a ‘humanitariancrisis’ – either caused by a state or to which a state is unable adequately to respond– the principle of non-intervention is suspended and military intervention by an outsidestate, or group of states, is then justified. The potential abuse of the doctrine and thefailure of the international community – through the United Nations Security Council(UNSC) – timeously to intervene in both Yugoslavia and Rwanda provoked UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan’s challenge to the member states attending the 54th session of theGeneral Assembly, in September 1999, to “find common ground in upholding the princi-ples�of�the�Charter,�and�acting�in�defence�of�our�common�humanity”�(ICISS�2001:�1).
The Government of Canada’s response to the challenge was the establishment of theInternational Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) in September2000. The 2001 Report of ICISS, while recognizing the importance of the concept of statesovereignty, suggested that sovereignty must be recast to imply ‘responsibility’. Thus, incircumstances where a population is suffering serious harm – because of internal war,insurgency, repression or state failure – and the responsible state is either unable orunwilling to act, the concept of non-intervention must yield to an international responsi-bility to protect. This international responsibility embraces three specific responsibili-ties: the responsibility to prevent (to address both the root causes and the direct causesof internal conflict and other man-made crises); the responsibility to react (to respond tosituations of compelling human need with appropriate measures, which may includecoercive measures such as sanctions and international prosecution, and, in extremecases, military intervention); the responsibility to rebuild (to provide, particularly after amilitary intervention, full assistance with recovery, reconstruction and reconciliation,addressing the causes of the harm the intervention was designed to halt or avert).
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If military intervention is contemplated, six criteria need to be addressed: the action mustbe for a just cause (to prevent or halt genocide, crimes against humanity, or a similarcause); have the right intention (meaning without a subversive agenda); be used as alast resort; be authorized and executed by a legitimate authority – ideally, the UNSC;adhere in action to the principle of proportionality and international humanitarian law;and,�have�a�reasonable�prospect�of�success.
The concept of R2P enshrined in the ICISS Report was subsequently incorporated in theWorld Summit Outcome Document by the UN at its September 2005 meeting. R2Preceived further endorsement in Resolution 1674 of the UN Security Council, in April2006, concerning protection of the civilian population during times of armed conflict,and in Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s 2009 report Implementing the Responsibility toProtect. In the latter report (UNGA 2009: 8), Ban Ki-moon specifically addressed the newunderstanding of ‘sovereignty as responsibility’:

“… the responsibility to protect is an ally of sovereignty, not an adversary. It growsfrom the positive and affirmative notion of sovereignty as responsibility, ratherthan from the narrower idea of humanitarian intervention. By helping States tomeet their core protection responsibilities, the responsibility to protect seeks tostrengthen sovereignty, not weaken it. It seeks to help States succeed, not just toreact�when�they�fail.”
South Africa’s waning support for R2P

South Africa fervently supported this new understanding of sovereignty; South Africa’scurrent Deputy President, Cyril Ramaphosa, was a member of the ICISS. South Africawas not alone amongst African states in lending support. Apart from the personal contri-bution to the development of the concept made by Sudan’s Francis Deng (sometime UNSecretary-General’s Special Representative on Internally Displaced Persons), and Ghana’sKofi Annan (sometime UN Secretary-General), Algeria’s Mohamed Sahnoun co-chairedthe ICISS (along with Gareth Evans of Australia). Indeed, many have acknowledged theimportant contribution made by Africa to the development of R2P; in his 2009 report,Ban Ki-moon specifically mentions that “the evolution of thinking and practice in Africahas been especially impressive” (UNGA 2009: 6). In theory, the concept is also reflectedin article 4(h) of the Constitutive Act of the African Union (AU) and forms the basis foroperationalization of the AU’s Peace and Security Council.
However, during the Libyan crisis in 2011, South African – and, to a considerable extent,African – support lost some of its lustre. The Libyan crisis coincided with South Africa’s
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second term as a non-permanent member of the UNSC. Framed in broad R2P terms, SouthAfrica – along with India and Brazil – had lent support to Resolution 1970, whichimposed selective sanctions on Libya and referred the Gaddafi regime to the ICC. Shortlythereafter, on 17 March, while on the one hand leading AU initiatives to resolve the crisisdiplomatically, on the other, South Africa – with Nigeria and Gabon, but now without Indiaand Brazil – voted in favour of Resolution 1973. Again couched in R2P language, Resolu-tion 1973 – supported by the Arab League – imposed a no-fly zone over portions of Libyaand authorized recourse to ‘all means necessary’ to protect the civilian population – par-ticularly�the�citizens�of�Benghazi.
The following day, 18 March, South Africa’s Department of International Relations andCooperation�(DIRCO)�issued�a�statement�explaining�support�for�the�resolution:

“In adopting resolution 1970, the Security Council had hoped that the Libyanauthorities would act responsibly and stop committing more acts of violenceagainst their own people. The authorities have defied this Resolution and contin-ued to kill and displace thousands of civilians whilst continuing to violate theirhuman rights. We believe that the United Nations and the Security Council couldnot be silent nor be seen to be doing nothing in the face of such grave acts ofviolence committed against innocent civilians. We believe that by adopting resolu-tion 1973, which South Africa has voted in favor [sic], the Security Council hasresponded appropriately to the call of the countries of the region to strengthen theimplementation of Resolution 1970 and has acted responsibly to protect and savethe lives of defenceless civilians who are faced with brutal acts of violence carriedout by�the�Libyan�authorities.”2
Although supporting the Resolution, the statement emphasized certain caveats – pres-ervation of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Libya and a rejection of any foreignoccupation or “unilateral military intervention under the pretext of protection of civil-ians”.3 The statement also commended the decision of the AU’s Peace and SecurityCouncil to dispatch an Ad-Hoc High Level Committee to Libya to intensify efforts towardsfinding a lasting political solution to the crisis.
Despite lending support both to Resolution 1973 and the AU initiative, South Africa’sstance provoked considerable debate: internally, many within the ranks of the ruling party
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– the ANC – criticized support for Resolution 1973 (Smith 2015); continentally, oppositionwas more vociferous – the resolution was interpreted as fundamentally undermining ofthe AU initiative. The debate that raged and the launch of the NATO bombing campaignprovoked�South�Africa�seriously�to�question�the�sagacity�of�its�decision.
Two months later, during a UNSC debate on the ‘Protection of civilians in armed conflict’,South Africa had opportunity to voice its disquiet within the UN. South Africa’s ambassa-dor, Baso Sangqu, acknowledged the noble intentions behind the Libyan resolution (andthat�authorizing�the�use�of�force�in�Côte�d’Ivoire4);�however,�he�continued,

“[…] we are concerned that the implementation of these resolutions appears to gobeyond their letter and spirit. It is important that, as international actors andexternal organizations provide constructive assistance, they should […] fullyrespect the will, sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country concerned, andrefrain from advancing political agendas that go beyond the protection of civilianmandates,�including�regime�change.”5
In�July,�Sangqu�was�even�more�forthright:

“Clearly, action focused on the military solution has not had its intended purpose.Instead, it has worked to destabilize the country even further, and therefore thelong-term security and stability of Libya remains uncertain as the situation deteri-orates,�with�more�loss�of�civilian�lives�and�massive�destruction�of�infrastructure.”6
By way of contrast, he pointed to the AU contribution and the framework agreement nego-tiated at its Assembly of Heads of State and Government in Malabo (AUPSC 2011). Inresponse�to�calls�for�Gaddafi’s�removal,�Sangqu�noted:

“We maintain that such statements do not bring us any closer to a political solu-tion. We call on all parties to focus on genuinely assisting the Libyan parties toimmediately begin a political dialogue in line with the AU road map […] It is onlythrough a Libyan-led and owned political process that a decision on the future of
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4 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2011) ‘Resolution 1975 (2011)’, UN doc:
S/RES/1975, 30 March. Available at:
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/RES/1975%282011%29.
5 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2011) ‘6531th meeting of the UNSC’, UN
doc: S/PV.6531, 10 May: 18. Available at:
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/PV.6531.
6 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2011) ‘6595th meeting of the UNSC’, UN
doc: S/PV.6595, 28 July: 4. Available at:
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/PV.6595.



Libya, including that of Colonel Al-Qadhafi, can be based. This is a Charter-givenright that will reaffirm the sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity andnational�unity�of�Libya.”7
Finally, in voicing concern about the manner in which Resolutions 1970 and 1973 hadbeen implemented, he held that “[t]aking sides in any internal conflict situation in aneffort to institute regime change in Libya sets a dangerous precedent that will surelydamage�the�credibility�of�the�Council�and�its�resolutions”.8
During the course of the UNSC’s November 2011 debate on the ‘Protection of civilians inarmed conflict’, South Africa had opportunity to articulate reservations about R2P moregenerally:

“We fully support international efforts to ensure that the normative and legalframework developed to defend the weak and vulnerable trapped in armed conflictis strengthened and further enhanced. The protection of civilians is, by its verynature, politically sensitive yet a critical and vital task. We must ensure at thesame time that such efforts are not abused to further objectives that fall outsidethe�scope�of�this�noble�and�moral�endeavor�and�sensitive�responsibility.”9
Further, as an alternative to the manner in which R2P was being implemented, Sangqu lentSouth African support to Brazil’s interpretation of the doctrine through ‘Responsibility whileProtecting’(‘RwP’).10
In her opening address to the General Assembly in September 2011, the president ofBrazil, Dilma Roussef, had first articulated the concept – subsequently developed byBrazil’s permanent representative to the UN in a short paper published in November2011. In essence, RwP holds that military force is a last resort; that any response must beproportional to the threat posed; and, that no intervention should cause more harm thanit�seeks�to�prevent.
In the aftermath of the Libyan crisis, despite South Africa now appearing to be a critic ofR2P, the country did support UNSC resolutions invoking R2P in respect of Sudan, Côted’Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau, the Central African Republic (CAR), Yemen, Libya, the Democratic
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7 Ibid: 5.
8 Ibid: 5.
9 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2011) ‘6650th meeting of the UNSC’, UN
doc: S/PV.6650, 9 November: 22. Available at:
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/PV.6650.
10 Ibid: 22.



Republic of the Congo and Burundi. In none of the resolutions passed, however, was theuse of force sanctioned; thus, South Africa’s opposition to R2P appeared to be targetedspecifically at recourse to military intervention.
This interpretation is borne out in South Africa’s response to the developing crisis inSyria. What had started as peaceful protests calling for the release of political prisonersin March 2011, had by August 2011 escalated into an armed conflict in which crimesagainst humanity of various kinds were being perpetrated. Apparently favouring a politi-cal solution to the crisis, in that month South Africa, along with its IBSA allies – Indiaand Brazil – sent a high-level delegation to Damascus to plead with Assad to end thehostilities. The pleas went unheeded; more violent repression was meted out.
In early October, four European states (France, Germany, Portugal and the United Kingdom)proposed a draft resolution to the Security Council11 condemning the Assad regime andthreatening targeted sanctions. Nine states voted in favour of the resolution (includingtwo African states: Gabon and Nigeria), two against (China and the Russian Federation),with four abstentions: Lebanon and the IBSA alliance. While expressing concern about thedeteriorating political and humanitarian situation in Syria, South Africa’s ambassador,Sangqu, explained South Africa’s abstention thus:

“South Africa was concerned about the sponsors’ intention to impose punitivemeasures that would have pre-judged the resolution’s implementation. We be-lieve that these were designed as a prelude to further actions. We are concernedthat this draft resolution not be part of a hidden agenda aimed at once againinstituting regime change, which has been an objective clearly stated by some.We are thus concerned about the fact that the sponsors of this draft resolutionrejected language that clearly excluded the possibility of military intervention inthe resolution of the Syrian crisis. We maintain that the Security Council proceedwith caution on Syria lest we exacerbate an already volatile situation.”12
At the end of January 2012 a Western/Arab draft resolution13 was tabled before the UNSCdemanding a halt to the military action, supporting the peace plan proposed by the Arab
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11 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2011) ‘Draft Resolution 612’, UN doc:
S/2011/612, 4 October. Available at:
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/2011/612.
12 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2011) ‘6627th meeting of the UNSC’, UN
doc: S/PV.6627, 4 October: 11. Available at:
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/PV.6627.
13 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2012) ‘Draft Resolution 77’, UN doc:
S/2012/77, 4 February. Available at:
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/2012/77.



League and calling on Assad to cede power. Although defeated by the vetoes of China andRussia, South Africa – together with India (Brazil had, by that stage, ceased to be amember of the Security Council) – supported this weaker resolution. In doing so, Sangqureiterated�what�had�now�become�South�Africa’s�qualification�to�R2P:
“Fundamentally, no foreign or external parties should interfere in Syria as itspeople engage in the critical decision-making process on the future of their coun-try. Any solution must preserve the unity, sovereignty and territorial integrity ofSyria. We are also satisfied that the final draft resolution […] was not aimed atimposing�regime�change�on�Syria�[…].”14

In September of 2012, during an informal, interactive dialogue in the General Assembly ofthe UN on the ‘Responsibility to Protect: Timely and Decisive Response’, South Africa’sPermanent Mission to the UN issued a statement in which it emphasized continued supportfor R2P and recognized the role of regional and sub-regional organizations as partners inthe implementation of R2P. R2P, the statement held, must have as its primary interestthe “safety and well-being of the affected” civilian population; any mandate for itsimplementation must be fully respected and must not be used as a pretext for othermotives, including regime change. In the words of the South African government: “Putplainly�[…]�the�primary�objective�of�responsibility�to�protect�is�not�regime�change.”15
South Africa’s Foreign Policy objectives

At the heart of the debate about the implementation of R2P are two opposing visions forinternational society. For the one, human rights enjoy primacy – the need for interventionin the event of their gross violation trumps all other consideration. For the other, statesovereignty and non-intervention are sacrosanct. In the heady days that followed its demo-cratic transition, because of its own history, South Africa, it was assumed, would embracethe former. The international community (particularly the West) – desperate for an Africanstate to offer direction and stability to the continent through personal example – vauntedSouth Africa as both the continental power with the necessary moral authority and as amember of a select group of emerging international powers, potentially deserving of aseat at the table of the ‘great and the good’. Initially, South Africa bought into the rhetoric.
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14 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (2012) ‘6711th meeting of the UNSC’, UNdoc: S/PV.6711, 4 February: 11. Available at:http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/PV.6711.15 United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) (2012) ‘Informal, interactive dialogue onthe Responsibility to Protect: Timely and Decisive Response’, Statement delivered onbehalf of the Permanent Mission of South Africa to the United Nations, 5 September.Available at: http://responsibilitytoprotect.org/South%20Africa.pdf.



In 1995, for example, Nelson Mandela vociferously condemned the decision of Nigeriandictator, Sani Abacha, to execute nine Ogoni activists, and called for the imposition ofsanctions. While Mandela was immediately lauded by the West, his utterances werestrenuously criticized by other African states. The lesson for South Africa was clear: theinterests of the continental elite and those of the West are not necessarily congruent. Achoice would have to be made.
Calculating that the support of African states is in its long term best interests – apartfrom the political support to be garnered, a peaceful and prosperous Africa will benefitall – South Africa, pragmatically, began to champion something akin to Ali Mazrui’s16idea of the Pax Africana. Africans themselves need to create and consolidate peaceon the continent and Africa needs to become its own policeman; ‘African solutions toAfrican problems’. This continental focus paralleled increasing disenchantment in SouthAfrica’s relationship with the West and its agenda. In such circumstances, beyond thecontinent South Africa began cultivating relations with less critical members of theinternational community: China and Russia. Currently South Africa is progressivelyconsolidating a position of consequence as a member of BRICS.
Given that those with influence in both sets of allegiance – Africa and BRICS – vauntsovereignty and non-intervention as a cornerstone of domestic and foreign policy, anobvious casualty in the course that South Africa is attempting to chart for itself has beenthe�initial�commitment�of�its�foreign�policy�to�human�rights.
It was Mandela’s successor, Thabo Mbeki, who noted the mood and changed course.Despite constant rhetoric in support of quiet diplomacy during the Mbeki years, SouthAfrica failed positively to intervene in Zimbabwe. Further, during its first term as anon-permanent member of the UNSC in 2007-2008, South Africa’s support for humanrights was lacklustre; it opposed a draft resolution criticizing the human rights record ofthe incumbent military junta in Myanmar.
The government of Jacob Zuma has continued to drift from the original moorings. TheDalai Lama was refused a visa to attend a meeting of Nobel Peace Prize laureates, and,even if not positively promoting, South Africa acquiesced in the suspension of the SADCTribunal�in�August�2010�(Melber�2012).17
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16 For more information on the life and work of Ali Al’amin Mazrui (1933-2014) see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ali_Mazrui.
17 The Tribunal of the South African Development Community (SADC) settled legal
disputes based on the SADC Treaty (1992). For more information on the SADC Tribunal
see: http://www.sadc.int/about-sadc/sadc-institutions/tribun/.



Following the recent al-Bashir debacle,18 the Secretary General of South Africa’s rulingparty, the ANC, articulated the prevailing wisdom: “when it comes to international rela-tions, it is not possible to elevate human rights above all other considerations; [o]nce youemphasise one principle over the other, you will say you have human rights but have norelations with the continent. Nobody will want to touch you. What kind of a nation isthat?”�(cited�from�Grootes�2015).
Conclusion

South Africa continues to maintain that human rights remain a core value underlyingits foreign policy. In theory, South Africa remains committed to the idea of responsiblesovereignty through the prevention of mass atrocities; it continues to support an end toimpunity for those who perpetrate gross human rights violations. Support for humanrights, however, is not unequivocal. It is viewed through a web of pragmatic consider-ation: South Africa is determined not to compromise African solidarity.
Consequently, South Africa remains a supporter of R2P… but subject to clearly articu-lated caveats. Fearful that protection of the civilian population will mask ulterior objects,it is not supportive of military intervention authorized by the UNSC. Intervention thatprecludes military intervention, or intervention specifically authorized or endorsed by theAU, it is prepared to support (South Africa continues to deploy peacekeeping forces in theDRC�and�Sudan).
Further, in circumstances where issues of sovereignty and non-intervention are underthreat – particularly in an African context – South Africa’s support for R2P will remainqualified. Tragically, pragmatism of this kind jeopardizes the lives of those who rely onthe strong and the good to act positively and promptly in the interests of the weak and thepoor. As Nelson Mandela commented, “to be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains,but to live in a way that respects and enhances the freedom of others” (cited from: Adams2012b).
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18 In June 2015, Omar al-Bashir, president of Sudan, visited South Africa to attend an AU
Summit; despite a High Court ruling requiring that he be detained in South Africa pending
its decision on an arrest warrant issued by the ICC, the Zuma regime allowed him to
‘escape’ (see essay of Jeremy Sarkin in this volume for more details on this case).



South Africa had a very problematic relationship to international criminal justice prior to1994. The Mandela presidency was the high point of South Africa’s prioritizing of humanrights and international criminal justice in its foreign policy agenda. Nowadays, SouthAfrica prioritizes politics and economics over human rights and international criminaljustice. This can be seen through South Africa’s relationship with international criminaljustice�over�the�last�few�decades,�and�particularly�with�the�International�Criminal�Court.
South Africa’s past relationship to international criminal justice

South Africa had an anomalous position within the international community and towardsinternational law during the apartheid era (Botha 1992/3: 36). It refused to sign and ratifythe various international human rights treaties existing at that time, only changing itsposition in the post-apartheid era. South Africa did not, however, fear international crimi-nal justice, as there were no criminal mechanisms to hold South African leaders account-able for the violations that were being committed in the country. That said, the country wasconcerned about sanctions, as well as the sports and other boycotts that were instituted.
South Africa’s present relationship to international criminal justice

In 1994 South Africa rejoined the international community with gusto (Carlsnaes & Nel2006: X). It quickly ratified a whole range of international treaties, including the GenocideConvention. The Mandela presidency saw South Africa complying generally with its toutedhuman�rights-focused�foreign�policy�agenda�(Alden�&�Le�Pere�2004:�286).
During the Mandela presidency South Africa was a major supporter of the creation of theInternational Criminal Court (ICC). South Africa was amongst the first group of countriesto sign the Rome Statute, which it did on 17 July 1998, as the first African state to do so(Rakate 1998: 217). It formally ratified the Rome Statute on 27 November 2000 anddomesticated it in 2002 with the enactment of the Implementation of the Rome Statute ofthe International Criminal Court Act 27 of 2002 (Katz 2003: 25). This law came into forcein�August�2002�(Du�Plessis�2003:�1).
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After the Mandela years there was a shift in South Africa’s foreign policy, with humanrights no longer being so firmly advanced, and not standing so high on the agenda ashad previously been the case (Alden & Le Pere 2004: 283). Particularly, with respect tointernational criminal justice South Africa’s role since the Mandela Presidency has notbeen one of active engagement. There are two parts to this: 1) what South Africa has doneinternally where matters of international justice occurred within the country, and 2) itsrole�internationally�on�international�criminal�justice�issues.
Domestically, while there have been attempts to hold accountable a range of people in thecountry who are sought internationally for crimes committed around the world, SouthAfrica has not been a willing party to such processes. South Africa has rather providedrefuge to leaders such as former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide of Haiti and formerMadagascan President Marc Ravalomanana. Therefore, it is clear that the government ofSouth Africa has generally been reluctant to act against foreign leaders, even leaderswith�an�arrest�warrant�issued�against�them.
Where it has acted, it has done so after being pushed to take action by civil society. In2009, for instance, it took civil society mobilization to force South Africa to agree thatit would arrest President Omar al-Bashir of Sudan if he arrived in the country. SouthAfrica’s civil society has not taken on the state much as far as foreign policy is con-cerned, but there have been examples where civil society has been active, such as onSouth Africa’s role regarding the ICC. South Africa, as a state party to the Rome Statute,had a duty to execute the ICC arrest warrant against al-Bashir if he attended the inaugu-ration of President Zuma. Al-Bashir did not arrive, but the South African governmenteventually and reluctantly agreed, as a result of civil society pressure, that he would bearrested if he were in the country. Civil society has had to resort to various types of pres-sure on a number of occasions to force compliance with South Africa’s constitution andits�international�and�domestic�obligations.
South Africa’s stance on the ICC (see generally Sarkin 2011-12) in the post-Mandelayears has also changed since the heady years of its vital role in the creation of the Court.Now, South Africa is seemingly not so in favour of the role of the Court, siding insteadwith the African Union (AU) and other countries that oppose the role that the Court nowplays. South Africa has supported various AU resolutions on the ICC and is no longerwilling to play the central supportive role it previously fulfilled with respect to the court.Exemplifying this is the fact that the country does not cooperate with the Court when ICCarrest warrants demands it. As described above, already in 2009 South Africa was atfirst unwilling to arrest President al-Bashir if he came to the country. At that stage,South Africa rather endorsed a 2009 AU decision that held that African states would not
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cooperate with the ICC to arrest President al-Bashir (Tladi 2009: 57). The South Africangovernment only changed tack because of the public outcry about its chosen course ofaction (Stahn 2015: 74-75).
President al-Bashir’s arrival at the AU Summit in Johannesburg on 13 June 2015 againput South Africa’s obligations and commitment to international justice into focus (Sarkin2015). Al-Bashir’s arrival tested the nation’s resolve to uphold international criminaljustice, while juggling its desire to be a major role player in Africa and in the AfricanUnion. This balancing act occurred because, while South Africa has rhetorically been infavour of international justice, it has supported the African Union’s resolutions not tocooperate with the ICC. In regard to walking this tightrope, Garth Abraham (2015: 4) hasnoted that: “In South Africa’s case, the obvious casualty in the game of maintaining thedelicate balance between a commitment to continental sovereignty and the role of anemerging international power has been the initial commitment of its foreign policy tohuman rights” (see also Abraham’s essay in this volume).
South Africa, by attempting to provide President al-Bashir immunity before he arrived in2015 and by allowing him to enter the country for the first time, indicated explicitly onwhat side of the fence it sits. It indicated again that its friendship and comradely attitudetowards other African states and the AU, as well as its partnership with Russia and Chinain BRICS, takes precedence over its international law obligations in its approach toforeign�policy.

Context: shifting power relations
The context to this is that South Africa seems to have taken this stance to challenge thebalance of power in the international community. It has taken positions with variousinternational institutions such as the Non-Aligned Movement, BRICS, and the AfricanUnion, as well as with Russia and China, believing that this approach favours SouthAfrica’s national interests at present and into the future. South Africa clearly wants aleadership role in Africa and internationally and therefore sides with the developing worldparticularly in Africa. It has developed policy for Africa such as the African Renaissanceand the African Peer Review Mechanism that enhance its position within that community.South Africa also wants strong relations with the African Union, and other African coun-tries,�and�thus�its�stance�on�human�rights�at�times,�it�believes,�must�come�second.
This is specifically true of its relationship to the ICC, to which its position has beenaffected by the growing antagonism of the African Union towards the Court. This opposi-tion has arisen relatively recently and is contrary to the initially very strong support that
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many African countries expressed for the court at the time of its creation. The change hasbeen connected to the Court’s overwhelming and, it is argued by many in Africa, dis-proportionate focus on crimes committed in African contexts, leading to accusations ofunjustifiable selectivity and a double standard (Tladi 2009: 62). Fighting this selectivityby the Court is seen to be a continuation of the continent’s struggle against racism,imperialism,�and�its�subjugation�by�foreign�powers�(Okafor�&�Ngwaba�2015:�102).
The tensions between the AU and the Court were exacerbated when the ICC issued anindictment against Sudanese President Omar Hassan al-Bashir despite the AU havingexpressed concern that this could undermine existing intra-African peace efforts (Mills2012: 404, Tladi 2009: 57). This conflict resulted in a 2009 AU decision that held thatAfrican states would not cooperate with the ICC to arrest President al-Bashir (Tladi 2009: 57).South Africa supported this position partly because it often takes positions that are notout of step with its global partners. Not wanting to walk a different path to the positionsof�others�that�it�is�aligned�to�seems�to�be�an�important�policy�position�for�the�country.
This context must also be seen in the light of South Africa seeming to have a policy positionof favouring diplomacy and negotiation over hard power. South Africa has on numerousoccasions taken up a role of mediator in conflict situations. It has used its successful tran-sitional process as a means to play such a role in the situations of other countries in crisis.

South Africa’s future relationship with international criminal justice
South Africa’s future relationship with international criminal justice is directly tied to itslarger national interests and its relationship with its various international partners inAfrica and within BRICS. China and Russia, particularly within BRICS, have over the lastdecade been able to influence South Africa’s position on a range of matters, includinghuman rights issues (Bohler-Muller 2013). An often-touted example of this is SouthAfrica’s ongoing refusal to grant a visa to the Dalai Lama. South Africa has constantlydenied that it has refused to grant him a visa, though, and has argued that its delays ingranting him a visa are not indicative of its position on the matter. It is, however, clearthat�China’s�position�on�the�Dalai�Lama�is�clearly�behind�South�Africa’s�stance.
China and Russia do not have human rights as a key plank of their domestic or foreignpolicies, and in fact are at times antithetical to human rights both at home and abroad.They do not support international accountability and have not supported internationaljustice or notions such as the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) (Sarkin 2011-2012: X).Russia, China and India are not supporters of the ICC, and are against positions thatlimit state sovereignty. They oppose issues that are seen to interfere with what are
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supposedly internal domestic matters. They argue that many matters which have ahuman rights dimension ought to be in the purview of that particular state alone, andthat�the�international�community�should�not�involve�itself�in�many�of�these�cases.
Thus, a key question for South Africa’s position on international justice issues in thefuture is what happens within the BRICS and in Africa: does South Africa see its rolefirmly within BRICS and is its international role firmly associated to its role in the Africanregion? (see Kornegay & Bohler-Muller 2013). This will be a difficult matter for SouthAfrica’s stance on international justice, because while the nation’s atrocious history shouldsee it be supportive of justice and accountability, South Africa wants to be part of asmany international fora as possible and aims to be as influential as possible. It wants tohave a leadership role in the AU, BRICS, the Non-Alligned Movement, the G77 and others.At present the AU position and the BRICS position on international justice are similar. Butthere may be situations in the future where there is divergence between their views. Thiswould put South Africa in a difficult position. What is clear is that at present being part ofBRICS is not something that is counter to South Africa’s role in Africa, but a position thatactually promotes that role (Carmody 2012). Thus, Volchkova & Ryabtseva (2013: 8-9)believe�that:

“The BRICS forum might play an important role in promoting South Africa’s roleon the continent. For example, Russia believes it is possible to increase SouthAfrica’s influence among its neighbours and in the overall global economic arenathrough the development of a national currency exchange within BRICS. If theBRICS countries manage to execute trade in national currencies, all remainingAfrican countries might settle accounts with Russia, Brazil, India and China inSouth�African�Rands.”
But it should not be forgotten that South Africa’s role in Africa is an important part of whyit is in BRICS in the first place (Besada, Tok & Winters 2013) and why the other membersof BRICS sought South Africa’s membership (Carmody 2012). South Africa’s membershipin BRICS might not always be positively viewed by African states and may cause difficul-ties in the future. A divergence in opinion can occur and other African states could seeSouth�Africa�looking�rather�beyond�Africa�than�inwards.
Regardless, South Africa’s role in the African Union and in BRICS are critical determi-nants of what it decides to do in the future as far as international justice is concerned.Whether it remains a member of the ICC is dependent on what other African state partiesof the ICC decide to do. While some, such as Kenya (Mueller 2014: 1) and Uganda havemade utterances about leaving the Court, no country has yet done so. In October 2015 the
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ANC’s National General Council resolved that South Africa will leave ICC. However, itseems that South Africa has been canvassing other African countries to do so as well. Itis very cognizant of what other African countries say and do with regard to ICC member-ship. It will also have to determine whether it joins the reformed African Court of Justiceand Human Rights, which is envisioned to also have criminal jurisdiction to hold perpe-trators of serious international crimes accountable. It is likely that South Africa will followthe�path�of�joining�the�new,�enlarged�African�Court�with�criminal�jurisdiction.
South Africa’s future role with the ICC is thus somewhat unclear. While the ANC may haveresolved to leave the Court there are many steps that will need to occur for it to do so. Itwill have to repeal the Implementation Act and then take resolutions in both houses ofparliament. It then has to file a notice with the UN Secretary-General and then only a yearlater it may actually withdraw. It may be affected by a case that might be openedconcerning the country, because in April 2015 the Prosecutor of the ICC indicated thatshe was ready to investigate the xenophobic attacks in South Africa. This occurred aftera petition by the South African NGO Socio-Economic Rights and Accountability Project(SERAP) was filed with the ICC on 23 April 2015 asking for a hate speech inquiry to beheld into statements by the Zulu King Goodwill Zwelithini. These statements were allegedto have caused killing, violence and discrimination against non-South Africans living inSouth Africa. If this occurred, it would have a dramatic impact on South Africa’s positionon the ICC. Such a case is, however, unlikely for a range of reasons, including the lack ofappetite�by�the�ICC�for�taking�on�another�African�situation.

Conclusion
South Africa’s position in the international community and with regard to internationalissues in general, and in particular on international criminal justice matters, has dra-matically changed over the years. Much of this change has not been publically debatedand seems rather to have been positions taken by the ANC with little external consulta-tion. Even in parliament, a stance is adopted after an event rather than putting a positionon the table beforehand. Even on positions taken at the UN there has been an absence ofdebate until after the fact. While South Africa was an outcast in the years before 1994,after the advent of democracy it became a key role player in the community of nations ingeneral, and on justice issues specifically. However, its commitment to human rights andjustice as eminent concerns in the post-1994 era has given way to a greater focus on itspolitical and economic interests. While South Africa played a key role on the ICC in thepast, that role has changed. It no longer plays the same supportive role it did. It nowsupports the critical camp of African states that see the Court as biased towards thecontinent and anti-African leadership. South Africa no longer favours the role the Court
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plays. South Africa’s stance today mirrors those of the AU and BRICS. In this regard,South Africa’s international role has become pragmatic rather than principled. As Nathan(2005) notes, South Africa’s role has been full of ambiguities, inconsistencies and incon-gruities. South Africa seeks a preeminent role internationally. As a result, its stance onhuman rights and international justice has become less important and to some extenthas been sacrificed in the quest to claim and maintain a dominant role, partially in itsquest�for�a�permanent�Security�Council�seat�when�that�institution�is�reformed.
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South Africa’s foreign policy focus on state sovereignty as well as its security-orientedparadigm have hampered its pursuit for civil and political rights protection online andoffline. Only intervention by civil society organizations, possibly in alliance with progres-sive state officials, to allocate greater weight to rights, could help shift the balance ofstate�policy�in�a�more�positive�direction.
Introduction

In a recent report by Human Rights Watch, South Africa was taken to task for having“largely failed to utilize its membership at the United Nations Human Rights Council[UNHRC] to support resolutions that would have helped the promotion and protection ofhuman rights in various countries” (HRW 2015). This was the case despite the fact thatit plays “a highly visible role at the Human Rights Council, including by championingthe Council’s engagement on various thematic issues such as combating racism anddiscrimination”�(HRW�2014b).
This contradictory approach to rights-related issues is characteristic of South Africa’sgeneral orientation. The broad support for proclamations in favour of rights in the globalarena does not always translate into support for specific policies and interventions thatmay affect and interfere in relations with key countries regarded as diplomatic allies.While never actively denying a commitment to fundamental human rights, South Africa’sstrategy of building a counterforce that will challenge the traditional hegemony ofWestern countries on the global stage takes precedence in shaping their positions on theinternational stage.
In what follows we review South African policy positions with regard to the various issuesinvolved in Internet governance, surveillance and privacy online, in particular through itsparticipation�in�the�World�Summit�on�the�Information�Society�(WSIS)�review�process.
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The World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) Review process
The World Summit on the Information Society was a pair of UN conferences held in 2003and 2005, which set out a coordinated international action plan for harnessing the useof information and communication technologies (ICTs) for development with the aimof fostering the establishment of an inclusive information society. WSIS also brokered adelicate consensus on how the Internet should be governed, and proposed a path forwardfor how to achieve more democratic and inclusive Internet governance with outcomessuch as the Internet Governance Forum. The UN has been conducting a review of WSIS aspart of its ten year anniversary, which is culminating in a high-level review meeting atthe�UN�General�Assembly�(UNGA)�in�December�2015.
South Africa does not yet have a specific consolidated public position on the WSIS reviewprocess, though its views can be inferred from a range of sources, as well as interven-tions made by the government in international forums. The Department of Telecommuni-cations and Postal Services (DTPS)1 commissioned a WSIS follow-up and implementationprogress report earlier in 2015 and it does in general take the WSIS very seriously. Thereport was developed by the South African Communications Forum (SACF), an industrybody. To our knowledge it is not yet publicly available at the time of writing. The country’spositions will likely be closely aligned with those of the Group of 77 (G77), as will be out-lined in more detail later on in this essay. South Africa has been speaking on behalf of theG77�group�in�the�WSIS�preparatory�meetings�at�the�UN�General�Assembly�in�New�York.
Although invested in promoting a development-oriented agenda within the WSIS frame-work, the government is not likely to cede its interest in seeing progress on issues relatedto Internet governance, and enhanced cooperation in particular, a position rooted in anunderstanding of Internet public policy being the responsibility of sovereign states ratherthan of ‘multistakeholder’ processes. South Africa’s position on Internet Governance Forum(IGF) renewal might be used as a bargaining chip to secure gains in the broader gover-nance debate although it has – in spite of some reservations on its value – been broadlysupportive�of�the�IGF.
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1 Originally, the Department of Communications was in charge of all communication
matters in the country, including telecommunications. In 2014, responsibility for
telecommunications was transferred to the newly created Department of
Telecommunications and Postal Services (DTPS), which creates the policy framework with
which the national regulator – the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa
(ICASA) – has to work. Together with the Department of International Relations and
Cooperation (DIRCO), they are the most important bodies in charge of decision-making on
international Internet policy issues in South Africa.



South Africa’s security and development concerns in the WSIS review
Development will likely continue to be a key internal driving force in South Africa’s positionin the WSIS review. Minister Siyabonga Cwele, former Minister of Intelligence, heads theDTPS with a mandate focused, but not limited to, “using ICTs to deal with the effects ofpersistent�unemployment,�inequality�and�poverty�prolonged�by�the�legacy�of�apartheid”.2
South Africa’s National Development Plan (NDP) also acknowledges ICTs as central todevelopment, with the goal of achieving universal access by 2020 (Presidency of SouthAfrica 2012). Much investment is being put into the domestic ICT sector: in November 2013,a broadband policy was finalized. Called “SA Connect”, it is a comprehensive plan to developand implement nationwide broadband ICT infrastructure to meet the electronic communi-cations�needs�of�citizens,�business�and�the�public�sector�(South�Africa�Connect�2013).
In addition, security concerns are a priority in the country’s decisions regarding ICTs.South Africa has since worked with members of the African Union (AU) on a continentalcyber-security framework, which was recently adopted by the African Union Summit.3 Ithas participated actively in the African Union and the African Union Commission4 andhas contributed to the AU Agenda 2063 (AU 2015). South Africa also contributed to theSouthern African Development Community’s ‘Regional Infrastructure Development MasterPlan’�(SADC�2012).
South Africa’s policy in these matters is captured in the Cybercrimes and CybersecurityBill,5 which was released for public comment in August 2015, and is open for commentsuntil 30 November 2015. As academic and freedom of expression activist Jane Duncan(2015) puts it: “The Bill threatens digital rights in significant ways, especially the free-doms of expression and of association, and the right to privacy. It lacks important checksand balances and increases state power over the internet in worrying ways.” Basically, itsparadigm of securitization is based on fear and control: “Governments rush to securitise
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2 ‘Budget Vote Speech 2015’, Address by Dr. Siyabonga Cwele, Minister of
Telecommunications and Postal Services, Republic of South Africa, on the occasion of the
2015/16 Budget Vote, 21 May. Available at: http://www.dtps.gov.za/mediaroom/
media-statements/482-minister-cwele-budget-budget-vote-speech-2015.html.
3 African Union (AU) (2014) African Union Convention on Personal Data Protection andCyber Security (adopted 27 June 2014).
4 The Commission of the African Union is the executive and administrative branch or
secretariat of the African Union. It is made up of a number of Commissioners dealing with
different areas of policy. The Commissioner for Infrastructure and Energy is responsible
for telecommunications and internet matters. More available at: http://www.au.int.
5 ‘Cybercrimes and cybersecurity bill. Draft for public comment’, Republic of South
Africa, Ministry of Justice and correctional services, 2015. Available at:
http://www.justice.gov.za/legislation/invitations/CyberCrimesBill2015.pdf.

http://www.dtps.gov.za/mediaroom/media-statements/482-minister-cwele-budget-budget-vote-speech-2015.html


and militarise these problems to justify government control of the internet. They gainpublic acquiescence by creating a moral panic and convincing the public that there is noalternative but to accept government intervention.” An agenda of rights, developmentand freedom cannot be achieved “by handing decision-making about the internet toincreasingly secretive, unaccountable governments. Trading freedom for security is nosecurity at all”. This securitization paradigm based on ‘fear and control’ that Duncanrefers to is not only prevalent in South Africa. It has become the predominant entry pointfor approaching internet governance in many parts of the world – including in Europe andNorth America. It is also encouraged by some intergovernmental initiatives such as theInternational Telecommunications Union’s Global Cybersecurity Index which ranks coun-tries�according�to�their�readiness�to�respond�to�cyber�attacks.6
Internationally, South Africa is part of BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa)and the India-Brazil-South Africa Dialogue Forum (IBSA). The outcome statement fromthe 2013 5th BRICS Summit recognized the critical and positive role the Internet playsglobally in promoting economic, social and cultural development, and emphasized theimportance of a peaceful, secure, and open cyberspace. It noted that “security in the useof Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) through universally acceptednorms, standards and practices is of paramount importance” (BRICS 2013).

South Africa and the G77’s priorities: development and state sovereignty
Broadly, South Africa has aligned its position on development and the WSIS review withthe position taken by the G77, and it is likely to continue doing that and play a leadingrole in shaping and presenting that position. In particular, it sees poverty reduction asone of the key priorities for the WSIS, and believes that the outcomes of the review must“recognize the obvious and explicit synergies between the Vision of utilizing ICTs forDevelopment�and�the�newly�crafted�SDGs�[Sustainable�Development�Goals]”.7
What is also interesting about that G77 statement is that, referring to the ten-year WSISReview, it says that: “It is imperative that, as per the modalities resolution, the focus ofthis Review is anchored in the vision of the Tunis Agenda. There is no need to renegotiateor re-invent the Tunis Agenda”.8 This can be taken to mean that while South Africa and
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6 The 2014 results of this survey is available at:
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Pages/GCI.aspx.
7 ‘Intervention on behalf of the Group of 77 and China by the representative of South
Africa at the First preparatory meeting for the General Assembly overall review of the
implementation of the outcomes of the world summit on the information society (WSIS)’,
New York, 1 July 2015. Available at:
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=150701.
8 Ibid.



the G77 are committed to exploring synergies between WSIS goals and the SDGs, they arenot likely to opt for complete integration, at least not to the extent of letting go someof the non-SDG-related aspects of the Tunis Agenda,9 such as enhanced cooperation ininternet to increase “the capacity of developing countries to innovate and to participatefully in, and contribute to, the Information Society”10 and the notion that “policy authorityfor Internet-related public policy issues is the sovereign right of States. They have rightsand�responsibilities�for�international�Internet-related�public�policy�issues”.11
The outcome documents of the WSIS’s first phase, which concluded in December 2003,had a far stronger focus on human rights, development and on inclusiveness and part-nership in building a people-centred development oriented information society thanthe Tunis Agenda. The Tunis Agenda is far more political, and reflects governments’increased awareness of the strategic importance of the internet and their own influenceover decision-making.12 As a consequence, global internet related debates focused lessand less on development, or on human rights, and more on more on geopolitical relationsbetween states on the one hand, and contestation between multistakeholder (involvingnongovernmental�actors)�and�multilateral�(among�governments)�models�of�governance.
As in other areas, the sovereign right of states is central to South Africa’s foreign policyagenda. This is captured in that same G77 statement from July 2015, in reference tocybercrime: “In maintaining cyber security, States should abide by the following principles:sovereign equality; the settlement of international disputes by peaceful means withoutjeopardizing international peace and security, and justice; consistency with the principlesof the United Nations; and non-intervention in the internal affairs of other States”.13
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9 The Tunis Agenda (November 2005) is the outcome document of the second phase of
the United Nations’ World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS). Available at:
http://www.itu.int/net/wsis/docs2/tunis/off/6rev1.html.
10 The World Summit on Information Society (WSIS) (2005) ‘Tunis agenda for the
information society’, WSIS doc: WSIS-05/TUNIS/DOC/6(Rev. 1)-E, 18 November, No. 89.
Available at: http://www.itu.int/net/wsis/docs2/tunis/off/6rev1.html.
11 Ibid: No. 35a.
12 A particularly sore point was the location of ICANN (the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers) in the United States which many believed put the US in a
privileged position, resulting in not all governments being involved in internet governance
on an ‘equal footing’. The G77 governments’ other concern, and this would have been
shared by South Africa, was that decision-making on internet development and use had
become too multistakeholder with private sector actors in particular, but also civil society
and the technical community, having more influence than governments, thereby
undermining the responsibility and authority of sovereign states.
13 ‘Intervention on behalf of the Group of 77 and China by the representative of South
Africa at the First preparatory meeting for the General Assembly overall review of the
implementation of the outcomes of the world summit on the information society (WSIS)’,
New York, 1 July 2015. Available at:
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=150701.



The purpose of this language is to ensure that ultimate authority regarding policyremains in the hands of states, which must not be undermined either by internationalagencies from above, or by civil society organizations from below. This is the only way toensure equality between developed and developing countries (with South Africa some-where in between the two categories), and preventing the development agenda frombeing hijacked by the same forces that dominated the global system during colonialtimes and continue to do so in post-colonial times.
WSIS review modalities: limited role for non-governmental stakeholders

South Africa supported the original draft version of the resolution presented by Fiji inSeptember 2013 on behalf of the G77 states, which proposed a full-scale review processfor WSIS+10 (which was an extended version of the earlier WSIS Forums, held in Genevain 2014).14 It is important to read this text carefully. It asks for a full-scale review andpreparatory process and creates the opportunity for participation by other stakeholders.The draft resolution states that an intergovernmental preparatory committee should beestablished, and that this committee would decide on how non-governmental stake-holders could participate.15
The 1 July 2015 G77 statement reaffirms the earlier July 2014 resolution16 adopted by theUNGA, which outlined the modalities for the overall review. According to the resolution,the high-level meeting will be “preceded by an intergovernmental preparatory process,which also takes into account inputs from all relevant WSIS stakeholders”.17 The processwill result “in an intergovernmentally agreed outcome document” for adoption by the UNGeneral�Assembly.18
South Africa will likely stick to the letter of this resolution, which limits the role ofnon-governmental stakeholders to that of providing input rather than actively shapingthe outcome documents. In this sense, it is in line with its overall statist approach asoutlined in the previous section.
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14 United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) (2013) ‘Draft Resolution: Information and
communications technologies for development’, UN doc: A/C.2/68/L.40, 7 November.
Available at: http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/LTD/N13/552/87/PDF/
N1355287.pdf?OpenElement.
15 Ibid.
16 United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) (2014) ‘Resolution: Modalities for the
overall review by the General Assembly of the implementation of the outcomes of the
World Summit on the Information Society’, UN doc: A/RES/68/302, 31 July. Available at:
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/68/302.
17 Ibid: 2.
18 Ibid: 2.

http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/LTD/N13/552/87/PDF/N1355287.pdf?OpenElement


South Africa’s position as related to human rights online
South Africa has never put much emphasis on the human rights-related content in theWSIS framework. Generally, at least in international forums, it maintains that tacklingextreme inequality is only possible in the context of policies and programmes that takeeconomic, social and cultural rights seriously – giving them prominence and priorityequal�to�that�of�civil�and�political�rights.
Speaking on behalf of the G77 and China, South Africa recommended that the WSISreview should establish a shared understanding on the applicability of internationalrights, ethics, and freedom of expression and norms to activities in cyberspace. Thestatement noted that the WSIS review was an opportunity to call on governments to pro-tect their citizens from human rights violations online, close the gap on the digitaldivide, and promote gender rights.19 This progressive statement holds promise for rightsadvocates in South Africa provided it is really embraced, understood and integrated intocommunications policy. But this cannot be assumed. There is a strong possibility thatthis text was negotiated in New York without active participation from DTPS personnel, orfor that matter, from the Department of Justice that leads for South Africa on humanrights matters.
South Africa has expressed serious reservations with attempts to equate the online andoffline exercise of the right to freedom of opinion and expression. It is the most vocalmember of the United Nations Human Rights Council to have openly questioned thisassumption. While it joined the consensus for the 2012 UNHRC resolution,20 since then ithas adopted a position of dissociating itself from UN resolutions that reference the pro-tection of human rights offline and online. It did so for the 2014 UNGA resolution on theright to privacy in the digital age,21 the 2014 UNHRC resolution on Internet and human
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19 ‘Intervention on behalf of the Group of 77 and China by the representative of South
Africa at the First preparatory meeting for the General Assembly overall review of the
implementation of the outcomes of the world summit on the information society (WSIS)’,
New York, 1 July 2015. Available at:
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=150701.
20 United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (2012) ‘Resolution: The promotion,
protection and enjoyment of human rights on the Internet’, UN docs: A/HRC/RES/20/8, 16
July. Available at:
http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/G12/153/25/PDF/G1215325.pdf?
OpenElement.
21 United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) (2013) ‘Resolution: The right to privacy in
the digital age’, UN doc: A/RES/68/167, 18 December. Available at:
www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/68/167.

http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/G12/153/25/PDF/G1215325.pdf?OpenElement


rights,22 and the 2015 UNHRC resolution on the right to privacy in the digital age, whichcreated�the�mandate�of�a�Special�Rapporteur�on�the�Right�to�Privacy.23
What is the logic behind this stand? This requires some speculation as the explanationsgiven by South Africa’s diplomatic representatives are not always clear or easily accessi-ble. Partly it is due to procedural issues, related to the question of which UN agencyshould be in charge of monitoring the right to privacy and which forum would appropriatefor taking decisions on the matter. Partly it is based on the notion that the right to privacyis new and trendy, and thus might deflect attention from other more pressing and persis-tent concerns with questions of poverty, development, inequality and racism. Partly it isdue to so-called “mandate fatigue”, which is UN-speak for concern over the proliferationof new UN Special Procedure mandates, which puts pressure on the already stretched UNhuman rights budget (less than 3 per cent of the total annual UN budget) and adds to thepacked agenda of the UNHRC (all Special Procedures report to the UNHRC on an annualbasis).
Such concerns are central to South Africa as a country historically emerging from a longperiod of colonial oppression. They are linked to a worry that not all countries are at thesame level of development and therefore that requiring them to develop mechanisms offacilitating free access to and expression on electronic media might be suitable for devel-oped�countries,�but�not�necessarily�for�developing�countries.
South African officials also raised objections to the implications of the right to privacyand freedom of expression online. Rejecting the equation between such rights on- andoffline, their argument seems to be that unlimited freedom of expression online opens uplarge-scale opportunities for dissemination of hate speech and racism against vulnerablepopulations, which violate people’s rights. This may be the case for offline speech as well,of course, but national authorities can monitor the situation and put in place mecha-nisms to ensure a balance between freedom and potential hurt. Online speech is muchmore difficult to monitor and it evades the power of states, which remain the key actorson the international scene. In that sense, recognizing an unlimited right to freedom ofexpression online would work in favour of powerful groups in developed countries, withaccess�to�advanced�technology,�and�thus�reproduces�global�relations�of�inequality.
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22 United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (2014) ‘Resolution: The promotion,
protection and enjoyment of human rights on the Internet’, UN doc: A/HRC/RES/26/13,
14 July. Available at:
http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G14/082/83/PDF/G1408283.pdf?OpenEl
ement.
23 United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (2015) ‘Resolution: The right to
privacy in the digital age’, UN doc: A/HRC/RES/28/L.27, 24 March. Available at:
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/HRC/28/L.27.

http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G14/082/83/PDF/G1408283.pdf?OpenElement


Considering the rapid update of the internet and social media in South Africa by previ-ously disadvantaged groups, this view is questionable. The internet has become aplatform for young black South Africans to express their disaffection with state thatthey feel is failing to deliver jobs, services, or affordable university education. It isused to challenge corruption and make fun of politicians. It is a platform for preciselythe kind of speech that the ruling ANC party would rather not hear and this is a morebelievable reason for the state wanting to curtail online speech than that it can repro-duce global relations of inequality.
The role of states as the key actors on the international scene was an additional concern.South Africa regards the status given to NGOs and other non-state players as a threat tothe principles of international diplomacy and global order, which are based on nationalstates and inter-governmental relations. Non-state actors are not accountable to anyone,which is why South Africa is opposed to including them as partners in the quest forextending�rights�to�non-traditional�areas�of�concern.
The common thread in all these positions taken by South Africa, is that on matters relatedto privacy, security and other online practices, international agreements between sover-eign states are needed, at regional levels, through bodies such as the African Union andat inter-state level such as the BRICS group, and then globally. As Ambassador Matjila,Director-General of the Department of International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO),said�at�the�BRICS�Ministers’�Meeting�on�29�September�2015:

“It is no longer prudent to think that bilateral, technical cooperation agreementsalone will eradicate crimes committed online. Furthermore, the lacklustre approachtowards this challenge is a further impediment to finding a global solution. Regard-ing the Budapest Convention, South Africa agrees that this Convention can be use-ful in elaborating an international instrument at the UN. At the regional level, theAfrican Union also has an instrument; the AU Convention on Cyber Security andPersonal Data Protection. Both these conventions have their merits and can be uti-lised to elaborate an effective international instrument that can be accessed andowned by Member States equally. It is in this context that South Africa advocatesfor�an�international,�legally�binding�instrument�on�cybercrime.”24
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24 ‘Statement by Ambassador J.M. Matjila at the International Relations Ministers’
Meeting on the margins of the 70th Session of the United Nations General Assembly
(UNGA70)’, Director-General Department of International Relations and Cooperation
(DIRCO) and BRICS Sherpa, New York, 29 September 2015. Available at:
http://www.dirco.gov.za/docs/speeches/2015/matj0929.htm.



The key phrase here seems to be an international instrument (e.g. a treaty) that can be“accessed and owned by Member States equally”.25 This means two things in particular:(1) denying equal role either to supra-national bodies that could override the sovereigntyof the state by creating a framework above it to which it would be subordinate, or tosub-national bodies (such as NGOs and other civil society organizations) that mayundermine the power of the state within its boundaries; and (2) focusing on equalitybetween states, to prevent developed countries from dominating the agenda. In essence,these two principles serve to guide South Africa’s international policy, in its independentintervention in debates and as part of the G77 group, in which it plays a leading role onsuch matters.
Internet governance

The general position of the country on Internet governance at the global level is that itshould be government-led, with developing countries having equal voice to developedcountries, and that other stakeholders should be engaged in “their respective roles andresponsibilities”.
During the 1 July 2015 WSIS preparatory meeting, South Africa endorsed the G77 viewthat much work remains to be done in order to implement the WSIS outcomes fully, par-ticularly in the field of Internet governance. Similarly to other G77 countries, South Africaidentified the lack of progress on enhanced cooperation (which they would interpret as agreater role, on an equal footing with one another, for governments) as one of the majorobstacles preventing developing countries from fully benefiting from ICTs. Achievingprogress on enhanced cooperation is thus likely to emerge as a key task for South Africain international negotiations.
In general, South Africa has not been opposed to the IGF, but also has not been a greatsupporter. When it has spoken on the IGF, it said that the mandate of the IGF shouldremain as it was presented in paragraph 72 of the Tunis Agenda, which provides anextensive list of tasks. It has said on the one hand that the IGF does not outline concreteoutcomes, which diminishes its value, but on the other hand South Africa has not shownmuch interest in making it more outcome-oriented. Perhaps South Africa’s reluctance toplay a more active role has to do with the more open-ended definition of stakeholders,beyond national governments, in the IGF, which dilutes the focus on the central role ofstates�that�is�evident�in�other�South�African�policies�and�statements.
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25 Ibid.



Conclusions
South Africa’s foreign policies have been shaped by a focus on the sovereignty of nationalstates, and the need for equality between developed and developing countries in theinternational arena. These principles have led it to challenge policy frameworks that – inits view – give excessive power to international multistakeholder bodies such as ICANN inwhich business entities are generally very influential and to civil society organizations,and thus undermine the central role of states. This focus may lead to a clash with anotherimportant policy imperative, that of protecting human rights online and offline. And indeed,at times, asserting state power and working with a security-oriented paradigm hamperedthe quest to enhance rights locally and globally, in particular civil and political rights.Only intervention by civil society organizations, possibly in alliance with progressive stateofficials in South Africa and like-minded business entities, to change this orientation andallocate greater weight to rights, could help shift the balance of state policy in a morepositive direction. If South African human rights activists want rights on the internet tobe respected and promoted they are going to have to work hard to achieve this, andengage�multiple�ministries�and�departments.
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Despite South Africa’s transition to a rights-respecting democracy, a collective perceptionof threat from “foreign Africans” remains entrenched, manifest in restrictive immigrationpolicies and periodic violent attacks. South Africa’s approach to the region remains focusedon limiting human mobility and protecting allies regardless of their human rights records.In the face of populist antipathy and official ambivalence, advocates for migrants’ rightswill need to work even harder to maintain the legal status quo through domestic courts.Any further progress will require building stronger alliances with social service organiza-tions�at�the�local�level,�in�order�to�challenge�xenophobia�from�the�bottom�up.
Introduction

Despite long-standing and significant cross-border population flows, post-apartheidSouth Africa perpetuates a negative discourse about immigration. At the elite level, itspolicies emphasize detention and deportation, adopted by politicians who frequentlyinvoke fears of being swamped by migrants falsely claiming asylum (e.g., ImmigrationAct of 2002, Immigration Amendment Act of 2011). At the local level, xenophobic mobili-zation has resulted in periodic outbreaks of violence, including exceptionally widespreadattacks on homes and shops in 2008 that targeted people perceived to be foreigners,regardless of whether they were long-time denizens, held official refugee status, orindeed had been born elsewhere in South Africa (Hassim et al 2008).
No objective change in migration at the national level can explain these sentiments andflare-ups, because demographic trends appear stable. However, it is crucial to keep inmind that statistics on migration are notoriously unreliable, especially in the context ofapartheid, which outlawed formal African immigration and tightly regulated mobility evenwithin the country, thereby creating a large undocumented population of both nationalsand foreigners. At best, macro-level estimates suggest that the current foreign Africanpopulation is approximately the same proportion as during the apartheid-era. For instance,one government estimate in 1961 implies that 5 per cent (800,000) of the 15 million totalofficial inhabitants were foreign Africans (based on figures in Owen 1964). And a morerecent compilation of government figures on visas issued, deportations, border post entries
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and departures, and asylum applications suggests approximately 2 million migrantsannually among 50 million inhabitants, which amounts to less than five percent of theoverall population in South Africa (Ilgit & Klotz 2014: 144, drawn from Department ofHome�Affairs�2008).
Alternatively, a securitization framework explains how a fear of “foreign Africans” legiti-mizes such attacks, and why this collective perception of threat remains entrenched,despite the replacement of apartheid with a rights-respecting democracy (Ilgit & Klotz2014). This analysis proceeds in three steps: a characterization of the dominant dis-course of threat, a brief history of the institutionalization of that discourse, and finallyan identification of links between dominant discourse, migration policies, and foreignpolicies. Looking ahead, trends revealed by this analysis provide scant reason to expectany further incorporation of human rights into South Africa’s migration policies. Morelikely, rights advocates will need to work even harder within the domestic court system tomaintain the status quo, in the face of populist antipathy and official ambivalence.

Immigration as a security threat
Reactions to outbreaks of anti-foreigner riots in 2008 provide an opportunity to explorehow South African political leaders articulate security and to see what role, if any, rightsplay in those discourses. For example, despite routine media coverage of xenophobicmotives for the attacks, President Thabo Mbeki explicitly refused to label the widespreadviolence as xenophobia, instead blaming the victims for fuelling crime (Mail & Guardian2008). And Mangosuthu Buthelezi of the Inkatha Freedom Party, who had done much tofoster the prevailing anti-foreigner discourse as Minister of Home Affairs from 1994 until2004, sought to dispel accusations (reminiscent of apartheid-era violence) that his Zulufollowers�were�the�main�perpetrators�(Dibetle�2008b)�.
Lack of action by the police to quell the violence also distanced the government fromresponsibility. After two weeks, in an extraordinary move eerily reminiscent of apart-heid-era unrest, the army finally intervened to restore order (International Organizationfor Migration 2009). Few of the attackers were ever prosecuted (Govender 2008). Mean-while, neither the Department of Home Affairs nor provincial authorities wanted to provideassistance for thousands of displaced people (Dibetle 2008a). Rather, suffering most ofthe direct effects, municipal governments ultimately set up some shelters. Since town-ship dwellers cited competition for subsidized housing as one of the key issues driving theattacks, officials repeatedly stressed that emergency camps, set up along the lines ofinternational relief standards, were not houses or luxurious accommodations (Joubert,Foster & Tshabalala 2008). Most camps were disbanded after a few months, precisely to
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prevent their conversion into informal settlements. Home Affairs and police officials eventreated the situation as an opportunity to deport foreigners, with little distinction paid totheir�legal�status�(United�Nations�High�Commissioner�for�Refugees�2010).
Still, elements of a rights-based discourse have emerged in the post-apartheid era.Led by the newly established South African Human Rights Commission, the Roll BackXenophobia campaign sought, albeit unsuccessfully, to influence media coverage bystressing constitutional protections for foreigners (South African Human Rights Commis-sion 1999; McDonald & Jacobs 2005). More successfully, lawyers have navigated the courtsto demand rights of migrants, including those protected under the new constitution(Handmaker et al 2008). And some individuals and organizations at the local level havemanaged to preclude or at least dampen xenophobic violence (International Organizationfor Migration 2009). Other efforts within civil society include support networks for victimsdealing with issues ranging from legal and humanitarian assistance to community andgovernment�relations�(Everatt�2011).
Yet, due largely to the lack of political and social allies, these rights advocates remainrelatively weak, which enables long-standing anti-foreigner discourse to persist (Klotz2012; Pugh 2014). Crucially, most of the major economic actors who rely on foreignworkers – whose counterparts in other countries often push for fewer restrictions– remain relatively silent. In particular, the mining conglomerates have historically beenmost dependent on imported labour, based on bilateral contracts with neighbouringstates, which have often continued in the post-apartheid era (Crush 2000; Crush &Tshitereke 2001). Consequently, these businesses negotiate directly with governments– much like corporatist arrangements in many European countries – instead of engag-ing in public debate or the parliamentary process. This bifurcation even enabled themining sector to reframe its contract labour system as international agreements to behonoured and as a cost-effective service to South Africa (Chamber of Mines, cited inCrush & Tshitereke 2001: 54-6).
Thus, in contrast especially to Europe, xenophobic discourse does not have to competewith an alternative pro-market discourse that emphasizes the value of immigration. Inaddition, unions – historically, powerful advocates for the rights of migrant workers inmany European countries – have done little, aside from the National Union of Mineworkers’successful lobbying for the rights of long-term residents to vote in the 1994 elections. TheCongress of South African Trade Unions periodically condemns xenophobia, and charac-terized the 2008 attacks as misplaced scapegoating that distracts from employer exploi-tation, but has not engaged in the debates over immigration policies (Hlatshwayo 2011).
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Within this political context, post-apartheid officials face few incentives to reconsider aninherited frame of foreign Africans as a threat (Vale 2002; Vigneswaran 2008). And in theabsence of any major opposition in parliament, the ANC has little reason to challenge thisdiscourse (Neocosmos 2010; Klotz 2013). Thus they and their constituents readily embracephysical exclusion – notably barriers to entry, police sweeps in areas known for highmigrant populations, detention and deportation without sufficient regard to legal pro-cesses – as the solution. Too often either the police or Home Affairs officials ignore officialrefugee papers (Amit 2015). Furthermore, as the next section details, institutionalizationof this discourse within the bureaucratic side of the state demonstrates why democratiza-tion�has�had�little�ameliorating�effect.
Institutionalized discourse of threat

Data that bureaucracies use to categorize and measure immigration reflect migrationdiscourses across time and across institutions. In South Africa, African immigrants haveremained the overarching target of xenophobia, but the specific nature of that putativedanger has evolved over time: women from Lesotho in the 1960s, Mozambican refugees inthe 1980s, and undocumented Zimbabweans in the 2000s. Along the way, the governmenthas gradually shifted from making exceptions for Africans from the region in colonialtimes to a simpler dichotomy distinguishing citizens from foreigners in the post-apart-heid�era.
South African treatment of foreign Africans is rooted in their role as migrant labourers.Historically, the mining sector, not the government, tabulated the movement of foreignlabourers in great detail, according to arrangements between imperial governments(Jeeves 1985). Africans from the neighbouring British Protectorates (now Botswana,Lesotho and Swaziland) were the exception; they had generally been treated on a parwith black South Africans who settled in the cities as part of an urbanization processthat apartheid aimed to halt (Evans 1997; Posel 1997; Kynoch 2005).
Meanwhile, the 1913 Immigrants Regulation Act precluded any potential foreign Africanimmigration by requiring an ability to assimilate, which meant being white (especiallyGerman and Dutch or English-speaking). Consequently, black immigrants from Africacould not acquire residency status, and there were a series of legal battles over the sta-tus of South Asian British subjects as well as Jewish immigrants. In the 1920s and1930s, quotas targeting Jews led the state to generate detailed statistics on birth, placeof prior residence, and citizenship (Bradlow 1978; Shain 1994; Peberdy 1999). From the1950s into the 1980s, the government shifted its emphasis to facilitating the entry and
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integration of whites fleeing former colonies, who were viewed as being savvy aboutsegregation (Peberdy 1999).
Yet nationality was still fluid as late as the 1960s. Many immigrants of all races wereBritish imperial subjects. When South Africa became a republic (independent fromBritain) in 1961, they instantly needed to be identified as foreigners. In particular thegovernment warned that an influx of foreign Africans threatened to swamp South Africa,even though most came from tiny Lesotho (Owen 1964). Consequently, the Aliens ControlAct of 1963 established the first regional border posts. And in 1965 the former Protector-ates were finally listed as a separate category in immigration statistics, evidence thatAfrican mobility was now regulated through nationality. Subsequently, the categoriesused to track migration have used a basic hierarchy between foreign Africans andAfricans born in South Africa (albeit denied citizenship rights under apartheid).
The only major change in the post-apartheid era was passage of the 1998 Refugees Act,which finally established asylum policies and procedures in line with international agree-ments. Ironically, this recent recognition of rights for refugees has reinforced the binarydistinction between citizens and foreigners in the discourse of threat. Both politiciansand the public, not just perpetrators of the 2008 attacks, routinely express concern aboutthe fiscal impact of illegal immigrants masquerading as asylum seekers and thus over-burdening social services such as housing and health care (Hassim et al 2008). Theseconcerns even appear explicitly in legislation such as the Immigration Amendment Actof�2011.

Effects of discourse on migration and foreign policy
Migration policies span labour markets, political asylum, citizenship rights, and bordercontrols, thus inherently precluding coherence. Even so, inconsistencies in the overallorientation of the post-apartheid government are striking. Notably, the Refugees Act of1998, developed in consultation with the United Nations High Commissioner for Ref-ugees (UNHCR), marked the first time any South African government had ever recognizedasylum status in policy or law. This change met resistance from the Department of HomeAffairs, still staffed mostly with apartheid-era bureaucrats. In the face of such resis-tance, the courts have proven an avenue for ensuring implementation of many refugeerights, as well as for clarifying the scope of constitutional protections applicable tonon-citizens (Handmaker et al 2008).1
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1 See also the section Refugee and migrants rights programme on the website of
Lawyers for Human Rights. Available at:
http://www.lhr.org.za/programme/refugee-and-migrant-rights-programme-rmrp.



Yet the 2002 Immigration Act offered only modest reforms to the inherited apartheid-eraapproach that severely curtailed African mobility. And all subsequent legislation andcorresponding regulations have retained a fundamental emphasis on detention anddeportation, in line with the dominant discourse of threat. Currently, two draft bills,tabled for comment on 6 August 2015, perpetuate this trend. The Border ManagementAgency bill represents the culmination of a Cabinet decision in 2009 to shift enforce-ment to the Department of Defence (Department of Defence 2014: viii; Netshirembe2015). And the Refugees Amendment bill tightens procedures for asylum seekers andexudes concern about fraudulent documentation.
Many aspects of these policies have developed in reaction to political and demographicpressures generated by recurring crises in neighbouring Zimbabwe. For instance, theUNHCR estimates for 2009 included over 300,000 “persons of concern”, almost half ofwhom were Zimbabweans (UNHCR 2009; UNHCR 2010). However, because Home Affairsdoes not categorize Zimbabwe as a refugee-generating country, very few victims of polit-ical violence have an approved asylum status. Also, Home Affairs attempted throughprocedural guidelines to prohibit asylum claims if the applicant has transited through asafe third country (LHR & ACMS 2013). Unlike those fleeing conflicts elsewhere on thecontinent, most Zimbabweans cross directly into South Africa, thereby limiting anyapplicability for a safe third country rule.
In addition, South Africa continues to reject free movement in the region, as originallyproposed in 1995 by the Southern African Development Community (SADC). Instead thegovernment has emphasized better administrative coordination (Oucho & Crush 2001).Consequently, its bilateral policies have sought to coordinate visa requirements withneighbouring countries. In 2005, South Africa and a subset of SADC members adopted aprotocol pledging to work towards the elimination of barriers to integration, includinghuman mobility (Williams 2011). To facilitate, South Africa’s latest immigration regula-tions,�approved�in�2014,�include�a�“treaty”�visa.
Within this SADC framework, South Africa has recently attempted to regularize thestatus of undocumented Zimbabweans by issuing a special permit, initially called theDispensation of Zimbabweans Project permit, then replaced in 2015 by the ZimbabweanSpecial Dispensation permit.2 However, given the requirement of a valid passport, anysuch programme’s effectiveness is inherently limited, because few Zimbabweans canacquire that documentation, due to financial constraints or political risk.
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2 Department of Home Affairs (2015) ‘Zimbabwe special permit (ZSP)’. Available at:
http://www.home-affairs.gov.za/index.php/immigration-services/zimbabwean-special-pe
rmit-zsp.

http://www.home-affairs.gov.za/index.php/immigration-services/zimbabwean-special-permit-zsp


Prognosis
Ultimately, South Africa confronts a conundrum. Its discourse of threat rejects pan-Africanism applied to foreign African migrants, while its regional foreign policies, espe-cially strong relations with Robert Mugabe in Zimbabwe, exacerbate the population flowsthat it seeks to avoid. Alternatively, if South Africa formally acknowledged the depths ofpolitical repression in Zimbabwe, its categorization of other authoritarian regimes asrefugee-generating countries would have to expand dramatically. Given its acknowledg-ment of both international and constitutional legal protections for refugees, the conse-quences would be a much larger number of legitimate asylum claims in addition to amuch narrower set of potential safe third countries on the continent.
A similar contradictory dynamic is evident in South Africa’s involvement in African Union(AU) initiatives, such as its promotion of a rapid reaction force aimed to reduce interven-tions on the continent by former colonial powers (Fabricius 2014b). Such efforts areunlikely to resolve festering conflicts in Sudan or the Democratic Republic of Congowithout a stronger commitment to human rights. Faced with such dilemmas, SouthAfrica increasingly tries to abide by a minimalist interpretation of its international com-mitments. In essence, security continues to trump rights, as South Africa graduallyshifts away from its initial post-apartheid concerns with human rights towards bolster-ing its status at the AU and diversifying ties with the other BRICS, especially China.
Consequently, advocates for migrants’ rights now work harder and harder domesticallymerely to maintain the status quo. As avenues for international pressure diminish, courtproceedings will continue to be the most effective avenue for preserving legal gains madeby rights advocates during the first two decades of the post-apartheid era. Any furtherprogress, however, will require building broad-based alliances between advocates formigrants’ rights and social service organizations within local communities, in order tochallenge�xenophobia�from�the�bottom�up.
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Disillusioned with the post–apartheid ANC government because of a lack of access to andinclusion in policy formulation, South African civil society has wilted from a strong, vibrantand effective civil society during the apartheid era, to a fragmented and weakened civilsociety post 1994. South African civil society will have to work hard to influence foreignpolicy, embracing new and innovative ways of engaging with government to uplift thevoices�of�the�voiceless.
Introduction

South Africa was an international pariah prior to 1994. Given the grievous human rightsabuses during apartheid, it would have been unwise for the international community toentertain any human rights diplomacy by the erstwhile National Party government. There-fore, this essay focuses on the foreign policy and human rights diplomacy post 1994 sincethe�African�National�Congress�(ANC)�government�came�into�power.
The foreign policy of South Africa as a ‘new’ – 21 years old – democracy inscribes humanrights at its very core and states that it will continually strive for the betterment ofnot only its people, but of the people of Africa, going so far as to call it “South Africa’sdiplomacy of Ubuntu” (DIRCO 2011), with ‘Ubuntu’ loosely translating as ‘humanity orkindness to others’.
Domestically South Africa, following the atrocities of apartheid, has what is “widelyregarded as one of the most progressive constitutions in the world” (De Vos 2015). Theconstitution, being the highest law of the land, lists “human dignity, the achievement ofequality and the advancement of human rights and freedoms” among the founding val-ues of the Republic of South Africa. In light of the above, several analysts have reportedbeing puzzled as to why the foreign policy of South Africa is so unpredictable and sodisconnected from the domestic – it is often disparate and sometimes adversarial todomestic human rights policy (Spector 2013). This chapter will seek to highlight someof the (past, present and future) human rights advocacy and domestic influences onforeign policy and the human rights diplomacy of the government of South Africa.
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The foreign policy of the ANC over time
In South Africa’s first democratic elections for the National Assembly, in 1994, the ANCwon 252 of the 400 seats. This marked the end of apartheid. The party has governed unri-valled ever since. As a result, the foreign policy of South Africa may be seen as the foreignpolicy of the ANC. Although South Africa is a multiparty democracy, the ANC has such ahigh percentage of the votes that opposition parties are constrained in their influence.The short history of ANC foreign policy is outlined under each of the three (full term) SouthAfrican�Presidents.

The Mandela years (1994-1999)The Mandela years focused on the international allies that had helped the ANC during theliberation struggle. Mandela’s task was to put South Africa back on the internationalscene after being isolated for so many years. These years were transfixed by an iconic andcharismatic leader who chose peace over potential violent conflict. South Africa becamethe bastion of human rights around the world and Nelson Mandela spent most of his timevisiting foreign dignitaries and improving diplomatic relations. Domestically, the consti-tution (heralded as one of the best human rights documents in the world) came intobeing. All domestic realities were catapulted outwards as South Africa moved onto theworld stage. Mandela spent a good deal of his time mediating foreign conflicts, like in theDemocratic Republic of Congo, and he pursued peace in places like Burundi. PresidentMandela, although the embodiment of human rights at home and abroad, was often criti-cized for his relationships with leaders such as Fidel Castro of Cuba and MuhammedGaddafi of Libya (Firsing 2013) who provided the ANC with support and solidarity duringthe anti-apartheid struggle. Mandela’s foreign policy can be seen as centred around rela-tionship�building�with�new�friends�of�South�Africa�and�old�ANC�supporters.
The Mbeki years (1999-2008)The Mbeki years saw a shift in focus to Africa. All foreign policy was geared to nurturingthe continent, sometimes at the cost of the international community; the latter was oftendue to the fact that Mbeki was engaging with several authoritarian African heads of stateor governments condemned internationally. In 1995, while still Deputy President, hestated that “South Africa should place itself within the context of the South African regionand define its place on the continent of Africa and the world” (Pillay 2011). PresidentMbeki led the ‘African Renaissance’,1 his dream for South Africa in an African context. His
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1 The African Renaissance was referred to by Thabo Mbeki as the emergence of the
continent from “a long period of darkness and fear into one of light and a dream fulfilled”,
in which “through our persistent efforts we have redefined ourselves into something other
than a place of suffering, a place of wars, a place of oppression, a place of hunger, disease,
ignorance and backwardness”, and “succeeded to create a new world of peace, democracy,



foreign policy focused on forging economic and political relationships that would favourAfrica first and firmly establish Africa as a significant player in geopolitical affairs, whilefulfilling his values of what post-colonial Africa should look like, based on social cohesionand�a�growing�and�sustainable�economy.2
Mbeki also spearheaded South-South cooperation with the building of the IBSA dialogueforum. He was a great mediator, spending large amounts of time continuing the work ofhis predecessor by promoting peace and conflict resolution, which was the mainstay ofhis foreign policy thrust. Mbeki was instrumental in negotiations to end the civil wars inBurundi and the DRC. But he refused to criticize Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabefor his human rights violations, due to the fact that Mugabe was a strong ally to theANC. In retrospect, for some, Mbeki’s foreign policy appeared more clear and direct beingpredicated�on�African�affairs�and�African�solutions�to�African�problems�(Pillay�2011).

The Zuma years (2008-present)The Zuma years, as they continue, are the most confusing for South African foreign policy.If one was to try and summarize, they could be described as the years of economic gainand�multilateral�cooperation�in�favour�of�South�Africa’s�economic�growth.
Notably, Zuma has left the ‘African approach’ to foreign affairs and seems to haveushered in a new ‘economic approach’ to foreign policy which also coincides with SouthAfrica becoming a member of the BRICS economic grouping (with Brazil, Russia, Indiaand China). Under Zuma and despite the development of a White paper on foreign policyin 2011, outlining the strategic priorities for South Africa, Zuma’s foreign policy seems tobe driven by economic gain, often at the expense of domestic needs and at the behest ofcorporates. The debacle in the Central African Republic, where thirteen South African sol-diers lost their lives for unclear objectives, is a case in point (Parker 2013). Although, thediplomacy of Ubuntu may have precedence on paper, human rights appear to have takena back�seat�in�reality.

South Africa’s external human rights policy since Zuma
Since joining BRICS in December 2010, South Africa has been voting increasingly inunanimity with BRICS at the United Nations Human Rights Council (see the contribution
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development and prosperity”, Mbeki T. (2001), ‘Address to the joint sitting of the National
Assembly and the National Council on the New Partnership for Africa’s Development’,
Cape Town, 31 Oct., cited from Nathan (2005): 363, footnote 11.
2 Mbeki, T. (1998) ‘African renaissance statement of Deputy President Thabo Mbeki’,
Johannesburg, Gallagher Estate, 13 August. Available at:
http://www.dfa.gov.za/docs/speeches/1998/mbek0813.htm.



of Eduard Jordaan in this volume). Evidence of this can be seen in South Africa’s abstentionon the resolution on Sri Lanka that would have led to an investigation into war crimes in thecountry. India also abstained while Russia and China voted against.3 In April 2014, SouthAfrica voted against a Human Rights Council resolution on the promotion and protectionof human rights in the context of peaceful protests, siding with China, Cuba, India,Kenya, Pakistan, Venezuela and Vietnam.4 South Africa’s alignment with BRICS countries,and China in particular, is also evidenced in South Africa’s refusal to grant the DalaiLama a visa in 2014 to attend a conference of Nobel Peace Prize laureates in South Africa.
Although it is still to be seen whether the voices of democratic countries like India, Braziland South Africa who are part of the BRICS are able to positively influence human rightsin China, it is becoming evident that these countries’ view of democracy may be chang-ing. The three democracies missed a strong opportunity to condemn governments duringthe crackdowns in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Syria during the people’s uprisings orso-called Arab Spring of 2011 (Tiwana 2014), choosing to be observers on the side-lineswith Russia and China. In reaction to this trend of ‘bloc voting’, South African civil soci-ety has found that engaging in the BRICS discourse is a vital tool for influencing foreignpolicy. In practice, local civil society organizations (CSOs) have held many BRICS relateddiscussions, workshops and conferences trying to analyse the political and economicrelationships of the grouping and determine how best to engage these governments.There has also been an increase in international solidarity with civil society in India andBrazil specifically, with BRICS relevant meetings being held on the side-lines of interna-tional CSO gatherings. The information sharing has proven useful in helping to structurean approach to influence foreign policy within the BRICS groupings. Unfortunately, anddue to the current environment for CSOs in China and Russia, these CSO engagementshave been largely between Brazil, India and South Africa only.
An important human rights concern on which South Africa has been fairly consistent,including during the Zuma presidency, has been the issue of the Israeli occupation ofthe Palestinian territories and the conflicts in Gaza. This support by South Africa for thePalestinian people is based on historic factors including the support rendered by YasserArafat and the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) to the anti-apartheid struggle,coupled with strong domestic pressure to support the Palestinian cause. Domestic support
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3 United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (2014), ‘Promoting reconciliation,
accountability and human rights in Sri Lanka’, UN Doc: A/HRC/RES/25/1, 27 March.
Available at: http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/dpage_e.aspx?si=A/HRC/RES/25/1.
4 United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (2014), ‘The promotion and
protection of human rights in the context of peaceful protest: resolution adopted by the
Human Rights Council’, UN Doc: A/HRC/RES/25/38, 11 April. Available at:
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Executions/A-HRC-RES-25-38.pdf.



for the Palestinian struggle goes back to a statement made by Nelson Mandela in 1997when he said: “We know all too well that our freedom is incomplete without the freedomof the Palestinians” (Srikanth 2015). Grassroots activism for Palestine remains strong,comprising a vast network of organizations in South Africa. Students and trade unions aswell as organized networks have used their positions to practice this activism. An exam-ple being when the South African Transport and Allied Workers’ Union refused to unloadIsraeli goods at the Durban harbour (Srikanth 2015). The combined civil society pressurewith government’s already committed will to stand by the Palestinian fight for sover-eignty,�makes�this�a�successful�foreign�policy�stance.
Other areas where South Africa played a positive role with regards to human rightsconcerns are racial discrimination, where South Africa continues to support the DurbanDeclaration and Programme of Action (2001), and the rights of sexual minorities, whichSouth Africa supports, albeit sometimes waveringly. Given the history of apartheid,South Africa was well placed to be at the forefront of the fight against racial discrimina-tion. The hosting of the Durban conference (31 August- 8 September 2001) was the firstcommitment towards driving the agenda on the international stage. The Durban Decla-ration urges “States to establish and implement without delay national policies andaction plans to combat racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intoler-ance, including their gender-based manifestations”.5 South African civil society groupsremain engaged with government on the issue of race and xenophobia. When it comes toissues where there is a common agenda (i.e. the racism agenda) the government is moreopen to discussions with civil society, and includes it in consultations around theNational Action Plan (which is still to be finalized).
During the xenophobic attacks in South Africa both in 2008 and more recently in 2015,civil society was extremely active in holding government to account. Large open meetingswere held to discuss grass roots campaigning and the protection of migrants withinSouth Africa’s borders. Civil society was quick to act, and shared with government plansto campaign on a local level. South Africa has remained consistent in its foreign policy onthese issues and strongly condemns xenophobic attacks. In this example, civil society andgovernment�work�go�hand�in�hand�(see�the�essay�of�Audie�Klotz�for�a�different�view).
Aside from the few areas where government and civil society share common goals andengagement is successful, for the most part, the ANC continues to consult in tight circles.
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5 United Nations World Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia
and Related Intolerance (2001) ‘Durban Declaration and Programme of Action’, UN doc:
A/CONF.189/12, 8 September: No. 66. Available at:
http://www.un-documents.net/durban-d.htm.



This type of governance, in which civil society and the public at large are left out of thedecision-making process, entirely is what remains problematic, as the lack of communi-cation and explanation to the people of South Africa increases the view internally andexternally�of�an�erratic�foreign�policy.
Civil society and human rights advocacy

Outside of the normal government institutions and parliament, human rights advocacyremains largely in the hands of civil society. The ‘global civil society alliance’ CIVICUSdefines civil society as being “the arena, outside of the family, the state, and the market,which is created by individual and collective actions, organisations and institutions toadvance�shared�interests”.6
Civil society in South Africa played a vital and leading role in the anti-apartheid struggle.Civil society rallied in the apartheid era to gain support from foreign governments againstthe apartheid government and also to expose the gross human rights violations takingplace in the country. Without any real influence on the foreign policy of the government ofthe day, due to the nature of the regime, civil society continued to lobby foreign govern-ments�with�a�common�goal�to�end�the�apartheid�regime.
However, after 1994 and the country’s first democratic election, a number of events led tothe weakening of civil society in South Africa and its ability to influence policy-making ingeneral. Firstly, the ANC subsumed high-level civil society leaders into the rank and file ofgovernment, leaving civil society organizations with no leadership and causing many ofthem to close down or struggle with internal changes that set them back in their agen-das. Secondly, and in addition to this, civil society – in all its different facets – had beenfighting for one common goal: the end of apartheid. When apartheid ended and after thevictory chorus had rung out, civil society found itself fragmented and unable to unify onany one cause. The result is a civil society that acts in silos – struggling to coalescearound�common�issues�and�trying�to�find�common�ground.
Having tried to influence foreign policy through engagement of post-1994 governmentswith little success, today civil society’s methods have reverted back to the days pre 1994.Trade unions, think tanks and non-governmental organizations now seek to influenceSouth African foreign policy from the outside again. Perhaps it is a habit from the apart-heid struggle or indicative of a government that does not listen, but the greatest methodof influence is often from international pressure created from the inside. Although the
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6 CIVICUS: World Alliance for Citizen Participation. Available at: www.civicus.org.



enabling environment for civil society remains open,7 allowing South African civil societyto engage government on all levels – and indeed at times encourage it – results are mostnotable when advocacy is directed at the international community that, subsequently,pressures the South African government to change. A prime example is the LGBTI advocacy,which in all its avenues has always leaned on the support of sympathetic governmentsand likeminded organizations to place pressure on the government from outside. Withmuch success in some instances, such as the South African-led SOGI resolution of 2011,8and�some�failures�in�the�follow-up�to�the�resolution.
The logic here is that international advocacy targeted at UN bodies or sympathetic Westerngovernments will result in top-down pressure on leaders to act in accordance with thewishes of domestic civil society organizations. Such a system, regrettably, perpetuates acycle of belief that, because civil society organizations from the global South are predomi-nantly externally funded, they are being used by Western governments to influence Africandomestic and foreign policy (Schiffer & Shorr 2009). Wedded to this, and due to a long his-tory of colonization, is a strongly held, and in some cases freely expressed, anti-Westernsentiment amongst African leaders. The fact that South Africa is now increasingly aligningwith the BRIC countries and the African Union (AU) means that Western-funded CSOs areeven viewed as more ‘suspicious’, but hitherto they have no alternative sources of fund-ing. This is the context in which CSOs – many of which are funded by Western govern-ments – must navigate and operate. Some organizations successfully manage to attainlocal funding from government itself and/or from the national lottery fund. However, andin the context of a massive global funding crisis, most CSOs are forced to rely on foreignfunding�and�deal�with�the�ramifications�of�being�viewed�suspiciously.
A perceived ‘hierarchy’ in acceptable civil society forms also impacts the context for civilsociety (Yachkachi 2010). Dr. Yachkachi postulates that CSOs involved in development,conflict resolution and service delivery have a much better relationship with governmentand are often subcontracted by government to become service providers. They are notregarded with as much suspicion and are more likely to be invited into closed circles.However, while they may have more influence on foreign policy, their thematic focus isdifferent from the majority of human rights organizations and as such they may not takeup issues relevant to the human rights sector, leaving those issues to be advocated forby the organizations that remain ‘outside’ the circle. On the other hand, human rights
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7 Rights to freedoms of expression, association and assembly are protected by South
Africa’s constitution.
8 United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) (2011) ‘Human Rights, Sexual
Orientation and Gender Identity: resolution adopted by the Human Rights Council’, UN
doc: A/HRC/RES/17/19, 14 July. Available at:
http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/dpage_e.aspx?si=A/HRC/RES/17/19.



organizations are viewed suspiciously and impact on policy-making is low. This is partic-ularly evidenced in the case of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) CSOengagement, which tends to side-line human rights organizations, as evidenced in theattendees of these consultations which include development organizations, trade unionsand the�council�of�churches�yet�no�human�rights�advocates.9
Think tanks, such as the South African Institution of International Affairs (SAIIA) are oftenconsulted by government on foreign policy. Seen as a more ‘neutral force’ by the govern-ment, perhaps because they can provide government with more evidenced-based researchpositions (and indeed research that is sometimes commissioned by government), they areoften invited to the inner circle of negotiation and given a platform on which to influenceforeign policy. In South Africa, CSOs have started to consult with think tanks but more soon developmental issues than on human rights. A case in point is the Oxfam and SAIIAcollaboration�on�development�called�the�Network�of�Southern�Think-Tanks�(NeST).10

Conclusion
With the ANC holding a monopoly on power, foreign policy in South Africa will continue tobe driven by ANC objectives. Civil society remains active in attempting to influencehuman rights foreign policy, but in the current status quo it is often left out of the nego-tiations, especially at the highest levels of influence. More effective engagement withgovernment resulting in greater influence on foreign policy will require civil society to bebetter organized through solidarity platforms both domestically and internationally. Withgreater knowledge sharing, capacity building, and advocacy between organizations,South African civil society can provide a united front in negotiations with government,applying pressure as a unified force. In addition, by engaging more widely with thinktanks, trade unions and development organizations, human rights organizations canattempt to get a ‘seat at the table’, or at least influence the discourse between govern-ment and the more ‘trusted’ organizations invited into the tighter circles of negotiation.Relationship building is also vital to influencing foreign policy. By building relationshipsthat help to remove governments’ suspicion about human rights organizations’ agen-das, CSOs will be given more of a voice at these all too important negotiations on thefuture of South Africa’s human rights foreign policy.
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9 See the 9th Civil Society Forum statement to the SADC Heads of State and
Government Summit (17-18 August 2013): ‘SADC: We want: Acting together- Ensuring
accountability’, 10 September 2013. Available at:
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